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FOREWORD 
The Lewis Research Center is the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration's principal field installation for aerospace propulsion and 
power generation research and development. Therefore, a substantial part of 
the Center's activities is devoted to progress in the technology of aircraft 
propulsion. Results of this work are published as NASA reports and as 
articles in the technical journals. In addition, an occasional technical 
conference assists us in communicating more directly with others in the 
engineering field. Accordingly, this Combustion Fundamentals Research 
Conference was held to provide a forum for selected researchers from industry, 
academe, and the Government to review results of recent and current 
Lewis-sponsored research in combustion and the fluid mechanic processes in the 
gas-turbine combustor environment. This meeting also provided an opportunity 
for technical dialog among the participants. 
Over the last few years increased emphasis has been placed on fundamental 
and generic research at Lewis with less systems development efforts. This is 
especially true in combustion research, where the study of combustion 
fundamentals has grown significantly in order to better address the perceived 
long-term technical needs of the aerospace industry. The main thrusts for 
this combustion fundamentals program area as follows: 
(1) Analytical models of combustion processes - These models characterize 
the governing physical phenomena that occur during combustion and in the fluid 
dynamic processes associated with gas turbine combustors. 
( 2 )  Model verification experiments - These experiments provide 
benchmark-quality data to use in assessing the accuracy of analytical models 
and in identifying model deficiencies. 
( 3 )  Fundamental combustion experiments - These experiments achieve a more 
complete and basic understanding of the fundamental aerodynamic and chemical 
processes occurring in chemically reacting flows. 
( 4 )  Advanced numeric techniques - These techniques improve computer codes 
in terms of efficiency, numerical accuracy, and display of results. 
At present, there are several research activities under each of these 
thrusts. Most of these activities were reviewed by the respective principal 
investigators. Each presentation sumarizes the progress and current status 
of the project. If more detail is desired, discussion with the principal 
investigator is invited. In most cases, previous publications are listed. 
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A model for predicting the distribution of liquid fuel droplets and fuel 
vapor in premixing-prevaporizing fuel-air mixing passages of the direct injection 
type is described. This model consists of three computer programs: a calculation 
of the two-dimensional or axisymmetric air flow field neglecting the effects of 
fuel; a calculation of the three-dimensional fuel droplet trajectories and 
evaporation rates in a known, moving air flow; and a calculation of fuel vapor 
diffusing into a moving three-dimensional air flow with source terms dependent 
on the droplet evaporation rates. The air flow calculation can treat compressible 
swirling flows in arbitrary ducts with arbitrary distributions of temperature and 
velocity as initial conditions. The fuel droplets are treated as individual 
particle classes each satisfying Newton's law, a heat transfer, and a mass 
transfer equation. Each particle class has a number density such that summation 
over all particle classes yields the fuel flow rate. This fuel droplet model 
treats multicomponent fuels and incorporates the physics required for the treatment 
of elastic droplet collisions, droplet shattering, droplet coalescence and 
droplet wall interactions. The vapor diffusion calculation treats three-dimensional, 
gas-phase, turbulent diffusion processes with the turbulence level determined by 
the air flow calculations and the source terms determined by the droplet evaporation 
rates. 
The analysis includes two models for the autoignition of the fuel-air mixture 
based upon the rate of formation of an important intermediate chemical species 
during the pre-ignition period. This species is produced both within the vicinity 
of the fuel droplets and throughout the diffusing fuel vapor-air mixture. Since 
chemical reaction rates may depend upon the local mixture temperature, the local 
mixture temperature is adjusted for the effect of fuel evaporation. One of these 
autoignition models i'6 based upon a global chemical reaction rate in which fuel 
decomposes to form the intermediate species, ethene. Additional chemical reactions 
result in the oxidation of ethene to carbon dioxide and water vapor. The maximum 
ethene concentration occurs at approximately the same instanf in time in which 
a sudden rise in gas temperature occurs. The second model is based upon the 
global chemical reaction rate governing the production of an unknown, but important, 
intermediate species; autoignition occurs where the concentration of this species 
reaches a critical value determine,d by adjusting constants in the global reaction 
rate expression to give agreement with representative, experimentally-obtained, 
autoignition times. 
Model development has been completed, the computer codes have been delivered 
to NASA, and t h e  final report has been completed. The final report includes a 
literature survey conducted to identify the important characteristics that 
influence the occurrence of autoignition and to aid in the development of auto- 
ignition models. 
OBJECTIVES 
Develop computer codes to predict 3 0  distribution of 
liquid and vapor fuel in moving gas stream 
Develop an autoignition model for fuel-air mixtures 
in LPP passages 
COMPUTATIONAL SEQUENCE 
Calculate 20  air flow distribution 
Calculate 3D fuel droplet trajectories and sources 
of fuel vapor and autoignition species from droplets 
Calculate 3 0  diffusion of fuel vapor 
Calculate 3D diffusion of autoignition species from 
droplet and vapor sources 
Apply autoignition criterion 
CALCULATION OF AIR FLOW 
(UTRC ADD code) 
Two dimensional or axisymmetric/swirling 
0 Arbitrary duct contours 
Arbitrary inlet flow conditions 
Arbitrary perfect gas 
Turbulence model 
Mixing length free stream turbulence 
Van Driest wall turbulence 
Streamline coordinates-conformal mapping 
Implicit forward marching numerical integration 
CALCULATION OF SPECIES 
(UTRC VAPDIF code) 
3D binary diffusion equa:ion 
Fuel vapor into air 
Autoignition species into air 
Source terms 
Fuel vapor from droplet evaporation 
0 Fuel vapor from evaporation at  a wall 
Autoignition species from droplet evaporation 
Autoignition species from diffusing fuel vapor 
Turbulent eddy diffusivity 
CALCULATION OF FUEL 
DROPLET EVAPORATION 
(UTRC PTRAK code] 
Air flow field known 
Droplets treated as particle classes 
(3) momentum equations 
Mass transfer equation 
Heat transfer equation 
Fuel liquid and vapor thermodynamics 
Multicomponent fuel blends 
Droplet shattering, coalescence, and 
well interactions 
AUTOIGNITION MODEL I 
Hautman, Dryer, Shug and Glassman 
Fuel (CnH2n+2) 
Ethene (C2H2) 
Time 
AUTOIGNITION MODEL I - (Cont.) 
Provides general analytical framework 
Requires strong interaction between fuel vapor 
and autoignition species 
Requires calibration at LPP conditions 
AUTOlGNlTlON MODEL II 
Autoignition species (?) 
Criterion 
Correlation 
Simple to apply 
Difficult to calibrate 

NUMERICAL SIMULATION FOR DROPLET COMBUSTION USING LAGRANGIN HYDRODYNAMICS 
Martin J. F r i t t s ,  mvid E. Fyfe, and Elaine S. Oran 
Laboratory f o r  Computational Physics 
k v a l  Research Iaboratory 
Washington, DC 20375 
A predic t ive  model of spray combustion m s t  incorporate models f o r  t h e  wide 
var ie ty  of physical environments i n  a p r ac t i c a l  combustor. In regions where 
droplets  a r e  c losely  spaced, combustion resembles a diffusion flame; where they 
a r e  well-separated, an envelope o r  wake flame resu l t s .  The r e l a t i ve  velocity 
f i e l d  between t h e  f u e l  droplets  and oxidizer influences boundary l ayer  develop- 
ment about t he  drople t ,  rec i rcula t ing flow pat terns ,  and droplet  shape and 
s t a b i l i t y .  A model m s t  encompass these  in te rac t ing  temporal and s p a t i a l  
e f f ec t s  a s  well  a s  complicated combustor boundaries. The objective of t he  
current work i s  t o  develop t h e  t r i angu la r  gridding method f o r  describing t h e  
individual  and co l lec t ive  proper t ies  of vaporizing and burning fue l  droplets. 
Our approach t o  t h i s  problem has been t o  modify t h e  bas ic  two dimensional 
Lagrangian model [l] t o  simulate flows i n  and about f u e l  droplets  [ 2 ] .  This 
general-connectivity t r i angu la r  g r id  permits accurate representation of 
boundaries a s  well a s  material  surfaces and in terfaces .  It a l s o  allows var iable  
resolution through t h e  inse r t ion  of new c e l l s  a s  required t o  maintain accuracy. 
The f in i t e -d i f fe rence  operators f o r  divergence, c u r l  and gradient a r e  
constructed t o  exactly r e f l e c t  t h e  propert ies of t h e  continuum operators. The 
construction assures conservation of vo r t i c i t y  and mass and provides a 
determination of t h e  l o c a l  g r i d  connectivity based on convergence c r i t e r i a  f o r  
t h e  solut ion of Poisson's Equation. Extensions of t h e  model have been made i n  
t h e  same s p i r i t :  f i n i t e d i f f e r e n c e  operators conform t o  t h e  continuum l im i t  and 
physical  quan t i t i e s  a r e  conserved properly. An important f ac to r  t o  note i s  t h a t  
development of t h i s  method i s  en t i r e l y  o r ig ina l  work; t he r e  i s  no bas ic  l o r e  t o  
f a l l  back on when something goes wrong, and algorithms f o r  a pa r t i cu la r  type of 
term m s t  be devised and t he  bes t  one chosen. 
To date t h e  bas ic  hydrodynamic code incorporates algorithms which allow us  
t o  include t h e  e f f ec t s  of surface tension and viscosity.  These algorithms have 
been incorporated and t e s t ed  extensively as described below. We have a l s o  
devised algorithms f o r  including t h e  e f f ec t s  of compressibility f o r  subsonic 
flow and f o r  incorporating t h e  e f f ec t s  of thermal conductivity. While these  
l a t t e r  e f f ec t s  a r e  being t e s t ed  and incorporated, we w i l l  be developing t h e  
algorithms f o r  vaporization and molecular diffusion. The f i n a l  s t eps  w i l l  allow 
us  t o  describe a burning droplet.  
?he t e s t  problems performed have included s i m l a t i o n s  of incompressible 
flows about droplets  i n  which t h e  density r a t i o s  of droplet  t o  background mate- 
r i a l  have been 2:1, 10:1, and most recently 800:1. ?he two lower density r a t i o s  
were used t o  t e s t  t h e  various algorithms. The l a t e s t  t e s t s  a r e  aimed a t  model- 
l i n g  kerosene i n  air  and have incoporated t h e  expressions f o r  surface tension 
and viscosity.  
A s  an example of t h e  way i n  which development of algorithms has proceeded, 
we describe t h e  l a t e s t  developnent i n  an algorithm f o r  viscosity.  Our viscosi ty  
algorithm or ig ina l ly  emressed t h e  change i n  t he  vo r t i c i t y ,  5 ,  a t  a g r i d  point 
due t o  v iscosi ty  by dS/dt = vv25, where v i s  t h e  viscosi ty  coeff ic ient .  A l l  
t r i ang l e  ve loc i t i e s  about a vertex contributed equally t o  t h e  change i n  v o r t i -  
c i t y  a t  t he  c en t r a l  g r i d  point.  Although t h e  algorithm produced t h e  correct  
spreading r a t e s  f o r  t h e  t e s t  case of a shear p ro f i l e ,  we found t h a t  it only d id  
so  f o r  f a i r l y  regular  g r id  geometries because of t h e  ambiguity i n  determining 
how t h e  changes i n  vo r t i c i t y  a r e  t r ans la ted  t o  veloci ty  changes f o r  d i f fe ren t  
g r i d  geometries. For an a rb i t r a ry  gr id ,  a  more complete prescript ion was neces- 
sary and a method was developed i n  which v2V i s  a triangle-centered 
quantity . 
Tnis new triangle-centered algorithm was t e s t ed  i n  a ca lcula t ion of t h e  
spreading of a shear layer  of i n i t i a l l y  zero thickness. The way i n  which t h e  
velocity d i s t r ibu t ion  across t h i s  layer  evolves and t h e  growth of t h e  width of 
t h e  l ayer  a r e  known quan t i t i e s  which may be compared t o  t he  r e su l t s  of calcula- 
t ions .  We found t h a t  t h e  calculated l ayer  width agreed exactly with t h e  theory 
and t h e  shear l ayer  ve loc i t i e s  were correct  over t h e  en t i r e  mesh. The compo- 
nents of veloci ty  perpendicular t o  t h e  shear l ayer  remined zero indicat ing t h a t  
t h e  algorithm worked wel l  even f o r  t h e  d i s to r ted  g r id  used i n  t h e  t e s t  prob- 
lems. 
In order t o  t e s t  our algorithm f o r  surface tens ion,  we performed calcula-  
t i ons  of droplets  which o s c i l l a t e  under t h e  e f f ec t s  of surface tension. The 
r e su l t s  of s i m l a t i o n s  could be compared t o  t h e  l i n e a r  theory f o r  smll  ampli- 
tude osc i l l a t ions  on cy l indr ica l  j e t s ,  a s  f i r s t  given by Rayleigh. We extended 
t h i s  theory t o  predic t  droplet o sc i l l a t i on  frequencies f o r  a droplet  i n  a back- 
ground gas of f i n i t e  density. 
In t h e  numerical ca lcula t ions  we studied an n = 2 o sc i l l a t i on  f o r  a drople t  
density of 2 g/cm3 and an external  f l u i d  density of 1 g/cm3. From t h e  calcula- 
t i ons  shown i n  Figure 1, we f ind  t h a t  t he  numerical o sc i l l a t i on  period i s  
approximately 1 . 2 5 ~ 1 0 ' ~ ~  whereas t he  t heo re t i c a l  period i s  1 . 1 3 ~ 1 0 ' ~ ~ .  Most of 
the  smll discrepancy between t he  numerical and t heo re t i c a l  r e su l t s  can be 
explained by t h e  f i n i t e  g r i d  s-cing. However, given Rayleighls experience with 
l a rge  amplitude o sc i l l a t i ons ,  LC i s  reasonable t o  expect our computational 
period t o  d i f f e r  somewhat f r omtha t  given by t h e  l i n e a r  theory. 
Figures 2 and 3 show other  ea r ly  t e s t  calculat ions.  Figure 2 i l l u s t r a t e s  
t h e  case f o r  which t h e  density r a t i o  i s  2: l  and t he r e  i s  no surface tension o r  
viscosity present. We see  t h a t  a  rec i rcula t ion zone forms ea r ly  i n  t h e  calcula-  
t i on ,  compressing t h e  droplet i n  t h e  di rect ion p a r a l l e l  t o  t h e  flow. Flow 
within t he  droplet  i s  i n i t i a t e d  by t h i s  compression i n  a d i rect ion n o r m l t o  t h e  
external  flow. The bulges formed a t  t h e  t op  and bottom of t he  d i s to r ted  droplet  
a r e  pulled around t he  reci rcula t ion zone by t h e  shear flow which i s  a t  a mximum 
a t  these  points. The i n t e rna l  droplet flow is  therefore  driven by t h e  compres- 
sion s e t  up between t h e  f ron t  and r ea r  stagnation points  and by t h e  high shear  
flow which extends around t h e  t op  and bottom of t he  droplet and reci rcula t ion 
zone. 'Ihe in teract ion of t he  droplet back onto t h e  external  flow occurs p r i -  
marily through t h e  enlarged cross-sectional area  of t h e  droplet  which increases 
t h e  s i z e  of t h e  rec i rcula t ion zone. Eventually t h e  droplet  i s  squeezed i n t o  a 
t h i n  l ayer  coating t h e  reci rcula t ing zone. The thinned f i lm then sha t t e r s  i n t o  
several  s m l l e r  pieces,  f i r s t  a t  t he  r e a r  of t h e  droplet  and l a t e r  i n  t h e  more 
laminar flow toward t h e  f ron t  on t h e  droplet.  
Figure 3 shows t he  r e su l t s  of a ca lcula t ion with surface tension f o r  t he  
same i n i t i a l  conditions a s  used i n  t he  calcula t ion without surface tension 
(Figure 2).  As i n  t h e  case without surface tension,  t he  i n t e rna l  droplet flow 
is driven by compression p a r a l l e l  t o  t h e  ex te rna l  flow and i s  i n i t i a l l y  norm1 
t o  t h e  external  flow. A rec i rcula t ion zone i s  formed i n  t h e  wake of t h e  
compressed droplet and t he  droplet i s  deformed a s  it i s  swept outward and back- 
ward by t h e  external  flow both outside and ins ide  t h e  reci rcula t ion zone. 
However, t h e  presence of surface tension provides counteracting forces a t  
regions of high curvature. Such forces a t  t h e  s ides  and r ea r  of t h e  droplet  a r e  
su f f i c ien t  t o  s top  t h e  droplet  f romthinning around t h e  reci rcula t ion zone. 
The presentat ion w i l l  sumrmrize t h e  calcula t ions  shown above and then 
proceed t o  describe t h e  more recent ca lcula t ions  a t  an 800:1 density ra t io .  
Introducing t h i s  l a rge  r a t i o  i n i t i a l l y  caused several  problems i n  defining 
ve loc i t i e s  when c e l l s  near t h e  droplet  boundary were divided. This problem was 
due t o  f i n i t e  resolution e f f ec t s  a t  t he  boundary and has been fixed. Current 
s i m l a t i o n s  with viscosi ty  should give u s  a r e a l i s t i c  p ic tu re  of flows i n  t h e  
droplet  i t s e l f .  
Finally,  we describe t h e  new algorithms t o  be t e s t ed  f o r  subsonic c o q r e s -  
s i b i l i t y  and thermal conductivity. A new parametric representation of t a u t  
spl ines  w i l l  a l s o  be presented. ?his extension was necessary t o  achieve a 
"wiggle-free" sp l ine  f i t  i n  smooth regions of a droplet in te r face  which were 
near surface discontinuties.  
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STRUCTURE OF EVAPORATING AND COMBUSTING SPRAYS: 
MEASUREMENTS AM) PREDICTIONS* 
J-S. Shuen, A.S.P. Solomon and G. M. Faeth 
The Department of Mechanical Engineering 
The Pennsylvania State University 
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802 
Summary 
Results obtained during the first year of an investigation of the 
structure of sprays are briefly described. Further details may be found 
in Refs. 1-3. 
The investigation involves both experimentation and analysis. Experi- 
mental objectives are to complete measurements of the structure of nonevapo- 
rating, evaporating and combusting .sprays for sufficiently well-defined 
boundary conditions to allow evaluation of models of these processes (Fig. 1). 
Analytical objectives are to begin model evaluation using both existing and 
the new data (Fig..2). The results of the investigation have application to 
the development of rational design methods for aircraft combustion chambers 
and other devices involving spray combustion (Fig. 3). 
Major assumptions for the models are summarized in Fig. 4. The con- 
tinuous phase is treated using a k-&-g model of turbulence originally pro- 
posed by Lockwood and Naguib [ 4 ] ,  which has been extensively calibrated for 
noncombusting and combusting single-phase flows during earlier work in this 
laboratory 15-71. 
Three methods for treating the discrete phase are being considered: 
(1) a locally homogeneous flow (LHF) model, (2) a deterministic separated 
flow (DSF) model, and (3) a stochastic separated flow (SSF) model. The 
main properties of these models are summarized in Figs. 5-7. Infinitely 
fast interphase transport rates and local thermodynamic equilibrium are 
assumed for the LHF model (Fig. 5)--implying that both phases have the same 
temperature and velocity at each point in the flow. LHF models provide a 
useful limit for infinitely small particles or drops, but generally over- 
estimate the rate of development of practical sprays [5-71. DSF models 
(Fig. 6) provide for finite interphase transport rates, but assume that 
interphase transport can be found by ignoring effects of turbulent fluctu- 
ations. Most spray models reported to date employ this approximation. The 
present SSF model (Fig. 7) adapts an approach originally proposed by Gosman 
and Ioannides [8] .  In this case, particles or drops are assumed to interact 
with a succession of.turbulent eddies whose properties are determined by 
random sampling--given mean and fluctuating properties of the flow from the 
k-E-g model calculations. This involves computation of a statistically 
significant number of particle trajectories using Monte Carlo techniques. 
* 
NASA Grant No. NAG 3-190 with R: Tacina of Lewis Research Center as 
NASA Scientific Officer. 
I n i t i a l  model e v a l u a t i o n  employed d a t a  f o r  d i l u t e  p a r t i c l e - l a d e n  jets-- 
t o  avo id  compl ica t ions  due t o  p a r t i c l e  coa lescence ,  p a r t i c l e  c o l l i s i o n s  and 
p o l y d i s p e r s e  p a r t i c l e  f lows.  Only a sample of t h e  r e s u l t s  i s  g iven  h e r e ,  
c f .  Refs .  [l-31 f o r  complete f i n d i n g s .  
The p r e s c r i p t i o n  f o r  eddy p r o p e r t i e s  used i n  t h e  SSF model was c a l i -  
b r a t e d  u s i n g  t h e o r e t i c a l  r e s u l t s  of Hinze [9]--similar t o  Gosman and 
Ioann ides  181. Th is  a n a l y s i s  was f o r  t h e  d i s p e r s i o n  of i n f i n i t e l y - s m a l l  
p a r t i c l e s  i n  a homogeneous and i s o t r o p i c  t u r b u l e n t  f low. The comparison 
between SSF p r e d i c t i o n s  and t h e  a n a l y t i c a l  r e s u l t  i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  F i g .  8. 
Good agreement was achieved--f ix ing methods f o r  e s t i m a t i n g  p a r r i c l e  i n t e r -  
a c t i o n s  w i t h  e d d i e s .  The SSF model p r e d i c t i o n s  a r e  compared w i t h  measure- 
ments of p a r t i c l e  d i s p e r s i o n  i n  a d u c t  f low,  r e p o r t e d  by Snyder and Lumley 
[ l o ] ,  i n  F i g .  9 .  The model i s  s e e n  t o  p rov ide  encouraging p r e d i c t i o n s  of 
e f f e c t s  of p a r t i c l e  p r o p e r t i e s  on r a t e s  of p a r t i c l e  d i s p e r s i o n .  
The remaining comparisons between p r e d i c t i o n s  and measurements c o n s i d e r  
p a r t i c l e - l a d e n  j e t s .  LHF, DSF and SSF model p r e d i c t i o n s  a r e  compared w i t h  
t h e  measurements of Yuu e t  a l .  [ l l ]  i n  F i g .  10.  The LHF and DSF models 
over-  and under-es t imate  p a r t i c l e  d i s p e r s i o n ,  w h i l e  t h e  SSF model i s  i n  good 
agreement w i t h  measurements. Furthermore,  t h e  DSF model i n d i c a t e s  t h a t  t h e  
p a r t i c l e s  tend t o  c o n c e n t r a t e  n e a r  t h e  c e n t e r l i n e  as a x i a l  d i s t a n c e  inc reases - -  
which is  n o t  observed.  Comparison of t h e  models w i t h  measurements of McComb 
and S a l i h  [12 ,13] ,  L a a t s  and Frishman [14,15]  and Levy and Lockwood [16] 
c o n t i n u e s  i n  F i g s .  11-13. The SSF model y i e l d s  s a t i s f a c t o r y  p r e d i c t i o n s  f o r  
t h e s e  f lows,  a s i d e  from p o s s i b l e  e f f e c t s  of t u r b u l e n c e  modulat ion and turbu- 
l e n c e  g e n e r a t i o n  a t  h i g h  p a r t i c l e  mass l o a d i n g s  [ 2 , 3 ] .  T h i s  e v a l u a t i o n  i s  
n o t  adequa te ly  d e f i n i t i v e ,  however, due t o  u n c e r t a i n t i e s  i n  i n i t i a l  c o n d i t i o n s  
f o r  t h e  e x i s t i n g  p a r t i c l e - l a d e n  jet  d a t a  [l-31. 
Eva lua t ion  of t h e  models is  c o n t i n u i n g  u s i n g  d a t a  from t h e  p r e s e n t  in -  
v e s t i g a t i o n .  A s k e t c h  of t h e  t e s t  a p p a r a t u s  be ing  used f o r  noncombusting 
s p r a y s  is  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Fig .  14. An a i r -a tomiz ing  i n j e c t o r s p r a y s  v e r t i c a l l y  
downward a l o n g  t h e  c e n t e r l i n e  of a t r a v e r s i b l e  screened e n c l o s u r e .  Experi-  
mental  methods a r e  summarized i n  F i g .  15.  A l l  t echn iques  have been used i n  
work t o  d a t e ,  a s i d e  f r o m . t h e  LDA-vis ibi l i ty  method f o r  drop s i z e  and v e l o c i t y  
measurements--which r e q u i r e s  a d i f f e r e n t  o p t i c a l  geometry and is  be ing  de- 
f e r r e d  u n t i l  o t h e r  measurements are complete.  
Experimental  methods were e s t a b l i s h e d  by s a t i s f a c t o r y  measurements of 
t h e  p r o p e r t i e s  of a i r  j e t s ,  formed by t h e  i n j e c t o r ,  w i t h  e a r l i e r  work [ 5 , 6 ] .  
T e s t s  were t h e n  conducted i n  two 'nonevaporat ing s p r a y s  having SMD of 87 and 
30 pm. LHF and SSF model p r e d i c t i o n s  a r e  compared w i t h  measurements of mean 
gas v e l o c i t y  and mean l i q u i d  f l u x ,  a l o n g  t h e  s p r a y  a x i s ,  i n  F i g s .  16 and 17. 
There  i s  no fundamental  l i m i t a t i o n  i n  t h e  u s e  of t h e  LHF model i n  dense  
r e g i o n s  of t h e  sp ray ;  t h e r e f o r e ,  t h e s e  p r e d i c t i o n s  extend from t h e  i n j e c t o r  
e x i t .  The s e p a r a t e d  f low models, however, a r e  l i m i t e d  t o  d i l u t e  r e g i o n s  of 
t h e  s p r a y ;  t h e r e f o r e ,  t h e s e  c a l c u l a t i o n s  beg in  a t  x/d = 50--where adequa te  
i n i t i a l  c o n d i t i o n s  were a v a i l a b l e  from t h e  measurements. The p r e d i c t i o n  of 
t h e  LHF model improves f o r  t h e  more f i n e l y  atomized spray ,  Case 1, b u t  is  
n o t  v e r y  s a t i s f a c t o r y .  I n  c o n t r a s t ,  t h e  SSF model p rov ides  reasonab ly  good 
p r e d i c t i o n s  o f  t h e s e  measurements. P r e d i c t e d  and measured r a d i a l  p r o f i l e s  
of l i q u i d  mass f l u x  a r e  p l o t t e d  i n  F i g .  18.  S i m i l a r  t o  t h e  r e s u l t s  f o r  
p a r t i c l e - l a d e n  j e t s ,  t h e  DSF model y i e l d s  e x c e s s i v e  c o n c e n t r a t i o n s  of t h e  
d i s p e r s e d  phase  near  t h e  a x i s ,  s i n c e  t u r b u l e n t  p a r t i c l e  d i f f u s i o n  is  ignored.  
The SSF model p rov ides  f a i r  p r e d i c t i o n s  of p a r t i c l e  sp read .  However, i n  
t h i s  c a s e ,  t h e  LHF model underes t imates  sp read  r a t e s !  Th is  e f f e c t  is  wel l -  
known, i n v o l v i n g  enhanced spread ing  of p a r t i c l e - l a d e n  f lows  by t u r b u l e n t  
d i f f u s i o n  f o r  a c e r t a i n  range  of p a r t i c l e  i n e r t i a l  p r o p e r t i e s .  The f a c t  
t h a t  t h e  SSF model c o r r e c t l y  p r e d i c t s  t h i s  t r e n d  i s  v e r y  encouraging.  Pre- 
d i c t e d  and measured t u r b u l e n c e  k i n e t i c  energy a r e  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  F i g .  19.  
While t h e  LHF model underes t imates  t h e  magnitude o f  k and t h e  width  of t h e  
f low,  t h e  SSF model p r o v i d e s  s a t i s f a c t o r y  p r e d i c t i o n s .  Th i s ,  too ,  is  
encouraging,  s i n c e  p r e d i c t i o n s  of k are a n  impor tan t  element i n  e s t i m a t i n g  
eddy p r o p e r t i e s  f o r  t h e  SSF model. Good p r e d i c t i o n s  of Reynolds s t r e s s  
were a l s o  ob ta ined  w i t h  t h e  SSF model. Reynold s t r e s s  depends on E pre-  
d ic t ions - - sugges t ing  t h a t  t h i s  a s p e c t  of t h e  eddy p r e s c r i p t i o n  i s  a l s o  
adequate .  
The conc lus ions ,  t o  d a t e ,  are summarized i n  F ig .  20. The main con- 
c l u s i o n  i s  t h a t  t h e  SSF model p r o v i d e s  encouraging p r e d i c t i o n s  f o r  t h e s e  
mul t iphase  flows--with minimal added empiricism. It w i l l  be  most i n t e r e s t i n g  
t o  examine t h i s  methodology f o r  e v a p o r a t i n g  and cornbusting sprays--where 
e f f e c t s  of c o n c e n t r a t i o n  f l u c t u a t i o n s  must be considered a long  w i t h  v e l o c i t y  
f l u c t u a t i o n s .  The main l i m i t a t i o n  of t h e  e v a l u a t i o n ,  t h u s  f a r ,  i s  adequa te  
s p e c i f i c a t i o n  of i n i t i a l  c o n d i t i o n s  f o r  t h e  p r e s e n t  d a t a  base.  T e s t s  d u r i n g  
t h e  n e x t  r e p o r t  p e r i o d  are designed t o  e l i m i n a t e  t h i s  d e f i c i e n c y  (F ig .  21) .  
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OBJECTIVES:' COMPLETE MEASUREMENTS OF SPRAY STRUCTURE S U I T A B L E  
FOR EVALUATION OF MODELS. 
CONFIGURATION: AXISYMMETR IC SPRAY OR PARTICLE-LADEN JET IN A 
QUIESCENT ENVIRONMENT. 
V .  COMBUST 1NG SPRAY (n-PENTANE) . 
Figure 1. - Experimental Obj'ectives. 
OBJECTIVES: COMPLETE EVALUATION OF TYPICAL MODELS USING BOTH 
E X I S T I N G  AND NEW DATA. 
MODELS: I. LOCALLY HOMOGENEOUS FLOW (LHF)--INFINITELY 
FAST INTERPHASE TRANSPORT RATES. 
I I, DETERMINISTIC SEPARATED FLOW (DSFI--FINITE 
INTERPHASE TRANSPORT RATES CONSIDERING 
P A R T I C L E  RESPONSE TO MEAN MOTION. 
I I I. STOCHASTIC SEPARATED FLOW (SSFI--FINITE 
INTERPHASE TRANSPORT RATES BUT P A R T I C L E S  
RESPOND TO I N D I V I D U A L  EDDIES.  
EVALUATION: GAS JETS,SOLID-PARTICLE-LADEN JETS, NONEVAPORATING 
SPRAYS, EVAPORATING SPRAYS AND COMBUSTING SPRAYS. 
Figure 2 .- Analy t ica l  Obj ec t ives .  
POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE RESULTS ARE: 
1, THE DEVELOPMENT OF RATIONAL DESIGN METHODS FOR 
AIRCRAFT COMBUSTION CHAMBERS, GAS-TURBINE 
COMBUSTORS, FURIIACES, STRATIF IED-CHARGE 1 ,C,  
ENGINES AND DIESEL ENGINES, 
2 .  IMPROVED UNDERSTANDING OF THE PROPERTIES OF 
TURBULENT PARTICLEiDROP-LADEN FLOWS, 
Figure  3 . -  Appl i ca t i ons  of t h e  i n v e s t i g a t i o n .  
2, k - E  -9 TURBULENCE MODEL WHICH I S  WELL-CALIBRATED FOR NONCOMBUSTING 
AND COMBUSTING SINGLE-PHASE J E T S ,  
3.  ~~EGLJGIBLE K I N E T I C  ENERGY AND VISCOUS D I S S I P A T I O N  OF MEAN FLOW 
AND R A D I A T I O N ,  
6. DSF AND SSF ONLY: DILUTE -PARTICULATE FLOW SO EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE 
GENERATION AND D I S S l P , A T I O N  BY PARTICLES, P A R T I C L E  COLLISIONS,  AND 
ADJACENT-PARTICLE DISTURBANCES OF INTERPHASE TRANSPORT RATES ARE 
N E G L I G I B L E .  
Figure  4.- Major assumptions of t h e  models. 
ASSUMPTION: INFINITELY FAST INTERPHASE TRANSPORT RATES, I, E., 
P A R T I C L E  AND CONTINUOUS PHASE V E L O C I T I E S  AND 
TEMPERATURES ARE I D E N T I C A L  AND LOCAL THERMODYNAMIC 
E Q U I L I B R I U M  INCLUDES BOTH PHASES. 
Figure 5 . -  Propert ies  of the LHF model. 
ASSUMPTION: FINITE INTERPHASE TRANSPORT RATES WITH PARTICLES 
RESPONDING TO MEAN MOTION,  
NOTES : I, PARTICLE DISPERSION IGNORED--ONLY VALID FOR 
"LARGE" PARTICLES. 
I I I. EULERIAN CALCULATION FOR CONTINUOUS PHASE WITH 
D I S T R I B U T E D  SOURCE TERMS FROM P A R T I C L E  INTERACTIONS.  
Figure 6 . -  Propert ies  of the  DSF model. 
ASSUMPTION : FINITE INTERPHASE TRANSPORT RATES WITH PARTICLES 
INTERACTING WITH A SUCCESSION OF INDIVIDUAL EDDIES 
WHOSE PROPERTIES ARE FOUND BY RANDOM SAMPLING OF 
LOCAL TURBULENCE PROPERTIES, 
I I. PROVIDES PREDICTIONS OF FLUCTUATING PARTICLE 
PROPERTIES AND TURBULENT PARTICLE DISPERSION. 
I I I a COFIPUTATION SII~IILAR TO DSF MODEL--P~ONTE CARLO 
TECHNIQUE TO FIIJD PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES, 
Figure 7.- P r o p e r t i e s  of t h e  SSF model. 
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Figure 8,- SSF p r e d i c t i o n s  f o r  t h e  d i s -  
pe r s ion  of i n f i n i t e l y  smal l  p a r t i c l e s  
i n  a  homogeneous i s o t r o p i c  f l o w  (ana- 
l y t i c a l  r e s u l t s  from Hinze [9]). 
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F i g u r e  9 .-. P r e d i c t e d  and measured p a r t i c l e  d i s p e r s i o n  i n  a  
uniform gr id-generated t u r b u l e n t  f l o w  (measurements from 
Snyder and Lumley [ lo ] )  . 
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Figure  10.- Comparison of LHF, DSF, and SSF 
p r e d i c t i o n s  of  p a r t i c l e  d i s p e r s i o n  w i t h  
t h e  measurements of Yuu, e t  a l .  [ll] . 
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F igure  11.- Comparison of LHF and SSF F i g u r e  12.- Comparison of LHF and SSF 
p r e d i c t i o n s  w i t h  t h e  measurements OF p r e d i c t i o n s  w i t h  p a r t i c l e  mass velo-  
McComb and S a l i h  [12,13]. c i t y  measurements of L a a t s  and Fr i sh -  
man [14,15]. 
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Figure  14.- Sketch of t h e  experimental 
apparatus .  
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Figure 13.- Pred ic ted  and measured mean 
and f l u c t u a t i n g  p a r t i c l e  v e l o c i t i e s  
(da ta  from Levy and Lockwood [16] ) . 
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MEAN AND FLUCTUATING GAS AND LASER-DOPPLER ANEMOMETER ( I D A )  
P A R T I C L E  V E L O C I T I E S  
 SOK KINETIC SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS  
W I T H  GAS CHkOMATOGRAPH 
F i g u r e  15.- Summary of exper imenta l  methods. 
F igure  16.- P r e d i c t e d  and measured mean g a s  
v e l o c i t i e s  a long  t h e  a x i s  of nonevaporat ing 
sprays .  
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F i g u r e  17.- P r e d i c t e d  and measured mean l i q u i d  
mass f l u x  a long  t h e  a x i s  of nonevaporat ing 
sprays .  
Figure. 18.- Rad ia l  p r o i i l e s  o f  mean l i q u i d  mass f l u x  
i n  nonevaporat ing sprays .  
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F i g u r e  19.- Rad ia l  p r o f i l e s  of mean g a s  phase 
t u r b u l e n t  k i n e t i c  energy i n  nonevaporat ing 
sprays .  
1. MODEL PERFORMANCE: 
I. LHF AND DSF MODELS ARE V A L I D  AT L I M I T S  OF SMALL AND LARGE 
PARTICLES,  a u T  DATA BASE (AND PROBABLY SPRAYS IN GENERAL) 
INCLUDED FEW RESULTS A T  THESE CONDIT IONS.  
I I, SSF MODEL (PARTICULARLY THE MSSF VERSION) YIELDED ENCOURAGING 
RESULTS- -WITH M I N I M A L  E M P I R I C I S M .  
2. DECISIVE MODEL EVALUATION WAS NOT ACHIEVED DUE TO INADEQUATE 
S P E C I F I C A T I O N  OF I N I T I A L  C O N D I T I O N S  FOR MOST OF THE DATA BASE.  
3. EFFECTS ATTRIBUTABLE TO TURBULENCE GENERATION AND MODULATION 
WERE OBSERVED, HOWEVER, THE EFFECTS WERE SMALL S I N C E . D A T A  BASE 
WAS L I i q I T E D  TO D I L U T E  SPRAYS (VOID FRACTION > 99%), 
Figure  20.- Conclusions of t h e  i n v e s t i g a t i o n .  
PARTICLE-LADEN JETS COMPLETED, ASIDE FROM MEAN AND 
FLUCTUATING P A R T I C L E  V E L O C I T I E S .  
NONEVAPORAT ING SPRAYS COMPLETED, ASIDE FROM DROP SIZE 
AND V E L O C I T Y  MEASUREMENTS. 
EVAPORATING SPRAY s COIIPLETEC, ASIDE FROM MEAN AND 
FLUCTUATING GAS V E L O C l T  I ES ( I N  
PROGRESS) AND DROP SIZE AND 
V E L O C I T Y  MEASUREMENTS, 
Figure  21.- S t a t u s  of t h e  i n v e s t i g a t i o n .  
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FUEL SPRAY DIAGNOSTICS 
Francis M. Humenik and Maria A. Bosque 
NASA Lewis &search Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 44135 
BACKGROUND: 
The two most significant parameters which characterize fuel 
spray combustion are the droplet size and the size 
distribution. Since the basic interactions between fluid 
mechanics and the combustion process are not well understood, a 
great deal of research, both experimental and theoretical, has 
addressed itself to the problem of spray combustion. Turbulent 
fuel and air motions influence the chemical reactions by 
increasing the oxygen supply to the fuel. The relative 
velocities between the fuel's gas phase and liquid droplets 
affect the evaporation, burning rate and the pollutant 
formation. Thus, it is necessary to measure the size and 
velocity distributions of the spray droplets and the evolution 
of these distributions with the flow. Such measurements will 
enable researchers to get a better picture of spray combustion 
and in turn help in both fuel nozzle research and developing 
theoretical models of spray combustion. 
The Droplet Sizing Interferometer has promised to be very 
successful in producing droplet size and velocity and 
size-velocity correlations measurements under a variety of 
spray conditions. By using off-axis large angle light scatter 
detection, the measurement region has been substantially 
reduced and spatial resolution was significantly improved. 
Using the light scattered by reflection and refraction made the 
measurement of droplet size and velocity possible in dense 
sprays. Such measurements are important to enable comparisons 
of different fuel injectors and to characterize the combustion 
processes in gas turbine engines. 
B. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES: 
Using water as a fuel substitute, several fuel nozzles will 
be selected for measurement of droplet size and velocity at 
representative test conditions. In addition, the turbulent 
interactions between flowing air streams and simulated fuel 
sprays will be studied. Later experiments will investigate 
simple flow fields using small particles for air flow seeding 
to track the flow characteristics. 
C. TECHNICAL SIGNIFICANCE: 
These experiments will provide the fundamental experimental 
data base for turbulent flow mixing models and lead to better 
prediction of more complex turbulent chemical reacting flows. 
The experiments will also be useful for analytical application 
to combustor design and provide a better fundamental under- 
standing of the combustion process. 
D. APPROACH: 
Several experimental configurations are currently being 
considered for laser diagnostic investigation. The initial 
experimental configuration will consist of a simple mounting 
device for fuel nozzle characterization tests. The device will 
have manual traversing capability to get several probe volume 
positions for mapping the fuel nozzle flow distribution and 
variations with test conditions. Another experimental 
configuration would utilize a fuel nozzle/swirler combination 
to study simulated fuel/air mixing characteristics. A possible 
simple turbulent mixing study would utilize a flexible arrange- 
ment of clear tubular lucite sections in a configuration to 
permit flow seeding and adjustable positioning features to 
permit manually scanning of the turbulent flow field. Details 
of these various configurations will be developed, pro- 
gressing with additional experience and developing expertise 
with the laser diagnostic equipment. 
With each experimental configuration, the Droplet Sizing 
Interferometer apparatus will be used to obtain a series of 
measurements to fully map droplet size and velocity distri- 
butions. Two receiver units will be positioned off-axis at a 
collection angle selected to cover the expected size range with 
acceptable signal/noise ratio. Each receiver unit contains the 
collection optics, photomultiplier tube assembly, and high 
voltage power supply. A visibility and Doppler signal 
processor accepts signals from the PMT and simultaneously 
processes each signal for visibility and Doppler period which 
correspond to size and velocity. Data from the visibility 
processor are accepted and displayed by the Data Management 
System (DMS). 
DATA SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: 
The Droplet Sizing Interferometer (DSI) consists of 13 
major components which include a transmitter unit, two receiver 
units, two signal processors, two data management systems, two 
Bragg cell systems, two printer/plotters, a laser, power 
supply, and a color monitor. The transmitter unit includes a 
0.5 watt Argon-Ion Laser, beam steering devices, frequency 
shifting capability, beam splitting and focus'ing components. 
The system is a two-color, two component system. Two 
independent, orthogonal measurements of size and velocity 
components can be made simultaneously. 
The Data Management System (DMS) includes a 6502-based 
micro-computer, dual disk drives, video display, and 1/0 
hardware to interface the visibility processor. A printer/- 
plotter is included to provide hard copy records. The DMS is 
designed to accept data from the visibility processor and 
display the data in real-time in histogram form on the video 
monitor. The data can be stored and retrieved from mini-floppy 
disks. The DMS also handles data reduction. The software 
package provides a variety of mean diameter calculations, 
velocity calculations, and data plots. 
F. STATUS: 
Initial training and practice sessions have been conducted 
during the past year with simple laboratory spray experiments. 
The test cell for formal spray diagnostic experiments is 
now operational; experimental spray configurations are in the 
process of being set-up. The test facility is presently 
equipped with 2 fixed optical tables, experiment breadboards, 
and other optical accessories. A traversing optical table 
system is on order with delivery expected in 4-6 months. 
Two contracts have been awarded for further development and 
improvements to the system. These contracts promise to extend 
the size range capability, reduce beam alignment difficulties, 
and reduce the system sensitivity to laser beam quality and 
differences in the relative intensity of the beams. 
Data obtained to date have been limited to verification 
experiments with a monodisperse droplet generator and system 
familiarity experiments. 
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POLLUTANT FORMATION I N  MONODISPERSE 
FUEL SPRAY COMBUSTION 
N. P. Cernansky and H. Sarv 
Mechanical Engineering Department 
Drexel Universi ty  
Phi lade lphia ,  Pennsylvania 19104 
The combustion of l i q u i d  sp rays  r e p r e s e n t s  an extremely important  
c l a s s  of combustion processes .  I n  t h e  t r a n s i t i o n  reg ion ,  encompassing 
d r o p l e t  s i z e s  i n  t h e  range of 25-80 pm diameter ,  t h e  mixing and evap- 
o r a t i o n  processes  a r e  both  incomplete a t  t h e  flame f r o n t  and burning 
occurs  i n  a combined d i f f u s i v e  and premixed fashion.  Under t h e s e  condi- 
t i o n s ,  t he  r e l a t i v e  importance of heterogeneous and homogeneous e f f e c t s  
i n  dominating t h e  combustion process  i s  switched and g ives  rise t o  a 
number of i n t e r e s t i n g  phenomena. For example, maxima i n  burning velo- 
c i t y ,  extended f lammabil i ty  l i m i t s ,  minima i n  i g n i t i o n  energy, and 
minima i n  NO emissions have a l l  been observed and repor ted .  However, 
X 
t h e  a c t u a l  mechanism and important  phys i ca l  processes  c o n t r o l l i n g  t h e  
anomalous NOx behavior  i n  such systems a r e  n o t  c l e a r  a t  t h i s  t ime and 
need t o  be explored. 
Consequently, i n  November 1979, a s tudy  of NO formation i n  mono- 
X 
d i s p e r s e  spray  combustion was i n i t i a t e d  w i t h  t h e  fol lowing s p e c i f i c  
ob jec t ives :  
1 )  To q u a n t i t a t i v e l y  determine t h e  e f f e c t  of d r o p l e t  s i z e ,  number 
d e n s i t y ,  e t c .  on NO formation i n  monodisperse f u e l  sp ray  com- 
X 
bus t ion ;  and 
2) To i s o l a t e  t h e  important  phys i ca l  and chemical phenomena i n  NOx 
formation i n  t hese  combustion systems. 
The experimental  f a c i l i t y  developed f o r  t h i s  s tudy  has  been improved 
a t  d i f f e r e n t  s t ages .  I n  i t s  cu r ren t  con f igu ra t ion  t h e - s e t  up c o n s i s t s  of 
a Berglund-Liu Vib ra t ing  O r i f i c e  Monodisperse Aerosol Generator which 
produces monosized d r o p l e t s  w i t h i n  1% of t h e  mean d r o p l e t  diameter.  The 
spray  of d r o p l e t s  i s  d i spe r sed ,  d i l u t e d  and burned i n  a one dimensional 
f l ame , s t ab i l i zed  on a water  cooled sc reen  flame holder .  The flame is  
surrounded by a long pyrex tube  t o  avoid o u t s i d e  a i r  entrainment .  A 
combination gas sampling/thermocouple probe i s  used f o r  NOx concen t r a t ion  
and temperature measurements. 
Measurements have been made over t h e  monodisperse ope ra t ing  range of 
t h e  system encompassing d r o p l e t  diameters  from 36 t o  70 urn and equivalence 
r a t i o s  from 0.8 t o  1.2. Radia l  p r o f i l e s  confirm t h e  one d imens ional i ty  of 
t h e  combustion system. Prevaporized and premixed condi t ions  were examined, 
as w e l l ,  t o  g ive  t h e  s m a l l  d r o p l e t  s i z e  l i m i t .  D i f f e r e n t  hydrocarbon f u e l s  
such a s  i sopropanol ,  methanol, n-heptane, n-octane, and i sopc tane  have been 
used f o r  d e t a i l e d  experimental  measurements. 
The experimental  r e s u l t s  i n d i c a t e  t h a t  bo th  NO and NOx decrease  wi th  
decreas ing  d r o p l e t  diameter  i n  t h e  spray ,  reaching a minimum around 48- 
58 um f o r  t h e  f u e l s  t e s t e d ,  and then  inc rease  aga in  t o  a f a i r l y  cons t an t  
va lue  wi th  f u r t h e r  decrease  i n  d r o p l e t  diameter.  The apparent  behavior  
i s  due t o  increased  d r o p l e t  i n t e r a c t i o n s  as d r o p l e t  s i z e  is  reduced, 
causing a l o c a l  oxygen dep le t ion  around burning d r o p l e t s  which r e s u l t s  
i n  a subsequent reduct ion  i n  flame temperature and NOx. Fu r the r  reduc- 
t i o n  i n  d r o p l e t  diameter  i nc reases  NOx, u l t i m a t e l y  reaching t h e  cons tan t  
premixed value.  
A s h i f t  i n  NOx minima w a s  observed f o r  t h e  f u e l s  t e s t e d ;  t h e s e  s h i f t s  
were c o n s i s t e n t  w i th  d i f f e r e n c e s  i n  t h e  computed evapora t ion  parameters.  
Ca lcu la t ions  ind ica t ed  t h a t ,  r e l a t i v e  to . isopropano1,  f u e l s  wi th  a h ighe r  
evapora t ion  r a t i o  such as methanol r e q u i r e  l a r g e r  d r o p l e t s  i n i t i a l l y  t o  
produce t h e  same l e v e l  of prevaporat ion.  On t h e  o t h e r  hand, n-octane and 
n-heptane, wi th  a lower evaporat ion r a t i o ,  achieve t h e  same degree of pre- 
vapor i za t ion  a t  smaller i n i t i a l  d r o p l e t  s i z e s .  
The e x t e n t  of prevapor iza t ion  and its e f f e c t s  on NOx formation was 
f u r t h e r  examined by prehea t ing  t h e  a i r ,  r e s u l t i n g  i n  enhanced evapora t ion  
of d rop le t s .  A s  expected,  wi th  more f u e l  i n  t h e  vapor  form, t h e  minimum 
NOx p o i n t  w a s  s h i f t e d  towards l a r g e r  i n i t i a l  d r o p l e t  s i z e s .  
Multicomponent f u e l  s t u d i e s  and s y n t h e t i c  o x i d i z e r  experiments a r e  
c u r r e n t l y  underway i n  o rde r  t o  f u r t h e r  e l u c i d a t e  and quan t i fy  t h e  impor- 
tant  processes .  
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FUEL VAPOR1 ZATION EFFECTS 
Maria A. Bosque 
NASA Lewis Research Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 44135 
Idany studies on premixed-prevaporized combustion have been 
made in an attempt to understand better this type of process 
and its potential for applications to future aircraft gas 
turbines. The lean premixing-prevaporizing technique has 
exhibited low emissions in flame-tube studies. For this 
reason, design information and specific studies of various 
aspects of lean, premixed, prevaporized combustion are being 
conducted in a flame-tube experiment to evaluate their 
applicability to aircraft engines. 
The test objective is composed of two parts. The first part 
involves the study of the effects of fuel-air preparation 
characteristics on combustor performance and emissions at. 
temperature and pressure ranges representative of actual gas 
turbine combustors. The second part will investigate the 
effect of flameholding devices on the vaporization process and 
NOx formation. Flameholder blockage and geometry are some of 
the elements that affect the recirculation zone characteristics 
and subsequently alter combustion stability, emissions and per- 
f ormance. 
A water cooled combustor is used as the test rig. Pre- 
heated air and Jet A fuel are mixed at the entrance of the 
apparatus. The fuel is injected in two zones. A fully 
vaporized fuel injector is positioned on the centerline of the 
test section and a second non-vaporized injector is placed 10 
inches from the first one. A vaporization probe is used to 
determine percentage of vaporization and a gas sample probe to 
determine concentration of emissions in the exhaust gases. The 
experimental design will be presented and experimental expected 
results will be discussed. 
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A b s t r a c t  
Experiments 11-51 show t h a t  t h e  a d d i t i o n  of s o l i d  p a r t i c . 2 ~  o r  l i q u i d  d r o p l e t s  
t o  f r e e  t u r b u l e n t  j e t s  modi f i e s  t h e i r  tu rbu lence  s t r u c t u r e .  For example t h e  
t u r b u l e n c e  i n t e n s i t y  and s h e a r  s t r e s s  a r e  reduced due t o  t h e  presence of  t h e  
d i s p e r s e d  phase. Although t h e  n a t u r e  of i n t e r a c t i o n  between t h e  d i s p e r s e d  
phase  and t h e  c a r r i e r  f l u i d  is r a t h e r  complex and no t  we l l  understood a t  p r e s e n t  
161, t h e r e  have been s e v e r a l  a t t e m p t s  t o  p r e d i c t  t h e  behavior  of p a r t i c l e - l a d e n  
t u r b u l e n t  f lows E1,7,81. 
The o b j e c t i v e  of  t h e  p r e s e n t  work is t o  deve lop  and v a l i d a t e  a  second-order 
model which p r e d i c t s  t h e  modulation of  t u r b u l e n c e  i n  j e t s  l aden  wi th  uniform 
s i z e  s o l i d  p a r t i c l e s  o r  l i q u i d  d r o p l e t s .  
The approach followed he re  is t o  s t a r t  from t h e  s e p a r a t e  momentum and c o n t i n u i t y  
e q u a t i o n s  o f  each phase and d e r i v e  two new conse rva t ion  equa t ions .  The f i r s t  
i s  f o r  t h e  c a r r i e r  f l u i d ' s  k i n e t i c  energy of tu rbu lence  and t h e  second f o r  t h e  
d i s s i p a t i o n  r a t e  of  t h a t  energy.  Closure  of t h e  s e t  of  t r a n s p o r t  e q u a t i o n s  is 
ach ieved  by modeling t h e  t u r b u l e n c e  c o r r e l a t i o n s  up t o  a  t h i r d  o r d e r .  
The c o e f f i c i e n t s  ( o r  c o n s t a n t s )  appear ing  i n  t h e  modeled e q u a t i o n s  a r e  then 
e v a l u a t e d  by comparing t h e  p r e d i c t i o n s  wi th  LDA-measurements ob ta ined  r e c e n t l y  
i n  a  t u r b u l e n t  j e t  l aden  wi th  20011 s o l i d  p a r t i c l e s .  Th i s  s e t  of  c o n s t a n t s  is 
t h e n  used t o  p r e d i c t  t h e  same j e t  f low bu t  l aden  wi th  50U s o l i d  p a r t i c l e s .  The 
agreement wi th  t h e  measurement i n  t h i s  c a s e  is very good. 
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ASSUMPTIONS 
@ BOTH PHASES BEHAVE MACROSCOPICALLY 
AS A CONTINUUM, BUT ONLY THE CARRIER 
FLUID BEHAVES MICRORCOPICALLY AS A 
CONTINUUM 
@ THE DISPERSED PHASE CONSISTS OF 
SPHERICAL PARTICLES OF UNIFORM SIZE* 
@ NO COLLISIONS-OCCUR BETWEEN 
THE PARTICLES 
@ NO PHASE CHANGE TAKES PLACE 
G W R N I N G  EQUATIONS 
MOMENTUM OF CARRIER FLUID 
MOMENTUM 
OF DISPERSED PHASE 
CONTINUITY 
The mean continuity equation of the dispersed phase is 
the Dean g l o b a l  continuity is 
TURWLENCE KINETIC ENERGY 
DISSIPATION RATE OF 
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la 
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r / x  
Exper iment  Predict ions 
Single Phase o ----- 
Two Phase A - 
TURBULENTSHEAR STRESS 
Experiment Predictions 
Single Phase 0 (present )  
----- (Wygnanski)  
Two Phase A - 
SPREAD!NG RATE 
Experiment Predict  ions 
Single Phose o - 
Two Phose A - - - -  
CONCLUDING REMPPKS 
r I T  HAS BEEN SHOVII THAT THE NEWLY- DEVELOPED K-€TURBULENCE 
MODEL PREDICTS THE BEHAVIOR OF THE TWO- PHASE J E T  
r A NUMBER OF UNCERTAINTIES REMAIN AND ONE SHOULDJFOR THE 
PRESENT EXERCISE DUE CAUTION IN APPLYING THE MODEL TO 
F L O E  THAT ARE SUBST.INTIALLY DIFFERENT FROY THE ONE 
CQSIDERED HERE, 
r EXPERIMENT I S  URGENTLY NEE9ED TO r!EASURE !IEAN AND TURBIJLENT 
OUAMTITIES I N  P. GASEOUS J E T  IN WHICH UPIIFORM S I Z E  DROPLETS 
A9E IIIJECTED, 

DILUTION ZONE M I X I N G  
James D. Holdeman 
NASA Lewis Research Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 44135 
Motivated by considerations of dilution zone mixing in gas 
turbine combustion chambers, NASA sponsored, in 1972 - 1975 
contract and grant studies of the mixing characteristics of a 
row of jets injected normally into a duct flow of a different 
temperature (references 1, 2, & 3). Based on the favorable 
response to these studies, and the areas for further work which 
they identified, NASA Lewis is currently conducting a balanced 
program of contract, grant, and in-house research on various 
aspects of the 'jet in a confined crossflow' problem. Included 
in these are: 1) development of .inteFactive computer codes for 
analysis of dilution jet mixing, and 2) extension of the 
experiments on jets in a confined crossflow, 
From the data of References 1 & 2, an empirical model was 
developed (refs. 4 & 5 )  to describe the observed temperature 
distributions. The current interactive code provides a 3-D 
pictorial representation of the temperature, as given by these 
correlations, for any user-specified downstream location, flow, 
and orifice parameters. Although calculations can be performed 
for (almost) any flow and geometric conditions of interest, they 
are, of course, most reliable for conditions within the range of 
the experiments. These codes will be improved and extended, and 
options added, as new data become available. 
The experiments in References 1 to 3 dealt primarily with a 
single row of jets mixing into an isothermal flow in a constant 
cross-section duct. Variations in the mixing were observed as a 
function of jet-to-mainstream momentum ratio, orifice size, and 
spacing. The current experiments examine perturbations of this 
problem characteristic to gas turbine combustion chambers, 
namely: f 1 ow area convergence, non-i sothermal mainstream flow, 
and opposed in-line and staggered injection. 
Specifics of grant studies on free-stream turbulence effects and 
reverse flow geometries, and analytical calculations of jets in 
crossflow are presented in companion papers at this conference. 
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INFLUENCE OF A  LARGE FREE STREAM DISTURBANCE LEVEL ON 
DYNAMICS OF A JET I N  A CROSS FLOW 
John J. Foss and Candace E. Wark 
Department o f  Mechanical Engi n e e r i  ng 
M i  c h i  gan S t a t e  U n i v e r s i t y  
Eas t  Lans i  ng, Mi c h i  gan 48824 
INTRODUCTION 
J e t s  o f  r e l a t i v e l y  h i g h  speed (V .) and low temperature ( T . )  a r e  
J J 
o f t e n  used, i n  a  gas t u r b i n e  combustor, t o  coo l  t h e  gases and t o  quench 
t h e  chemical r e a c t i o n s .  The p r i o r  s t u d i e s ,  of t h i s  p a r t i c u l a r  c l a s s  
o f  t h e  " j e t  ' i n  a  c ross  f low"  problem have commonly been executed 
2 2 w i t h  t h e  s p e c i f i c  momentum f l u x  r a t i o  [p.V.  /pOUO 1 as t h e  p r imary  
J J  
v a r i a b l e ,  va lues o f  10-100 c h a r a c t e r i z e  t h e  range o f  t e c h n o l o g i c a l  
i n t e r e s t  f o r  t h e  combustor c o o l i n g  problem. 
The j e t  i n  a  c ross  f l o w  may be subd iv ided  i n t o  two general  
r e g i o n s :  " i n t e r a c t i n g "  and "downstream". Our i n t e r e s t  i s  i n  t h e  
former  and i n  t h e  p h y s i c a l  agents t h a t  a r e  r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  the :  " j e t  
t u r n i n g  i n t o  t h e  streamwise d i r e c t i o n "  and t h e  m i x i n g  o f  t h e  j e t  and 
t h e  c r o s s  stream f l u i d .  A r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  r e g i o n  
f o r  i so the rma l  m i x i n g  a t  (V . /U ) - 3.0 i s  shown i n  F i g u r e  1  ; t h i s  
J 0 
f i g u r e ,  f rom Foss [1980], serves t o  c h a r a c t e r i z e  t h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  
r e g i o n .  
The p r i o r  research  s t u d i e s  o f  t h i s  problem have used wind t u n n e l s  
f o r  t h e  c ross  strear!i; a  concomi tant  a t t r i b u t e  o f  these s t u d i e s  has been 
t h e  presence o f  a  low f r e e  stream d i s t u r b a n c e  l e v e l .  The purpose o f  o u r  
investigation i s  to  provide direct observations of the j e t  trajectory 
and mixing in the presence of a  large disturbance condition. There 
are two dis t inct ive features of our investigation. These are described 
below. 
The flow fac i l i t y ,  of the MSU Free Shear Flows Laboratory 
(Figure Z ) ,  provides a  large, planar, shear layer for use in the present 
study. Specifically, we have placed the j e t  (d  = 10mm) such that  i t  j 
exhausts into the middle region (7/uo = 0.5) of the shear layer a t  the 
end of the 3 meter t e s t  section. The local vort ic i ty  thickness (6w) i s  
large with respect to the j e t  diameter 6 /d - 58. Based on t h i s  j e t  
w j 
diameter, the turbulence f  i  1 ed i s  essential ly homogeneous. (The 
gradients of the mean velocity and the turbulence intensity are con- 
sidered to cause second order effects ;  the influence of these dis- 
tributions could be examined with appropriate numerical models of the 
flow.) The detai ls  of the experimental f ac i l i t y  are shown in Figures 
3 to 4 .  
The second distinctive feature of our study i s  the use o f  an 
array of 76,  f a s t  response ( T Z  0.1 msec) thermocouples to document 
the instantaneous temperature f ie ld  a t  the "end" of the interaction 
region. Specifically, the array will be placed in the flow, as shown 
in Figure 3 and the complete se t  of simultaneously sampled thermo- 
couple voltages will provide discrete values t o  characterize the 
temperature f ie ld :  T(yy z ,  t . ) .  . The temperature f ie ld  measurements 3 
will be repeated such 2.5 msec; hence, both the instantaneous f ie ld  
and i t s  temporal evolution will be evaluated. For comparison, the 
experiments will be repeated in the undisturbed, high speed, region of 
the flow f ie ld .  
The "planes" of t he  ins tantaneous temperature f i e l d  p rov ide  a 
unique da ta  base f o r  t he  e v a l u a t i o n  of t h e  t r a j e c t o r y  and t h e  m i x i n g  
o f  a  " j e t  i n  a  c ross  f l ow . "  The temperature data, i n  t h e  und is tu rbed  
cross stream, w i l l  be used t o  extend our  unders tanding o f  t h i s  bas i c  
f l o w  f i e l d .  The comparat ive measures: w i t h  and w i t h o u t  a  d i s t u r b e d  
c ross  stream, w i l l  be used t o  i d e n t i f y  t h e  i n f l u e n c e  o f  t h i s  d i s -  
turbance parameter on t h i s  f l o w  f i e l d .  
Figure 1. Schematic r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  of a " l a rge  R" j e t  i n  a c r o s s  
flow from Foss 119791. 
Notes : - . . . . . schematic  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  of t h e  observed shea r  l a y e r  
i n s t a b i l i t y  
- 
..... schematic  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  of t h e  v o r t i c i t y  vec to r .  
Sur face  s t r e s s  and A , B  , ~ , d  f l u i d  t r a j e c t o r y  l i n e s  have been t r aced  
from t h e  a p p r o p r i a t e  photographs ... t h e i r  p o s i t i o n s  a r e  shown t o  
proper  s c a l e  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  j e t  h o l e  diameter .  
The "shroud" of f l u i d ,  which covers  t h e  f l a n k s  of t h e  wake r eg ion  
and which is  marked t o  t h e  sheared fluid f r o m  t h e  A and B i n p u t s ,  
is no t  shown. 
The forward s t a g n a t i o n  nodes (N1,N2), a s  shown i n  F igure  33, e x i s t  
f o r  t he  l a r g e  R cond i t i on ,  they  a r e  only shown e x p l i c i t l y  i n  t h a t  
f i g u r e  . 
The "1, 61, a 2 ,  s t r e a m l i n e s  and t h e  c r o s s  hatched s e c t i o n  of t h e  
j e t  r ep re sen t  c o n j e c t u r a l  e s t ima te s  of t h e  flow behavior .  The forme 
a r e  t o  show t h e  presence  of a s h a r p ' d i v i s i o n  between jet  and c r o s s  
s t ream f l u i d  and t h e  formation of t h e  bound vo r t ex  from t h e  i n t e r -  
a c t i o n  of t hese  two streams.  
FREE SHEAR FLONS LAKFUCRY 
ALL M M l O N S  ARE N M T E R S  
DO m w  
Figure  2. Flow f a c i l i t y ;  MSU f r e e  Shear Flows Laboratory 
Figure 3. Schematic representation of the flow field, the 
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Figure 4 The thermocouple array support member. 
Notes: All elements shown to correct physical s i ze ,  

DILUTION JET EXPERIMENTS IN 
COMPACT COMBUSTOR CONFIGURATIONS 
Isaac Greber and James Zizelman 
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 
Case Western Reserve Uni v,ersi ty  
Cleveland, Ohio 44106 
This project concerns the effects of cooling je ts  on the velocity and tem- 
perature f ie lds  in a compact reverse flow combustor. The work i s  motivated by 
the need t o  l imit  the temperatures of past-combustion gases in j e t  engines to 
values within the endurance capabili t ies of turbine blades. The application 
requires n o t  only that  the temperature be kept sufficiently low b u t  also that  
a suitably tailored temperature profile be provided a t  the combustor ex i t ,  with 
higher temperatures generally permissible a t  the blade t i p  than a t  the blade 
root because of higher centrifugal loads a t  the root. 
Flows in reverse flow combustors accelerate both longitudinally because of 
area changes and transversely because of flow turning. The current project 
started with flow visual ization experiments in water, using aqueous solutions 
of zinc bromide to model the relatively higher density of cool ing je t s .  These 
flow visual i zation experiments were conducted in simple two dimensional con- 
figurations designed to examine separately the effects of longitudinal and 
transverse acceleration. The next phase of the work consisted of temperature 
measurements i n  a model reverse flow combustor, using a rake of thermocouples 
which could be moved both longitudinally and transversely to provide transverse 
temperature profiles a t  a number of longitudinal stations.  Single j e t s ,  and 
rows of cooling je t s  of different spacing, were injected a t  several locations 
wi t h  varyi ng flow rates and temperatures, to produce a useful range of momentum 
rat ios  and density rat ios .  In addition, a semi-empirical cal cul ational model 
was developed to predict the behavior of a single cooling j e t  in the reverse 
flow combustor configuration. 
Results to date show that single j e t  temperature trajectories are swept 
toward the inner wall of the turn, whether injection i s  from the inner or outer 
wall. A widely spaced row of j e t s  produces* a trajectory similar to that of 
a s i n g l e  j e t .  As spac ing i s  reduced, j e t  pene t ra t i on  i s  a l s o  reduced, and t h e  
c o o l i n g  j e t s  tend t o  remain c l o s e  t o  t he  w a l l  f rom which they a r e  i n j e c t e d .  
The r e s u l t s  t o  da te  sugges.t t h a t  s u i t a b l e  c o o l i n g  and temperature d i s t r i b u t i o n  
t a i l o r i n g  can be accomplished w i t h o u t  i n j e c t i n g  c o o l i n g  j e t s  upstream o f  t he  
tu rn ,  and thus i t  appears t h a t  combustors can be made s i g n i f i c a n t l y  sma l l e r  
than c u r r e n t  designs . 
The c u r r e n t  phase o f  t h i s  work i s  d i r e c t e d  a t  t he  a c q u i s i t i o n  o f  v e l o c i t y  
measurements as we11 as temperature measurements i n  t he  combustor. To t h i s  
end, a combined p i  t o t - s  t a t i  c tube and thermocouple probe has been cons t ruc ted  
and tested,  and a rake  o f  such tubes has been designed and i s  be ing  cons t ruc ted .  
I n  o r d e r  t o  keep new temperature measurements t o  a minimum, t e s t i n g  w i l l  be 
c a r r i e d  o u t  i n  such a way as t o  a t tempt  t o  reproduce e a r l i e r  temperature cond i t i ons .  
An a t tempt  t o  develop a semi-empi r ica l  c a l c u l a t i o n a l  model f o r  a row o f  
j e t s ,  s i m i l a r  t o  t h a t  f o r  a s i n g l e  j e t ,  was l i m i t e d  by t he  absence o f  fundamental 
m i x i ng  i n f o r m a t i o n  f o r  rows o f  j e t s .  Consequently, experiments were performed 
t o  o b t a i n  ent ra inment  r a t e s  f o r  rows o f  j e t s ;  t he  r e s u l t s  a r e  c u r r e n t l y  be ing  
analyzed. Using these r e s u l t s ,  an a t tempt  w i l l  be made t o  complete t he  ca lcu -  
l a  t i o n a l  model . 
Throughout t h i s  work we have been f o r t u n a t e  t o  have t h e  suppor t  and adv i ce  
of Steve Riddlebaugh o f  t he  NASA Lewis Research Center, and we a r e  p leased here 
t o  thank him. 
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Figure 1 .  - Reverse flow combustor. 
Figure 3 .  - Cutaway sketch of t e s t  combustor. 
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ANALYTICAL CALCULATION OF A SINGLE JET 
IN 
CROSS-FLOW AND c&PARISON WI'IH EXPERIMENT 
R: W. Claus 
NASA Lewls Research Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 44135 
INTRODUCTION 
With the increasing costs of combustor development testing, 
a great deal of interest has focused on the use of numerical 
models to screen deign changes or develop new combustor 
concepts. This type of combustor based design process now 
appears to be feasible through the use.of 3 D  combustor 
performance models such as those reported in refs. 1 and 2. 
Ultimately, actual hardware testing may, someday, be used only 
for final design verification. 
A number of major restrictions must be overcome before this 
type of design methodology can be adopted. First, the proper 
physics must be incorporated into the differential equations 
used in the combustor model. Second, numerical methods must 
accurately solve these differential equations. Finally, the 
accuracy of the resulting code must be assessed against 
fundamental data and improvements made to the code to alleviate 
identified deficiencies. 
Currently available 3 D  combustor performance models have 
yet to be thoroughly assessed. A few comparisons have been 
made against actual combustor hardware, ref. 3, but these have 
not been conclusive. A more logical first step is to examine 
the extent to which three-dimensional hydrodynamic processes 
can be calculated. One flow field of this type for which a 
great deal of experimental data exists is jets in cross-flow. 
Jets in cross-flow are practically revelant to the gas 
turbine combustor designer. Cooling air jets (dilution jets) 
are used to control the hot gas temperature profile entering 
the turbine. They are also used to set up aerodynamic patterns 
within the combustor which promote mixing and control local 
burning zone stoichiometry. As a result the jet penetration 
and mixing characteristics of jets in cross-flow are of primary 
concern in the combustor design process. 
There have been a number of previous calculations of jets 
in cross-flow, refs. 4, 5, and 6, however, these studies have 
been limited by two main factors. First, although a great deal 
of experimental data exists, rarely have important parameters 
such as the turbulence field, inlet velocity profiles and jet 
mixing characteristics been fully measured. This limits the 
flow field quantities one can compare and imposes the need to 
assume inlet boundary conditions of the calculation. The 
recent measurements of reference 7 greatly reduce this pro- 
blem. Second, core storage and economy requirements have 
limited previous calculations to coarse grid systems. This 
results in some numerical error being present in the computed 
solution, which can possibly call into question any conclusions 
drawn from these studies. 
The present report expands on this previous work by 
employing a series of progessively finer grid systems to 
calculate the single jet in cross-flow experimentally measured 
in ref. 7. These experimental measurements provide a fairly 
complete collection of velocities, turbulence intensities, and 
jet concentration profiles with measurements of the inlet 
field. The use of a series of progressively finer grid systems 
allows a differentiation between numerical errors and the 
hydrodynamic modeling assumptions embodied in the 3D combustor 
code of ref. 1. The results of this comparison will provide 
additional insight into the defiiciencies of the turbulence 
model and the code numerics. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Employing a 3D finite-difference model to analyze the jet 
flow field of ref. 7, the following conclusions were determined. 
1. With a reasonable number of grid points (approximately 
40 x 3 0  x 20) calculated jet penetration and con- 
centration profiles agreed well with experimental 
measurements. 
2. For the cross-stream vortex, the agreement between 
experimental and calculated results become less 
qualitative as additional grid points were added - 
indicating a deficiency of the isotropic turbulence 
model. 
3 .  The calculated results of the finest grid examined 
(90 x 40 x 22) were grid dependent. An improved 
numerical scheme is required to remove the effects of 
numerical diffusion for the flow geometry examined. 
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OBJECTIVE: ASSESS AND IMPROVE THE STATE OF THE ART 
IN COMBUSTlON MODELING 
APPROACH : EMPLOY FINITE DIFFERENCE MODELS OF THE 
TIME-AVERAGED NAVIER STOKES EQUATIONS 
BENEFIT : AN INCREASED DESIGN CAPABILITY WITH 
REDUCED DEVELOPMENT COSTS 
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TURBULENT COMBUSTOR FLOWFIELD INVESTIGATION 
David G. Lilley 
School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74078 
Experimental and theoretical research is being undertaken on 2-D 
axisymmetric geometries under low speed, nonreacting, turbulent, swirling flow 
conditions. The flow enters the test section and proceeds into a larger 
chamber (the expansion ratio D/d = 2) via a sudden or gradual expansion (side- 
wall angle a = 90 and 45 degrees). Inlet swirl vanes are adjustable to a 
variety of vane angles with values of @ = 0, 38, 45, 60 and 70 degrees being 
emphasized. The objective is to determine the effect of these parameters on 
isothermal flowfield patterns, time-mean velocities and turbulence quantities, 
and to establish an improved simulation in the form of a computer prediction 
code equipped with a suitable turbulence model. This is a prerequisite to the 
prediction of more complex turbulent reacting flows, and successful outcomes 
of the work can be incorporated into more combustion- and hardware-oriented 
activities, including incorporating the modeling aspects into already existing 
comprehensive numerical solution procedures. 
New features of the present year's study are: the turbulence 
measurements are being performed on swirling as we1 1 as nonswir 1 ing ' flow; and 
all measurements and computations are also being performed on a confined jet 
flowfield with realistic downstream blockage. Recent activity in the research 
program falls into three categories: 
1. Time-mean f lowf ield characterization by f ive-hole pi tot probe 
measurements and by flow visualization. 
2. Turbulence measurements by a variety of single- and multi-wire hot- 
wire probe techniques. 
3. Flowf ield computations using the computer code developed during the 
previous year's research program. 
In the experimental approach, flow visualization is accomplished by sti 11  
and movie photography of helium-filled soap bubbles and smoke produced by an 
injector and a smoke wire.' Time-mean velocities have been measured with a 
five-hole pitot probe at low swirl strengths, and this has recently been 
extended to higher swirl strengths, including the effect of size and location 
of a downstrean blockage of area ratio 2 and 4. Turbulence measurements have 
recently been *completed on swirling (up to 4 = 45 degrees) as well as, 
nonswirling flows using a six-orientation single-wire hot-wire technique. 
Although all Reynolds stresses are deducible by this technique, a new cross- 
wire probe is currently being used for more accurate shear stress 
evaluation. A series of hot-wire measurements are also in progress, using a 
three-wire hot-wire probe with direct computer inteface and data reduction. 
These data will enable turbulent viscosity components to be deduced (from the 
turbulence stress vs. mean velocity spatial gradients) and will aid the 
turbulence modeling aspects of the study. 
In the computational approach, an advanced computer code has been 
developed to predict corresponding confined swirling flows to these studied 
e~perimentally.~ Tentative predictions were given earlier.' Predictions have 
now been made which include realistic inlet conditions for a complete range of 
swirl strengths. Predictions of downstream blockage (two blockage sizes at 
two axial locations) have also been completed and these are being assessed in 
the light of the experimental data. Advanced versions of the code will 
incorporate modification in the form of state-of-the-art turbulence models, 
deduced from the experiments and elsewhere, so as to accommodate better the 
physics of swirling recirculating flows. 
Proposed future studies include: expansion ratio D/d = 1.5, 
correspondingly predictions using advanced turbulence models, inlet turbulence 
level effects to be clarified, turbulence length scales to be measured, and 
turbulence model developments to be made.The completion of these tasks will 
make a substantial contribution to the understanding and predictive capability 
of complex turbulent swirling recirculating flows. 
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1 .  I n t r o d u c t i o n  
1 .1  The T e s t  F a c i l i t y  
1 . 2  Research O b j e c t i v e s  
1 .  To de termine  t h e  e f f e c t  o f :  
* s w i r l  vane a n g l e  4 
* s i  de-wall  a n g l e  a 
* downstream blockage a r e a  r a t i o  A R  
and l o c a t i o n  L I D  
on: 
-
* i so the rma l  f l o w f i e l d  p a t t e r n s  
* t ime-mean ve l  oci t i  es 
* t u r b u l e n c e  q u a n t i  t i  es  
2 .  To e s t a b l i s h  an improved s i m u l a t i o n  i n  
t h e  form o f :  
* computer p r e d i c t i o n  code 
* s u i t a b l e  turbulen .ce  model 
1 .3  R e s e a r c h  A p p r o a c h  
1.  T ime-mean f l o w f i e l d  c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n  b y  f i v e -  
h o l e  p i t o t  p r o b e  m e a s u r e m e n t s  a n d  b y  f l o w  
v i s u a l i z a t i o n .  
2 .  T u r b u l e n c e  measu remen ts  b y  a  v a r i e t y  o f  s i n g l e -  
a n d  mu1 t i - w i  r e  h o t - w i  r e  p r o b e  t e c h n i q u e s .  
3 .  F l o w f i e l d  c o m p u t a t i o n s  u s i n g  t h e  c o m p u t e r  c o d e  
d e v e l o p e d  d u r i n g  t h e  p r e v i o u s  y e a r ' s  r e s e a r c h  
p r o g r a m .  
1 . 4  P r o g r e s s  D u r i n g  F i  r s t  Y e a r  ( 1 9 8 0 - 1 9 8 1 )  
1 .  T e s t  f a c i l i t y  - d e s i g n  a n d  c o n s t r u c t i o n ,  i n c l u d i n g  
v a r i a b l e  a n g l e  s w i  r l e r  a n d  e x p a n s i o n  b l o c k s .  
2 .  E x p e r i m e n t a l  t e c h n i q u e s  - f l o w  v i s u a l i z a t i o n ,  f i v e -  
h o l e  p i t o t  p r o b e  a n d  r e d u c t i o n  c o m p u t e r  code .  
3 .  C o m p u t a t i o n a l  c o d e  d e v e l o p m e n t  - a d v a n c e d  v e r s i o n  
o f  a  p r i m i t i v e - v a r i a b l e  s o l u t i o n  p r o c e d u r e  - 
STARPIC. 
4 .  F l o w f i e l d  c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n  - e m p h a s i s  on  t i m e - m e a n  
f l o w  c h a r a c t e r ,  u s i n g  f l o w  v i s u a l i z a t i o n ,  f i v e -  
h o l e  p i  t o t  p r o b e  a n d  t e n t a t i v e  p r e d i c t i o n s .  
1 . 5  P r o g r e s s  D u r i n g  Second  Y e a r  ( 1 9 8 1  - 1 9 8 2 )  
1 .  H i g h e r  s w i r l  s t r e n g t h s  - f l o w  v i s u a l i z a t i o n  a n d  
f i v e - h o l e  p i  t o t  p r o b e  m e a s u r e m e n t s .  
2 .  S w i r l e r  e f f e c t i v e n e s s  - e x i t  p r o f i l e s  o f  u, v, w, 
a n d  p  a c c u r a t e l y  e s t a b l i s h e d .  
3 .  F l o w f i e l d  p r e d i c t i o n s  - t h e  n e e d  f o r  s p e c i f y i n g  t h e  
i n 1  e t  c o n d i t i o n s  v e r y  p r e c i s e l y .  
4. D o w n s t r e a m  b l o c k a g e  - e f f e c t s  o f  a r e a  r a t i o  a n d  
a x i a l  l o c a t i o n  s t u d i e d  b y  f l o w  v i s u a l i z a t i o n ,  f i v e -  
h o l e  p i t o t  p r o b e  a n d  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  c o m p u t e r  
p r e d i c t i o n s .  
5 .  T u r b u l e n c e  m e a s u r e m e n t s  - i n  n o n s w i r l i n g  a n d  s w i r l i n g  
f l o w  v i a  o n e - w i  r e ,  t w o - w i  r e  a n d  t h r e e - w i  r e  h o t - w i  r e  
m e t h o d s .  
1 . 6  P r e s e n t  S t u d i e s  ( 1 9 8 2  - 1 9 8 3 )  
1 .  E x p a n s i o n  r a t i o  D /d  = 1 . 5  
2 .  C o r r e s p o n d i  ng  p r e d i c t i o n s  
3 .  T u r b u l e n c e  m e a s u r e m e n t s  a t  h i g h e r  s w i r l  
s t r e n g t h s ,  'w i  t h  a n d  w i t h o u t  d o w n s t r e a m  b l o c k a g e .  
4 .  T u r b u l e n c e  1  e n g t h  s c a l e  b e i n g  m e a s u r e d  
5.  T u r b u l e n c e  m o d e l  d e v e l o p m e n t s  
2 .  Swirl  e r  Performance 
2.1 Swirl  E f f e c t  on Axial a n d -  Swir l  V e l o c i t i e s  
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3. Time-Mean Vel oci  t y  Measurements 
3.1 Swirl  E f f e c t  on Axial and Swir l  Ve loc i ty  F i e l d s  
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3 . 2  C o n t r a c t i o n  Block ( A R  = 2 )  E f f e c t  on $I = 4 5  
Degree Fl owf i e l  d 
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3 . 3  C o n t r a c t i o n  B l o c k  ( A R  = 4 )  E f f e c t  o n  $I = 4 5  
D e g r e e  F l o w f i e l d  
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3.6  Swi r l  E f f e c t  on S t r e a m l i n e s :  S t r o n g  C o n t r a c t i o n  
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4 .  Computa t iona l  S t u d i e s  
4.1 P r e d i c t e d  Axia l  and Swi r l  V e l o c i t y  F i e l d s  f o r  
$ = 45 Degree ;F lowf i  e l  d 
Measured i n l e t  u ,  v and w p r o f i l e s .  
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5 .  Hot-Wi r e  Anemometry 
5 . 1  Turbulence Measurements: Nonswirl ing Flow 
- Present Study - - - - Chaturvedl 
5 . 2  T u r b u l e n c e  M e a s u r e m e n t s :  S w i r l i n g  F l o w  @ = 38 D e g r e e s  
6 .  C l o s u r e  
1 .  Measu remen ts  o f  e f f e c t  o f  s w i r l ,  e x p a n s i o n  a n g l e  
a n d  c o n t r a c t i o n  b l o c k a g e  - o n  f l o w f i e l d  p a t t e r n s ,  
t i m e - m e a n  v e l o c i t i e s  a n d  t u r b u l e n c e  q u a n t i t i e s .  
2 .  C o m p u t e r  p r e d i  c t i o n  s t u d i  es o f  a s s o c i  a t e d  phenomena.  
3 .  T u r b u l e n c e  m o d e l  d e v e l o p m e n t s  f o r  t h e  s i m u l a t i o n  
o f  s w i r l i n g  r e c i r c u l a t i n g  f l o w .  
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SMALL GAS TURBINE COMBUSTOR PRIMARY ZONE STUDY 
R. E. S u l l i v a n  and R. D. S u t t o n  
D e t r o i t  Diesel A l l i s o n  
I n d i a n a p o l i s ,  Ind iana  4 6202 
SUMMARY OF PRESENTATION 
This  t a l k  w i l l  summarize t h e  combustion r e s e a r c h  program sponsored by 
NASA Lewis Cont rac t  No. NAS3-22762, "Small Gas Turbine  Combustor Primary 
Zone Study." Recent p u b l i c a t i o n  on t h i s  e f f o r t  was t h e  June  22, 1982 
AIAA Paper  82-1159 au thored  by R. S u l l i v a n ,  A. 'Novick,  G. Miles of  
D e t r o i t  Diesel A l l i s o n ,  and by D. B r i e h l  of NASA Lewis Research Cente r ,  
who i s  t h e  P r o j e c t  Manager. 
The p r e s e n t a t i o n  w i l l  d e s c r i b e  t h e  b a s i c  e lements  of a  des ign  methodology 
program t o  o b t a i n  t h e  maximum performance p o t e n t i a l  of small reverse -  
f low a n n u l a r  combustors. Three p r e f e r r e d  combustion d e s i g n  approaches 
f o r  i n t e r n a l  f lame s t a b i l i z a t i o n  p a t t e r n s  were s e l e c t e d  f o r  s tudy .  
Design f e a t u r e s  were i n c o r p o r a t e d  i n  t h e  combustors t.0 a d d r e s s  t h e  
performance l i m i t i n g  problem a r e a s  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  small a n n u l a r  
combustors. Performance was p r e d i c t e d  u s i n g  a 3-D aerodynamic/chemical  
k i n e t i c  e l l i p t i c  f low a n a l y s i s ,  i n i t i a l l y  developed by G a r r e t t  Corporat ion 
f o r  t h e  USARTL. The a n a l y t i c a l  performance p r e d i c t i o n s  a r e  compared 
w i t h  a c t u a l  test r e s u l t s ,  measured a t  t h e  e x i t  p l a n e  of t h e  primary 
zone. The f i n d i n g s  i l l u s t r a t e  t h a t  t h e  a n a l y t i c a l  f l o w f i e l d  p r e d i c t i v e  
models p rov ide  a v e r y  u s e f u l  d e s i g n  t o o l  f o r  unders tand ing  t h e  combustion 
performance of a  s m a l l  reverse-f low a n n u l a r  combustor. 
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MASS AND MOMENTUM TURBULENT TRANSPORT EXPERIMENTS 
B. V. Johnson 
United Technologies Research Center 
East Hartford, Connecticut 06040 
An experimental study of mixing downstream of coaxial jets discharging in an 
expanded duct was conducted (1981) to obtain data for the evaluation and improvement 
of turbulent transport models currently used in a variety of computational procedures 
throughout the propulsion community for combustor flow modeling. The study used 
laser velocimeter (Lv) and laser induced fluorescence (LIF) techniques to measure 
velocities and concentration and flow visualization techniques to qualitatively 
determine the time dependent characteristics of the flow and the scale of the 
turbulent structure. 
Qualitative and quantitative studies were conducted of the flow downstream of 
coaxial jets discharging into an expanded duct. The ratio of annular jet diameter 
and'duct diameter to the inner jet diameter were .2 and 4, respectively. The inner 
jet peak velocity was approximately one-half the annular jet peak velocity. Results 
from the studies were related to the four shear regions within the duct: (1) w-..e 
region downstream of the inlet, (2) shear layer between the jets, ( 3 )  recirculation 
region, and ( 4 )  reattachment region. 
Flow visualization studies were conducted using dye as a trace material and 
high-speed motion pictures to record the dye patterns in selected r-z and r - F  
planes. The principal results from this study showed: 
1. The larger scales of the turbulent structure were observed to grow from the- 
width of the wake region downstream of the inner jet tube to a large fraction of the 
duct diameter immediately upstream of the reattachment zone. 
2. The turbulent eddies were not axisymmetric or periodic at any location 
-
within the duct. The large scale waves and eddies appeared to have a range of 
wave lengths. 
A detailed map of the velocity, concentration, mass transport rate and momentum 
transport rate distribution within the duct was obtained to provide data for the 
evaluation and improvement of turbulent transport models. Data sets of two velocity 
components pairs were obtained simultaneously to determine momentum transport rate 
and velocities. Data sets of velocity and concentration pairs were obtained 
simultaneously to determine mass transport rate, concentration, and velocity. 
Probability density functions (p.d.f.s) of all the forementioned parameters were 
obta ined  from t h e  d a t a  s e t s .  Mean q u a n t i t i e s ,  second c e n t r a l  moments, skewness and 
k u r t o s i s  were c a l c u l a t e d  t o  c h a r a c t e r i z e  each d a t a  s e t .  The p r i n c i p a l  r e s u l t s  from 
t h i s  s tudy  a r e :  
3 .  The a x i a l  and r a d i a l  v e l o c i t y  p r o f i l e s  documented t h e  changes i n  the  s h e a r  
r e g i o n s  w i t h i n  t h e  d u c t .  
4 .  The mean and f l u c t u a t i n g  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  p r o f i l e s  documented t h e  i n n e r  j e t  
f l u i d  d i s t r i b u t i o n  w i t h i n  t h e  d u c t .  
5 .  The t u r b u l e n t  momentum t r a n s p o r t  r a t e  measurements i n  t h e  r -z  p l a n e  
documented t h e  l o c a l  momentum f l u x e s  due t o  t u r b u l e n t  mixing.  C o r r e l a t i o n  
c o e f f i c i e n t s  were determined f o r  each measurement l o c a t i o n  and d a t a  s e t .  
6 .  Counte rgrad ien t  t u r b u l e n t  a x i a l  mass t r a n s p o r t  was measured i n  t h e  s h e a r  
r e g i o n  between j e t s .  The peak a x i a l  mass t r a n s p o r t  r a t e s  were g r e a t e r  than  t h e  peak 
r a d i a l  mass t r a n s p o r t  r a t e s  even though t h e  a x i a l  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  g r a d i e n t s  were 
approximately  o n e - f i f t h  t h e  r a d i a l  g r a d i e n t s .  
7 .  The c o u n t e r g r a d i e n t  t u r b u l e n t  a x i a l  mass t r a n s p o r t  was r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  
g e n e r a l  d i r e c t i o n  of t h e  e d d i e s  between t h e  i n n e r  and annu la r  j e t s .  The coun te r -  
g r a d i e n t  a x i a l  mass t r a n s p o r t  occurred when t h e  annu la r  j e t  was a c c e l e r a t i n g  t h e  
i n n e r  j e t  f l u i d .  
8 .  The skewness and k u r t o s i s  of t h e  momentum t r a n s p o r t  p . d . f . s  i n  t h e  peak 
shear  r e g i o n  were approximately  t h e  same a s  p r e v i o u s l y  measured i n  t u r b u l e n t  
boundary l a y e r s .  However, t h e  k u r t c s i s  i n  t h e  low s h e a r  r e g i o n  was g r e a t e r  t h a n  
p r e v i o u s l y  measured i n  t h e  wake r e g i o n  of t h e  t u r b u l e n t  boundary l a y e r s .  
9 .  The peak v a l u e s  of k u r t o s i s  f o r  t h e  mass t r a n s p o r t  p . d . f . s  was g r e a t e r  
than  t h e  peak v a l u e s  f o r  t h e  momentum t r a n s p o r t  p . d . f . s .  
10.  The k u r t o s i s  f o r  a l l  t h e  t r a n s p o r t  r a t e  p . d . f . s  were an o r d e r  of magnitude 
g r e a t e r  i n  t h e  low t r a n s p o r t  r a t e  r e g i o n s ,  inc lud ing  t h e  r e c i r c u l a t i o n  r e g i o n ,  than  
i n  t h e  h igh  t r a n s p o r t  r a t e  r e g i o n s .  
Repor t :  Mass and Piomenturn Turbulent  Transpor t  Experiments w i t h  Confined Coaxial  
J e t s  by B. V ,  Johnson, J .  C .  Benne t t ,  NASA Cont rac to r  Report  NASA CR-165574, 
November 1981. 
C u r r e n t l y  s w i r l i n g  c o a x i a l  j e t s  a r e  being exper imenta l ly  s t u d i e d  u s i n g  t h e  same 
LV/LIF measurement t echn ique  used i n  t h e  nonswi r l ing  c o a x i a l  j e t  s tudy .  The on ly  
change i n  t h e  flow c o n d i t i o n  from t h e  p rev ious  s tudy  i s  t h e  a d d i t i o n  of 30 deg 
mean a n g l e  s w i r l  t o  the  a n n u l a r  j e t  f l u i d .  The f low v i s u a l i z a t i o n  t echn ique  h a s  
been improved t o  show i n t e r a c t i o n  of s h e a r  l a y e r s  on both  s i d e s  of t h e  a n n u l a r  
s t ream.  
Figure  1. Sketch o f  i n l e t  and t e s t  sect ion;  L = 1016 mm, 
R i l  = 12.5 mn, Rj2  = 15.3 ITUTI, Ra = 29.5 mm, 
Ro = .61.0 mm. 
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Figure  2. O p t i c a l  arrangement f o r  f l o w  
v i s u a l i z a t i o n  i n  r - z  plane. 
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Figure  4. Shea r  r e g i o n s  o f  c o a x i a l  jets 
w i t h  swirl i n  a n  e n l a r g e d  d u c t .  
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Figure 5. Sketch o f  o p t i c s  arrangement. 
Figure 6. Probabi 1 i t y  dens i ty  func t ions  f o r  a x i a l  v e l o c i t y  
and concentrat ion a t  r / R o  = 0.2; Au = 0.1 n/s, 
i = 1.20 m/s, u '  = 0.22 m/s,  Su = -0.15, Ku = 216; 
~f = 0.02, f = 0.28, f '  = 0.18, Sf = 0.91, Kf = 4.0. 
2 2 uv - rn Is vf - mls 
F igure 7. P r o b a b i l i t y  dens i ty  f unc t i ons  f o r  r - z  momentum and 
r a d i a l  mass t ranspo r t  r a t i o  a t  r / R o  = 0.2; buv = 
0.01 rn2/s2, = 0.0142 rn2/s2, vuv = 0.030 rn2/s2, 
Suv = -2.14, Kuv = 11.9; ovf = 0.04 rn/s, ;f = 
0.0165 W / S ,  uvf = 0.028 m/s, Svf  = 2.23, Kv f  = 10.4 . 
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Figure 8. Moments o f  a x i a l  v e l o c i t y  p r o f i l e ;  o = 
0 deg -0A, 180 -@A, 90 -m,  270 -0. 
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F igure 9. Moments of concentrat ion p r o f i l e s ;  o = 0  deg -Ah ,  
180 -A A 90 - +, 270 - 0 
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Figure 10. Moments o f  t u r b u l e n t  momentum t ranspo r t  p r o f i l e s ;  
o = 0 deg -0, 180 -a.  
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F igure 11. Moments o f  t u r b u l e n t  r a d i a l  mass t ranspor t  pro-  
f i l e s ;  f~ = 0  deg - 0 , 180 - 4 -  
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Figure 12. Axial mass transport rate profiles; 0 = 
0 deg - A ,  180 -A. 
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Figure 13. Regions of countergradient axial mass transport 
and axial velocity accelerations; 8 0 i s  counter- 
gradient region. 
VELOCITY VISUAL1 ZATI ON IN  GASEOUS FLOWS 
R. K. Hanson, J. C. McDaniel and B .  H i l l e r  
Department o f  Mechanical Engineer ing 
S tan fo rd  U n i v e r s i t y  
Stanford,  Cal i f o r n i  a  94305 
Techniques y i e l d i n g  simultaneous, mu1 t i  p l  e -po in t  measurements o f  
v e l o c i t y  i n  r e a c t i n g  o r  nonreac t ing  f l o w f i e l d s  have t h e  p o t e n t i a l  t o  
s i g n i f i c a n t l y  impact bas ic  and a p p l i e d  s t ud ies  o f  f l u i d  mechanics. Th i s  
research  program i s  aimed a t  i n v e s t i g a t i n g  severa l  cand ida te  schemes which 
cou ld  p rov i de  such measurement c a p a b i l i t y .  The concepts under s tudy,  
u t i l i z e  l a s e r  sources ( t o  i l l u m i n a t e  a  g r i d ,  a  p lane  o r  a  volume i n  t h e  
f l ow )  which l e a d  t o  s c a t t e r e d  1 i g h t  ( f r o m  Mie scat t -er ing,  f l uo rescence  on 
chemi1uminescence) which can be mon i to red  by a  f i lm-based camera o r  a  
mu1 t i - e l  ement so l  i d - s t a t e  camera ( 1  00 x 1 00 a r r a y  o f  photodiodes) . A n t i  - 
c i p a t e d  experiments w i l l  be discussed, and recen t  r e s u l t s  f o r  v e l o c i t y  
measurements i n  supersonic fl ows u s i n g  a novel  Doppl er-modul a t e d  f luo rescence  
concept w i l l  be presented. Rela ted research  a t  Stanford on species v i s u a l i -  
z a t i o n  sponsored by AFOSR w i l l  a1 so be summarized as t ime  permi ts .  
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MODELING OF FLUCTUATING MASS FLUX 
IN VARIABLE DENSITY FLOWS 
Ronald M. C. So, H.  C. Mongia, and M. Ni kjooy 
Department of Mechani cal and Aerospace Engineering 
Ari zona State Uni versi ty 
Tempe, Ari zona 85287 
Abstract 
In practical combustion systems, the assumption of chemical equilibrium 
i s  n o t  always appropriate. This i s  especially true in regard to  predicting 
various c r i t i ca l  combustion processes including ignition, flame stabil  i ty ,  
smoke and gaseous emissions. In order to  estimate combustor performance 
accurately, i t  i s  important to  calculate combustor internal prof i 1 es of 
temperature, species and velocities to reasonable accuracy. This, in turn, 
requires r ea l i s t i c  assumptions concerning the turbulent transports of heat, 
mass and momentum and their  interaction with chemical reactions. 
Conventional combustion models assume the scalar transport process can 
be described adequately by an assumed two/three parameter probabi 1 i ty density 
function (pdf) and that  the transport of heat and mass i s  essentially identical. 
These models give reasonably well correlated resul ts  for  simple flows. However, 
their  applications to  complex flows involving strong recirculation and swirl 
do  not appear promising. Since such flows are  of common occurrence in any 
combustion systems, s t raight  forward- extension of conventional combustion 
models to  combustor flow calculations i s  not adequate. 
The present approach i s  formulated to  investigate some of the problems 
that  are common t o  both reactive and non-reactive variable density flows. 
Such problems are mass transport in a variable density flow, validity of 
constant  d e n s i t y  tu rbu lence  models, r e l a t i v e  m e r i t s  o f  Reynolds versus Favre 
average and c a l c u l a t e d  versus assumed pd f  f o r  t h e  sca la r .  The approach so lves 
f o r  bo th  Reynolds and Favre averaged q u a n t i t i e s  and ca l cu la tes  t h e  sca la r  pd f .  
Turbu len t  models used t o  c l o s e  t h e  governing equat ions a re  formulated t o  
account f o r  complex mix ing  and v a r i a b l e  d e n s i t y  e f f ec t s .  I n  a d d i t i o n ,  t u r b u l e n t  
mass d i f f u s i v i t i e s  a r e  n o t  assumed t o  be i n  constant  p r o p o r t i o n  t o  t u r b u l e n t  
momentum d i f f u s i v i t i e s .  
The governing equat ions a r e  solved by a combinat ion o f  f i n i t e - d i f f e r e n c e  
technique and Monte-Carlo s imu la t ion .  Some p r e l i m i n a r y  r e s u l t s  on s imple 
v a r i a b l e  d e n s i t y  shear f lows a r e  presented. The d i f f e r e n c e s  between these 
r e s u l t s  and those obta ined us ing  convent ional  models a r e  discussed. 
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MONTE CARLO MODELXNG I N  ELLIPTIC FLOWS 
K r  i shnan  Radha k r  i shnan  
Department of Mechanical Engineer ing and Applied Mechanics 
The U n i v e r s i t y  of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 
A Monte C a r l o  method capab le  of p r e d i c t i n g  s c a l a r  (e.g. concen t ra t ion)prob-  
a b i l i t y  d e n s i t y  f u n c t i o n s  ( p d f ' s )  i n  nonreac t ing  and r e a c t i n g  e l l i p t i c  f lows  
i s  being developed. I n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  a t t e n t i o n  i s  be ing  focused on a r e s e a r c h  
combustor s p e c i f i c a l l y  des igned t o  p rov ide  measurements of c o n c e n t r a t i o n  and 
t empera tu re  p d f ' s  i n  nonreac t ing  and r e a c t i n g  f lows.  (e.g.  8 ) .  
The modeling t echn ique  be ing  developed i n v o l v e s  t h e  coup l ing  of a Monte 
Car lo  c o a l e s c e n c e / d i s p e r s i o n  model (e.g.  2-7) w i t h  c u r r e n t l y  a v a i l a b l e  codes 
(such as t h e  f i n i t e - d i f f e r e n c e  scheme d e s c r i b e d  i n  ( 1 ) )  f o r  e l l i p t i c  flow- 
f i e l d  c a l c u l a t i o n s .  The la t ter  prov ides  s o l u t i o n s  f o r  t h e  mean v e l o c i t y ,  
t u r b u l e n t  k i n e t i c  energy and d i s s i p a t i o n  r a t e .  These s e r v e  a s  i n p u t s  t o  
t h e  Monte C a r l o  c a l c u l a t i o n  procedure  which i s  used t o  . solve  t h e  t r a n s p o r t  
e q u a t i o n s  f o r  s c a l a r  p d f ' s .  
The a t t r a c t i o n  of t h e  Monte C a r l o  m e t h o d ' i s  i t s  p r a c t i c a b i l i t y  f o r  
mul t i -d imensional  p d f ' s ,  w h i l e  conven t iona l  f i n i t e - d i f f e r e n c e  s o l u t i o n s  of 
t h e  pdf t r a n s p o r t  e q u a t i o n s  r e q u i r e  p r o h i b i t i v e  amounts of computer t ime  
(e .g .  2) .  T h i s  method a l s o  e l i m i n a t e s  the '  n e c e s s i t y  of assuming a shape 
f o r  t h e  pdf ;  i n s t e a d ,  g iven a n  i n i t i a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f u n c t i o n ,  t h e  model 
a l l o w s  f o r  t h e  temporal  e v o l u t i o n  of t h e  pdf .  Also,  i t  can account  f o r  
f i n i t e  r a t e  chemical  r e a c t i o n s ,  which i s  e s s e n t i a l  f o r  t h e  s u c c e s s f u l  
p r e d i c t i o n  of p o l l u t a n t  fo rmat ion  r a t e s  and f lame s t a b i l i t y .  
I n  t h e  Monte Car lo  c a l c u l a t i o n  procedure ,  t h e  composi t ion d i s t r i b u t i o n  
(due t o  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  f l u c t u a t i o n s )  a t  a p o i n t  i n  t h e  f l o w f i e l d  i s  d e s c r i b e d  
by a s t a t i s t i c a l  ensemble of computat ional  e lements  which have a d i s t r i b u t i o n  
i n  thermodynamic s t a t e s .  Each element h a s  s c a l a r  p r o p e r t i e s  a s s o c i a t e d  
w i t h  i t  s o  t h a t  i t s  thermodynamic s tate is w e l l  de f ined .  The number of such 
e lements  i n  a g iven  s tate can  v a r y  because  of t u r b u l e n t  mixing,  chemical  
r e a c t i o n s ,  e t c .  Given such a n  ensemble of e lements  a t  every g r i d  p o i n t  i n  
t h e  f l o w f i e l d ,  mean v a l u e s  of any s c a l a r ,  a s  w e l l  a s  v a r i a n c e  o r  h i g h e r  
moments can b e  o b t a i n e d  from i n s t a n t a n e o u s  averag ing  over  t h e  ensemble pop- 
u l a t i o n .  
The e f f e c t s  of mixing,  convec t ion ,  d i f f u s i o n ,  and chemical  r e a c t i o n  on 
t h e  s c a l a r  p d f ' s  a r e  i n c o r p o r a t e d  i n t o  t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n  procedure  a s  fo l lows .  
The t u r b u l e n t  and moecular mixing p r o c e s s e s  are r e p r e s e n t e d  by a l l o w i n g  
e lements  w i t h i n  each ensemble t o  m i x  w i t h  one a n o t h e r .  These mixing i n t e r -  
a c t i o n s  occur  a t  d i s c r e t e  time i n t e r v a l s  g iven  by a mixing f requency which 
can  b e  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  l o c a l  t u r b u l e n t  k i n e t i c  energy and d i s s i p a t i o n  r a t e  
( s e e  r e f e r e n c e  2 f o r  d e t a i l s ) .  The e f f e c t s  of t u r b u l e n c e  on mixing and 
chemical  r e a c t i o n  a r e  t h u s  in t roduced  through t h e  mixing f requency.  During 
t h e  t i m e  between mixing i n t e r a c t i o n s ,  each element undergoes chemical  
r e a c t i o n  a t  a r a t e  s p e c i f i e d  by t h e  u s e r ,  E i t h e r  a n  i n f i n i t e  r a t e  assumption 
can  be made o r  a chemical  r e a c t i o n  mechanism and r a t e  d a t a  s p e c i f i e d ,  S i n c e  
t h e  p r o c e s s e s  of mixing and r e a c t i o n  a r e  t r e a t e d  s e p a r a t e l y ,  t h e  u s e  of 
m u l t i p l e  f i n i t e  r a t e  r e a c t i o n s  d a e s . n o t  i n c r e a s e  t h e  complexi ty  of t h e  form- 
u l a t i o n .  Also,  t h e  i n s t a n t a n e o u s  r e a c t i o n  r a t e  f o r  each element i s  c a l c u l a t e d ,  
so  t h e  mean r e a c t i o n  r a t e  can b e  ob ta ined  by s imply averag ing  over  t h e  ensem- 
b l e  popula t ion .  The t r a n s p o r t  p r o c e s s e s  of convec t ion  and d i f f u s i o n  a r e  a l s o  
t r e a t e d  s e p a r a t e l y ;  t h e  former by t r a n s p o r t i n g  e lements  from one ensemble 
( i . e .  g r i d  p o i n t )  t o  a n o t h e r  a t  a r a t e  governed by t h e  l o c a l  f l u i d  v e l o c i t y ,  
and t h e  la t ter  by exchanging elements between ensembles a t  a d j a c e n t  nodes a t  
a r a t e  governed by t h e  l o c a l  t u r b u l e n t  d i f f u s i v i t y .  
The s p e c i f i c a t i o n  of i n i t i a l  ensembles a t  t h e  g r i d  p o i n t s  is  as fo l lows .  
For e l l i p t i c  f lows ,  p r o p e r t i e s  a t  a p o i n t  can  b e  a f f e c t e d  by v a l u e s  down- 
s t ream.  The c a l c u l a t i o n  procedure  w i l l  t h e r e f o r e  i n v o l v e  i t e r a t i o n  on some 
assumed i n i t i a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n s .  The p r o c e s s e s  of convec t ion ,  d i f f u s i o n ,  
mixing,  and r e a c t i o n  w i l l  be  s imula ted  as d e s c r i b e d  above. Also,  t h e  i n l e t  
f low c o n d i t i o n s  w i l l  s p e c i f y  ensembles a long one a x i a l  l o c a t i o n .  The itera- 
t i o n  w i l l  c o n t i n u e  u n t i l  t h e  ensembles have become time s t a t i o n a r y ;  a 
c o r r e c t  ensemble w i l l  t h e n  have been c r e a t e d  a t  a l l  s p a t i a l  l o c a t i o n s  i n  
t h e  f l o w f i e l d .  
The a b i l i t y  of t h e  Monte Car lo  method t o  p rov ide  t h e  coup l ing  of f i n i t e  
r a t e  f l u i d  mechanic mixing and f i n i t e  r a t e  combustion chemis t ry  i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  
by p r e s e n t i n g  a c o a l e s c e n c e / d i s p e r s i o n  model developed f o r  s t u d i e s  of i g n i t i o n  
and blowout i n  a combustor primary zone. The u s e  of t h e  f lame s t a b i l i t y  model 
(desc r ibed  i n  r e f e r e n c e s  5 -7) i s  demonstrated by g e n e r a t i n g  l e a n  i g n i t i o n  
l i m i t s  of premixed t u r b u l e n t  f lames.  The v a r i a t i o n s  of t h e  p r e d i c t e d  l e a n  
i g n i t i o n  l i m i t  w i t h  r e f e r e n c e  v e l o c i t y ,  i n l e t  t empera tu re ,  and p r e s s u r e  
compare f a v o r a b l y  w i t h  exper imental  t r e n d s  and magnitudes.  
T h i s  work i s  suppor ted  by NASA Gran t  NAG 3-294. 
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Method 
Combine e x i s t i n g  computer codes f o r  e l l i p t i c  flow f i e l d  calcu-  
l a t i o n s  with a  Monte Car10 meihod t o  s imulate  t h e  t r a n s p o r t  
equat ions f o r  s c a l a r  probabil i t y  dens i ty  func t ions .  
Computer Code 
For Flow Field 
Calcula t ions  
. 
Monte Carlo 
Calculat ion 
Procedure 
163 
Sca la r  Proper t ies  
cp,,  <T, , 4. > 
1 
Fl ow Fi e l  d  
- U ,  I(,  E e t c .  
S o l u t i o n  Technique For E l l i p t i c  Flows 
I n t e r a t i v e  as f o l l o w s :  
Assume i n i t i a l  ensemble (and hence, p d f ' s )  a t  a l l  g r i d  p o i n t s .  
C a l c u l a t e  < p >, < T >, e tc .  
So lve f o r  f l o w  v e l o c i t y ,  t u r b u l e n t  k i n e t i c  energy and d i s s i p a -  
t i o n  r a t e s  a t  a l l  g r i d  p o i n t s .  
Generate new p d f ' s  a t  a l l  g r i d  p o i n t s .  
Check i f  new p d f ' s  agree w i t h  o l d  va lues .  
Schematic o f  B l u f f  Body Stab i l i zed  Flame 
Rec i rcu lo t  ion Zone 
Simulation of 'Recirculat ion Zone 
Partial ly Stirred Reactor 
Unburnt 
Mixture 0 
0 Average 
@ Mixture 
Monte Carlo Mix ing Interact ion 
Element I j I j 
Burnt i i I B i  + B j l / 2  Fraction 
Model Parameters and R e l a t i o n s  
M i x i n g  Frequency 
I n f l o w  Time 
Residence Time 
Chemical K i n e t i c s  
Two Step Mechanism 
C3H8 + 3.5 O2 + 3 CO + 4 H20 
CO + 0.5 O2 = CO, 
Reac t ion  Rates f rom Westbroo k and Drye r  ( 1  981 ) 
Preexponent ia l  Constants Ad jus ted  
Ensemble P r o p e r t y  
Example : Ignition 
Development of 
f (8) Distr ibut ion Function 
Due to  Mix ing 
0 
Igni t ion 
- 
B lnc~eases 
No Ignit ion 
- 
B Decrecses 
EXAMPLE:LEAN IGNITION LIMIT  
Variations of Limits 
with Inlet Temperature 
Variations o f  Limits with Velocity 
I U=10 m/s.  P =  1 a t m  Lean Ignition Limits 
1.0 
$ 
0 .5  
0 . 3  
I 0 D a t a  (Ref .6)  - M o d e l  1.0 
TU= 5 0 0  K , P =  1 a t m  
Lean Ignition Limits 
0 Data ( R e f .  6 ) 
- Model 1 ~3 ~8 
r 
- 
! - A 
I I  I l  I l l  I  I 1  
3 5 10 15 20 25 
U :m/s)  
Variation of Predicted Limit with Pressure 
I Lean Ignition Limit Model Predictions 
0.3 
1 5 1 0  
P (at m) 

COMPUTATIONS OF EMISSIONS USING 
A 3-D COMBUSTOR PROGRAM 
S. K. ' S r i va t sa  
G a r r e t t  Turb ine Engine Company 
Phoenix, A r i zona  85010 
Ob jec t i ve :  Extend a  3-D combustor program: 
a To p r e d i c t  p o l l u t a n t  emissions o f  soo t  and NOx 
a To i n c l u d e  t h e  i n f l u e n c e  o f  soot, C02, and H20 on r a d i a t i o n  hea t  
t r a n s f e r  
a To extend t h e  two-step hydrocarbon o x i d a t i o n  mechanism t o  a  more 
d e t a i l e d  fou r -s tep  scheme 
Background: EPA r e g u l a t i o n s  f o r  a i r c r a f t  gas t u r b i n e s  make i t  impe ra t i ve  t h a t  
soo t  and NOx emissions be c o n t r o l l e d .  The use o f  a l t e r n a t i v e  s y n t h e t i c  
f u e l s ,  r e c e n t l y  be ing  considered, r e s u l t s  i n  s i g n i f i c a n t  increases i n  
soo t  p roduc t ion .  Thus, an improved unders tanding o f  t h e  phys i ca l  and 
chemical  processes govern ing soo t  p roduc t i on  i s  necessary. S ince these  
processes a re  n o t  w e l l  understood, o n l y  an approximate model ing o f  soo t  
p roduc t i on  i s  c u r r e n t l y  poss ib l e .  Lack o f  genera l  3-D computer codes has 
a l s o  h indered  research  i n  t h i s  area. I n  t h e  p resen t  program, soot  and 
NOx emissions were computed b y  u s i n g  an e x i s t i n g  genera l  3-D computer 
program. Th i s  w i l l  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  a i d  i n  t h e  development o f  soo t  and 
NOx p roduc t i on  models i n  p r a c t i c a l  systems. 
Approach: A  genera l  3-D combustor performance program developed b y  G a r r e t t  
was extended t o  p r e d i c t  soot  and NOx emissions. The soo t  f o rma t i on  and 
o x i d a t i o n  r a t e s  were computed b y  quas i -g lobal  models, t a k i n g  i n t o  account 
t h e  i n f l u e n c e  o f  tu rbu lence .  R a d i a t i o n  hea t  t r a n s f e r  was computed b y  t h e  
s i x - f l u x  r a d i a t i o n  mode. The r a d i a t i o n  p r o p e r t i e s  i n c l u d e  t h e  i n f l u e n c e  
o f  C02 and H20 i n  a d d i t i o n  t o  soot.  NOx emissions were computed 
fr0m.a g l o b a l  fou r -s tep  hydrocarbon o x i d a t i o n  scheme and a  s e t  o f  
r a t e - c o n t r o l l e d  r e a c t i o n s  i n v o l v i n g  r a d i c a l s  and n i t r o g e n  ox ides.  
R e s u l t s :  Computations performed f o r  a  p l u g  f l o w  r e a c t o r  show t h e  fou r -s tep  
scheme t o  be f a r  s u p e r i o r  t o  t h e  two-step scheme i n  p r e d i c t i n g  
temperature  and spec ies  concen t ra t ions .  
Computations were performed f o r  i d l e ,  c r u i s e ,  and t a k e o f f  c o n d i t i o n s  o f  
a  JT8D combustor. These showed t h a t  t h e  p r e s e n t  model i s  capable  o f  
p roduc ing  reasonable  p r e d i c t i o n s  o f  smoke and NO, emiss ions and o f  
t h e  w a l l  r a d i a t i o n  f l u x .  
COMPUTATIONS OF EMISSIONS USING A 3-D COMBUSTOR PROGRAM 
R A D I A T I O N  MODEL 
@ S IX -FLUX R A D I A T I O N  MODEL 
@ R A D I A T I O N  PROPERTIES DEPENDENT 
ON SOOT, CO r H 0 CONCENTRATIONS 
0 R A D I A T I O N  P a O P E a T l E S  INTEGRATED 
OVER WAVE LENGTH 
EMISSION/ABSORPTION B Y  SOOT, 
C 0 2 r  AND H 0 
a cop - H?o Z M I S S I V I T Y  CoRRELA- 
SOOT EMISS IONS 'MODE4 
@ QUASI-GLOBAL MODELS P A R T I A L L Y  VAL IDATED 
W I T H  WELL-STIRRED REACTOR DATA 
0 TURBULENCE EFFECTS ACCOUNTED FOR 
0 TRANSPORT EQUATIONS FOR N U C L E I  AND SOOT 
PART ICLE  CONCENTRATIONS 
@ SOOT PART ICLES OF TWO S I Z E S  
TIENS I~CLUDI NG OVERLAP AND 
PRESSURE CORRECTION FACTORS 
NOy E M I S S I O N S  MODEL 
0 CXHY O X I D A T I O N  B Y  A FOUR-STEP SCHEME ( C  HY+ 
CXHY-2; cXHy-2+ C o  + H 2 1  CO'C02; H 2 + ~ 2 0 f  
SET OF ELEMENTARY REACTIONS I N V O L V I N G  NI NO, 
N02, H, H2, 0, 02, N2, 
0 INFLUENCE OF TURBULENCE ON REACTION RATES AS 
PER EDDY-BREAK-UP MODEL 
0 RATE-CONTROLLED S P E C I E S  EQUATIONS SOLVED BY  
ALGORITHM FOR S T I F F  EQUATIONS 
U 
1 5 - D  COMBUSTOR MODEL FEATURES I I B E N E F I T S  
t 
1 CONCENTRATION F I E L D S  1 
1 @ I TURBULENCE, 
TEMPERATURE AND 
B TURBULENT, RECIRCULATING, 
REACTING, SWIRL ING FLOW 
0 LIQUID/GASEOUS F U E L  
0 HEAT TRANSFER 
0 SOOT AND NOX MODELS 
t 
PROGRAM OUTPUTS 
0 SOOT AND NO E M I S S I O N S  
0 RADIANT  HEAS( TRANSFER TO 
COMBUSTION 
PROCESSES 
=* 
PROVIDES A GENERAL 
3 - D  PROGRAM FOR 
P R E D I C T I N G  EMMIS- 
S IONS FROM GAS 
TURBINE  COMBUSTORS 
0 PROVIDES AN ANALY- 
T I C A L  COMBUSTOR 
D E S I G N  TOOL 
0 PROVIDES A BETTER 
UNDERSTANDING OF 
COMPUTATIONS OF EMISSIONS USING 
A 3-0 COMBUSTOR PROGRAM 
OBJECTIVE: 
EXTEND AN EXISTING 3-0 COMBUSTOR PROGRAM: 
TO PREDICT POLLUTANT EMISSIONS OF SMOKE AN0 NOx: 
TO INCLUDE THE INFLUENCE OF SOOT. C02. AND Hz0 ON 
RADIATION HEAT TRANSFER; AND 
TO EXTEND THE TWO-STEP HYDROCARBON OXIDATION 
MECHANISM TO A MORE DETAILED FOUR-STEP SCHEME 
APPROACH 
PROGRAM INVOLVED FOUR TASKS 
TASK I - FORMULATION OF THE METHOD 
TASK II - COMPUTER COOING 
TASK Ill - COMPUTATION OF TEST CASES 
IDLE. CRUISE. AND TAKE-OFF CONDITIONS FOR A 
JTBD COMBUSTOR 
TASK IV - REPORTING AND DOCUMENTATION 
EXISTING 3-0 COMBUSTOR PROGRAM 
GENERAL PROGRAM FOR 
RECIRCULATING. SWIRLING. TURBULENT. REACTING FLOW 
GASEOUS AND/OR LlOUlD FUEL COMBUSTION 
RADIATION HEAT TRANSFER 
GENERAL TRANSPORT EOUATION 
-C 
dl" b U @  - ,% GRAD 91 = SO 
VARIABLES: TP. k. C. I. MfU. MCO IMo  . MCO . M ~ ~ 0 1 .  
h IT. PI. 4. R~ SPRAY OYNAMICS/ZDMBUKIOW 
PHYSICAL MODELS: 
TURBULENCE: k-c MODEL 
CHEMISTRY: 2-STEP REACTION SCHEME 
CHEMICAL REACTION RATE: MODIFIED EBU MODEL 
RADIATION: SIX-FLUX MODEL 
NUMERICAL: 
FINITE-DIFFERENCE ITERATIVE METHOD 
SUITABLE FOR COMPLEX GEOMETRIES 
SUITABLE FOR NON-UNIFORM GRID SPACING 
FOUR-STEP HYOROCARBON OXIDATION MECHANISM 
TWO-STEP SCHEME IN ORIGINAL 30 PROGRAM: 
CxHy + 02 - CO + Hz0 
co + 02 - cop 
FOUR-STEP SCHEME: 
CxHy - CxHy.2 + Hz 
CxHy.2 + 02 - CO + Hz 
CO + 02 - C02 
Hz + 02 - Hz0 
FOUR-STEP SCHEME DESCRIBES THE FOLLOWING BASIC STEPS 
OF HYOROCARBON OXlOATlON 
TRANSFORMATION OF HYDROCARBON FUEL INTO INTERMEDIATE 
HYDROCARBONS AN0 HYDROGEN WITH LITTLE RELEASE OF ENERGY 
OXIDATION OF INTERMEDIATES TO CO AND Hp 
OXIDATION OF CO TO CO2 
= OXIDATION OF H2 TO Hz0 
TWO ADDITIONAL EQUATIONS FOR: CxHy.2 AND 12, 
NOx EMISSIONS 
SPECIES CONSIDERED: CxHy. CxHy.2. CO. N. NO. NO2. H, 
Hz. OH. 0. C02. H20. 02. N2 
TRANSPORT EQUATIONS FOR: CxHy. CO. CxHy.2. N. NO. N02. 
H. Hz. OH. 0 
C02. H20. 0 2  FROM C. H, 0 ELEMENT CONSERVATION 
M N ~  = 1-IM 
SOURCES OF SPECIES COMPUTED FROM MOOlFlED EBU MODEL 
CxH . CxHy.2, Hz. AND CO SOURCES FROM 4-STEP REAETION SCHEME 
NOx EMISSIONS 
SOURCES OF N. NO. N02. H. Hz. OH. 0 FROM REACTION MECHANISM: 
O + N 2 = N + N O  H + NO2 = NO + OH 
N O + O = 0 2 + N  Hz + 0 2  = OH + OH 
N + O H = N O + H  OH + H2 = Hz0 + H 
N2 + 0 2  = N + NO2 OH + OH = 0 + Hz0 
N2 + 02  = NO + NO O + H 2 = H + O H  
NO + NO = N + NO2 H + 0 2 = O + O H  
M + N O = M + N + O  M + O + H = O H + M  
M + N O z = M + O + N O  M + O + O = 0 2 + M  
M + N O 2 = 0 2 + N + M  M + H + H = H 2 + M  
NO + 02  = NO2 + 0 M + H + O H = H 2 0 + M  
STRONGLY COUPLED NONLINEAR STIFF EQUATIONS 
PRATT'S CREK PROGRAM FOR STIFF EQUATIONS ADAPTED TO 
3-0 COMBUSTOR PROGRAM 
SOOT EMISSIONS 
VARIOUS STEPS lNVOLVE0 IN SOOT FORMATION/OXIOATION NOT QUANTIFIED 
HENCE QUASI-GLOBAL MODELS CONSISTING OF THREE STEPS 
SOOT NUCLEI FORMATION 
= SOOT PARTICLE FORMATION 
= SOOT PARTICLE OXIDATION 
TRANSPORT EQUATIONS FOR NUCLEI 
SOURCES CONTAINING REACTION RAI 
AN0 
'ES 
SOOT CONCENl 'RATIONS WITH 
REACTION RATES CONTAIN FORMATION AND OXlOATlON RATES DEPENDENT ON: 
= UNBURNT FUEL AND 02 CONCENTRATION 
TEMPERATURE 
TUHBULENCE PARAMETERS r / k  (SIMILAR TO EOOY-BREAK-UP MODEL] 
TWO SIZES OF SOOT PARTICLES CONSIDERED: ONE EQUATION FOR EACH SIZE 
RADIATION HEAT TRANSFER 
SIX-FLUX RADIATION MOOEL - SCHUSTER AN0 HAMAKER 
MAJOR CONTRIBUTORS TO RAOlATlON = SOOT, CO2. Hz0 
RAOlATlON PROPERTIES DEPENDENT ON SOOT. C02. H20 CONCENTRATIONS 
t TOTAL PROPERTIES (INTEGRATE0 OVER WAVELENGTHI 
CO - H 0 EMlSSlVlTY CORRELATIONS INCLUDlNG OVERLAP AN0 PR~SSURP CORRECTION FACTORS 
ac+w = Lnll-  cc+wI / S 
SOOT RAOlATlON PROPERTIES 
ABSORPTION COEFFINENT COMPUTED FOR BOTH PARTICLE SIZES 
AN0 ADDED TOGETHER 
GAS-SOOT MIXTURE, 
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS OF 6AS AN0 SOOT ADDED 
RESULTS 
FOUR-STEP SCHEME 
PLUG FLOW REACTOR FOR LEAN. STOICHIOMETRIC. AND 
RICH PROPANE FLAMES 
CONSIDERABLE DEVIATIONS OF TWO-STEP PREDICTIONS 
FROM MEASUREMEIITS 
FOUR-STEP PREOICTIONS AGREE CLOSELY WITH 
MEASUREMENTS 
SOME DISCREPANCY IN FOUR-STEP Hz PREOlCTlONS AT 
HIGHER EQUIVALENCE RATIOS 
LEAN C3H8 FLAME (@I = 0.12) 
a n Y 11 la 
AXIAL DISTANCE. CM 
LEAN C3H8 FLAME [@ = 0.12) 
i w n 
AXlAL DISTANCE. C M  
I 
I 1 I I 
I 2s u n 1m 
AXIAL DISTANCE. C M  
LEAN C3H8 FLAME [@ = 0.12) 
AXIAL DISTANCE. C M  
N 
I 8 I u n lm 
AXIAL DISTANCE. C M  
JT8D-17 COMBUSTOR 
CASES COMPUTED: 
AIRFLOW PRESSURE TEMPERATURE 
CONDITION LBS/SEC RATIO 
0.0074 
CRUISE 7.87 103.0 657 0.0138 
TAKE-OFF 16.45 256.0 825 0.0182 
FLOWCHART OF OVERALL SOLUTION PROCEDURE 
U, P, k; c, i NOTE: RADIATION EOUATIONS NOT 
f. mc0 SOLVED AT THIS STAGE 
TIYOSTEPIFOUR-STEP KINETICS 
(CxHy -2 AN0 H2 ALSO FOR FOUR-STEn 
TYPICALLY, €1 - 6% 
TYPICALLY 9 = 0.5%1% 
TyncALLy q - 0.5% 
YES 1- NOTE: * MULTI-STEP KINETICS 
r n  F- • PRFK PRf lGRAY 
PREDICTED EMISSIONS INDEX WITH FOUR-STEP 
HYDROCARBON OXIDATION SCHEME 
EMISSION INDEX 
6m OF EMISSIONSIKg OF FUEL 
CONDITION SMOKE NOX 
IDLE 0.056 (0.61 4 
CRUISE 1.3 13 
TAKEOFF 12 12.8) 27 (24.41 
NOTE: VALUES IN PARENTHESES ARE EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS 
PREDlCTEO RADIATION FLUXES IN  THE SAME RANGE AS 
MEASUREMENTS FOR SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT OPERATING CONDITIONS 
CONCLUSIONS 
MODEL PRODUCES REASONABLE RESULTS FOR EMISSIONS 
AND RAOlATlON FLUX 
LACK OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA PRECLUDES MORE DETAILED 
MOOEL VALIDATION ' 

FAST COMPUTATIONAL KINETICS PROGRAM 
David T. Pratt 
University of Washington FU-10 
Seattle, Washington 98195 
1. Introduction 
This project has two goals: First, to develop very fast algorithms 
for solution of the transient and stationary-state equations describing 
combust ion chemical kinetics in batch and st i rred-tank chemical reactors, 
for imbedding in larger hydrodynamic codes which model mixing, heat 
transfer and chemical change in gas turbine combustors and other combus- 
tion devices. The second goal is to develop "user-friendly" interactive 
computer programs which combine the fast kinetics algorithms with graphics 
and user selection menus to create a dynamic environment for parametric 
variation, preliminary design, and in general permitting the user to gain 
an improved understanding of the thermal-chemical-physical behavior of 
combustion processes, without being hampered by considerations of numerical 
methods, stability, convergence or computational efficiency. 
2. Batch Kinetics (I-D) Algorithm Development 
A typical batch combustion problem at constant pressure consists of 
three distinctly different chemical-physical regimes, each of which 
requires a unique algorithm for the peculiar form of stiffness of the 
governing set of ordinary differential equations. (The term "stiff", 
coined by Hirschfelder, means that the characteristic time constants of 
the coupled set of equations differ by many orders of magnitude, so that 
integration of the equations by conventional methods would require time- 
steps very much smaller than desired, resulting in excessively large 
computational work. [I]) 
A single-step integration algorithm was developed which automatically 
identifies equations as having either positive or negative time constants, 
and then approximates the unstable equations (positive time constants) 
with the trapezoidal rule, and the stable equations (negative time 
constants) with a decaying exponential function. This "exponential-fitted 
trapezoidal rule" was adapted form the work of Liniger and Wi 1 loughby [2] 
and of Brandon [ 3 ] .  
During induction and early heat-release regime, the species equations 
are dominated by positive time constants, and the temperature also 
exhibits a positive time constant. Since very small stepsare required 
for integration of unstable equations, a simple predictor-corrector scheme 
with fun.ctiona1 iteration assures the least computational work possible. 
However, during late heat release and equilibration, when the temperature 
and species equations exhibit negative time constants, large stepsizes 
are now possible, so that Newton-Raphson iteration with calculation of 
the full Jacobian matrix is the optimal convergence method. At the present 
level of development, the batch kinetics code CREK- ID (for "combust ion 
reaction kinetics, one-dimensional") appears to be at least five times 
faster than LSODE, the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory implementation of 
the Gear-B algorithm [4]. Further details of the algorithm are given 
in Reference 5. 
3 .  St i rred Reactor (0-D) A1 gor i thm Development 
An earl ier packaged code, CREK [61, solved for t ime-stat ionary 
states of a perfectly-stirred chemical reactor. A major improvement 
has been made in the automatic estimate-generating feature of the CREK 
code. In this approach, the iransient sti rred-reactor equations are 
solved for the predictor step only, using the same techniques developed 
for the batch kinetics CREK-ID code. The resulting approximate solution 
gives a very good estimate of the steady-state solution, which is then 
solved for exactly using the original CREK algorithm. As a result, the 
speed and re1 iabi 1 i ty of the "CREK-OD1' program appears to have been 
increased by at least an order of magnitude over the original CREK code. 
4. Interactive Computer Programs 
Two "user-friendly", menu-driven programs have been written to 
date. The first program, EQLBRM, solves for chemical equilibrium states 
for combustion of arbitrary hydrocarbon fuels with air, at a specified 
constant pressure, fuel-air ratio and initial temperature of fuel and 
air. The second program, AVCO-M2, is a reactor-theoretic simulation of 
a gas turbine combustor [7]. The combustor is assumed to consist of 
up to nine "flow elements" connected in series, and optionally one flow 
element connected in recycle. Each flow element may be a zero-dimensional 
or perfectly-sti rred reactor (PsR) , a one-dimensional or plug-f low 
reactor (PFR) , or a non-reacting mixer (MIX). The user is prompted to 
select the order, type and size of the flow elements, the recycle path, 
and the distribution of fuel and air into each individual flow element. 
On demand, the program also displays a crude graphic schematic of the 
combustor model under consideration. 
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V a r i a t i o n  w i t h t i m e  o f  t e m p e r a t u r e  and  c h e m i c a l  s p e c i e s  
mole  f r a c t i o n  i n  a d i a b a t i c  b a t c h  reaction. 
(Pyrolized CH4-a i r ,  S t o i c h i o m e t r i c ,  T=1000K, P=lO a tm)  
Hz I 
10" 02 co 
lom2 
Xi 
1 o 3  
10' 
Conventional staggered f i n i  te-di  fference grid fo r  calcula t ion 
within a flow domain. Points H ("high") and L ("low") a r e  
above and below the  plane of E-W-N-S-P. PP re fe rs  t o  condl- 
lo5 
t ions  a t  P a t  the  previous time s tep.  
1 o'GI o-' 1 l - T ~  lo-5 lo-' 1 0  looo - 
IrlDUCTlON W H E A T  RELEASE+ EQUILIBRATION + 1500 
HOMOGENEOUS, ADIABATIC, GAS-PHASE 
REACTION AT CONSTANT PRESSURE 
Batch kinetics ( 1 - D )  
St i  rred-reactor kinetics (0-D) 
where 
"LOCALLY EXACT" SOLUTIOI4S 
OF THE TRANSIENT EQUATIONS 
1 . Decoupl i ng 
do. 
l e t  2 = d t  - fi (uk,T;P) = Ai + B.u i i 
2. I n t e g r a t i o n  
n+ l  Ai 
' i 
where h = tn+l - tn 
3. A n a l y s i s  
The l o c a l l y  e x a c t  s o l u t i o n  i s  s t a b l e  ( f o r  h -> m) i f  and 
only i f  BicO. - 
FaRMALLY DECOUPLI t4G THE 
EQUATIONS: "L - FORMULATION" . 
r 
l e t  i - - - Di - Qi P Y D. = L.O 1 i i 
doi * 
then  - m d t = qi - Lipi + - (0. - oi) pV i 
. . .Ai i s  p o s i  t i v e - d e f i n i  te ;  Bi n e g a t i  ve -de f i  n i  t e  
:. "L- formula ted"  equat ions a r e  always 
s t a b l e ,  b u t  may be i n a c c u r a t e .  
FUNCTIONALLY DECOUPLING THE 
EQUATIOIlS : "Z-FORI.1ULATION" 
l e t  
d f  N a f i  f k  i a f i  where z . = -  = c - . -  + - -  I doi k = l  auk fi fi aT 
(and where t = - Z hk fk  / Z C o ) 
k k p k k  
doi 
then 0 0 0 - = [f; - Z.o.1 + zioi d  t 1 1  
=> 0 0 0 Ai = [fi - Zioi] 
0 Bi = zi 
. . . n e i t h e r  Ai no r  Bi a re  pos i  t i v e - d e f i n i  t e  o r  n e g a t i v e - d e f i n i  t e .  
. "Z- formulated"  equat ions a re  always accurate,  b u t  may be unstab le .  
MARK21 *:Kt 
'MARK21m I S  AN 3iNTEFiACl'IVE VERSION OF THE MARK-I1 COHHUSTOR MODEL. 
THIS I S  A PFiELIMINARY DESIGN TOOL, A MEANS OF GAINING I N T U I T I V E  INSIGHT 
INTO EFFECTS OF CHANGES I N  FUEL-AIR MIXING OR PARTITIONING ON TURN-KIOWN 
RATIO? COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY AND POLLUTANT FORMATION RhTESr 
AN I N I T I A L  DATA SET I S  TAKEN FROM DATA F I L E  'MARK2.DRT' HUT CAN HE ALTERED 
INTERACTIVELY, AND USED I N  CONSECUTIVE RUNS* 
HARK-11 REFZ'F;ESENTS A SIMPLE BRAGG COMBUSTOK CONSISTING OF A 
MAXlMUM OF 9 FLOW ELEMENTS WITH THE AUDITION OF A SINGLE RECYCLE 
EL-EMENT + FLOW ELEMENT TYPES MAY INCLUIIE: 
1) NON-REACTING MIXERS ( 'M IX ' ) ,  I N  WHICH THE CHEMICAL REACTIONS ARE 
ASSUME11 TO HAVE STOPPED DlJFiING THE MIXING PROCESS; 
2 )  PERFECTLY STIRRED REACTORS ( 'PSR8) r  WITHIN WHICH INTENSE SELF- OR 
E{ACK--tlIXING I S  ASSUMED TO OCCUR? 50 THAT THERE ARE NCI AXIAL GFiADIENTS; 
3 )  PLUG FLClW REACTORS ( ' PFR' ) , 
THE USER MAY DEFINE THE MOIlEL hS HHVTNG UP 'TO 9 ELEMENTS I N  
SERIES WITH AIR AND FUEL INLET JETS AT EACH ELEMENT* THE RECYCLE ELEHENT 
MAY RE OF ANY OF THE THREE FLOW TYPES, AND MUST RECYCLE FROM A HIGtiER 
NUMBERED ELEMENT TO A LOWER* COOLING BOUNDARY LAYER EFFECTS AND CHEMICAL 
REACTIONS WITHIN THE BOUNIlARY LAYEFr ARE NOT CONSXDERELI* 
--- PLEASE WAIT A MOMENT WHILE I N I T I A L I Z A T I O N  I S  C0MPLETE:U. 
--- INITIRLIZEKI  -- PRESS .::RETURN TO BEGIN -- 
f**  INPUT DATA t** 
FLOW AREA LENGTH FLOW INLET AIR INLET FUEL 
ELEMENT* (SQeIN)  ( INCHES) TYPE (LHM/S ) (LBM/S ) 
1 1*4600E+02  4 0000E--01 F'SR 1.34SOEt00 9,7200E-02 
2 1 .4600Et02  1,0000E-01 MIX 6 * 9600E--01 0.0000E--0 1 
3 1 *4600E.t02 1 +5000E+00 PSH 0.0000E-01 0.0000E-03. 
4 1*4500E+00  2*0000E-01 MIX 7*95OOE-01 0 I OOOOE-0 1 
AIR TEMP = 2*1000E. t02 F COMBUSTOR PRESSURE = 2 * 2 1 0 0 E t 0 0  ATM 
FUEL TEHP - 8.0000E+Ol F LOWER HEATING VALUE 1 1 * 8 5 0 0 E t 0 4  E{TU/LBM 
SELECT AN OPTION BY NUMBER: 
-0- RUN WITH THIS  DhTA SET -4- CHANOE NOMINAL COMBUSTOR PRESSURE 
-1.- CHANGE AIR TEMPERATURE -5- CHhNGE RECYCLE ELEMENT STATUS 
-2- CHANGE FUEL TEMPERATURE - 6 -  CHANGE FLOW ELEMENTS STATUS 
CHANGE LCIWER HEATING VALUE -7- INSPECT SCHENATIC MOUEL LAYOllT 
OPTION? (0 -7 )  7 
I IARK-I1 MOKlEL SCHEMATIC: LAYOUT 
PRESS <RETURN> TO CONTINUE 
XXS INPUT DATA X W  
FL-OW AREA LENGTH FLOW INLET A I R  INLET FUEL 
ELEMENT* (SO, I N )  ( 1NCI.iES) TYPE (LBM/S) (LI{M/S ) 
1 1,4600Ei.02 4 .0000E-01 PSR 1 , 3 4 5 0 E t 0 0  9 17200E- ,02 
2 1 * 4 6 0 0 E f 0 2  1 * 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1  M I X  6 + '3hOOE-01 0.00OOE~-O1. 
3 1 . 4 6 0 0 E t 0 2  1 r 5000E+00 PSR 0,00OOE-.01 0e0000E-01  
4 1 * 4 5 0 0 E t 0 0  2 + 0000E- .01 MIX 7.7500E--01 0 * 0 0 0 0 E - 0  1 
A I R  TEMP = 2 ~ 1 0 O O E i ~ 0 2  F COMBUSTOR PRESSURE - 2 t 2 1 0 0 E t 0 0  ATM 
F'UEL.. TEMP -- 8 r 0 0 0 0 E S 0 1  F LOWER HEATING VALUE = 1 +8500E+04  ETU/L..BH 
SELECT AN nP.r InN FY NIJMHEF;: 
-0- RUN WITH THIS  DATA SET -4.- CHANOE NOMINAL COMRUSTOR PRESSURE 
-1- CHANGE A IR  TEMPERATURE me- CHANGE RFCYCLE ELEMENT STATUS 
-2- CHANGE FUEL TEMPERATURE -6- CHANGE FLOW ELEMENT8 STATUS 
-3- CHANGE LOWEK HEATING VALUE 0-7- INSPECT SCHEMATIC MODEL LAYOUT 
OPTION? (0-7) 5 
RECYCLE ELEMENT STATUS: 
CROSS-SECTIONAL ARER - 1 * 4 6 0 0 E + 0 2  SO*INCH 
ELEMENT LENGTH - 1 ~ 0 0 0 0 E t O O  INCHES 
FLOW 'TYPE :zL M I X 
RECYCLES 0 * 0 0 %  OF ELEMENT 8 1 OUTFLOW TO ELEMENT # 1 INFLOW 
SELECT AN OPTION BY NUMBER: 
0-  NO MORE CtiANGES TO RECYCLE ELEMENT 
1- CHANGE AREA 
2-  CIiANGE LENGTH 
3 -  CHANGE FLOW TYPE 
4- CHANGE RECYCLE INTAKE PERCENTAGE 
5- Ct+AMGE RECYCLE PhTH 
6- ELIMINATE RECYCLE 
OPTION? ( 0 - 6 )  4 
ENTER PERCENT OF OUTFLOW TO RE RECYCLED: 20,  
KECYCLE ELEMENT STATUS : 
CROSS-SECTIONAL AREtl - l r 4 6 0 0 E t 0 2  SReINCH 
ELEMENT LENGTH - 1 ~ 0 0 0 0 E S 0 0  INCHES 
FLOW TYPE --. MIX 
RECYCLES 20rOOY. OF ELEHENT # 1 OUTFLOW TO ELEMENT # 1 INFLOW 
SELECT AN OPTION UY NUMBER: 
0 -  NO MORE CHANGES TO RECYCLE ELEMENT 
1 -  CHANGE AREA 
2- CHANGE LENGTH 
3 -  CHANGE FLOW TYPE 
4- CHANGE KECYCLE INTAKE PERCENTAGE 
5 -  CHANGE KECYCLE PATH 
6 -  ELIMINATE RECYCLE 
OPTION? (0 -6 )  5 
ENTER ELEMENT WHOSE OUTFLOW I S  TO BE RECYCLED: (1- 4 )  3 
ENTER ELEMENT WWOSE INFL-OW I S  TO RECEIVE RECYCLE: (1- 3)  2 
RECYCLE ELEMENT STATUS : 
CHOSS-SECTIONAL AREA - 1 * 4 6 0 0 E + 0 2  SQ**INCH 
ELEMENT LENGTH = 1 ~ 0 0 0 0 E t ~ 0 0  INCHES 
FLOW TYPE :. M IX  
RECYCLES 20.002 OF ELEMENT # 3 OUTFLOW TO ELEMENT # 2 INFLOW 
SELECT AN OPTION BY NUMBER: 
0 -  NO MORE CHANGES TO RECYCLE ELEMENT 
1- CHANGE hREA 
2- CHANGE LENGTH 
3.- CHANGE FLOW TYPE 
4- CHANGE KECYCLE INTAKE PERCENTAGE 
5- CHANGE RECYCLE PATH 
6-  ELIMINATE RECY CLE 
OPTION? ( 0 - 6 )  0 
INPUT DATA X t *  
FLOW AREA 
ELEMENTI tSO,IN) 
1 1 + 4 6 0 0 E + 0 2  
2 1 ,4600Ei .02  
3 ~~~~~~~~~02 
4 1 * 4 5 0 0 E t 0 0  
RECYCLE 1 *4600E+O? 
LENGTH FLOW INL.ET A I R  INLET FUEL 
( XNCHES) TYPE (L.BM/S) ( LIlH/S ) 
4.0000E-01 PSR 1.3450E+00 9,7200E-02 
1 * 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1  MIX 6. P600E--01 OIOOOOE-0 1. 
1 + 5000E+00 PSR 0 OOOOE..-01 0 ,0000E-01 
2 * 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1  M I X  7 .9500E-01 0 * 0000E-0  1 
1.0000Ei.00 MIX RECYCLE 20,OOX OF 8 3 
OUTFLOW TO t 2 INFLOW 
A I R  TEMP = 2,1000Ei.02 F COMBUSTOR PRESSURE ' 5  2 * 2 1 0 0 E + 0 0  ATH 
FUEL TEMP = 8.0000E-tO1 F LOWER HEATING VALUE - 1 .8500Et04  BTU/LBM 
SELECT AN OPTION BY N\JMBER: 
-0-  RUN WITH T H I S  DATA SET -4 -  CHANGE NOMINAL COMBUSTOR PRESSURE 
-.I-- CHANGE A IR  TEMPERATURE -5- CHANGE FiECYCLE ELEMENT STATUS 
-2- CHANGE FUEL TEMPERATURE -6- CHANGE FLOW ELEMENTS STATUS 
-3- CHfiNGE LOWER HEATING VALUE -7- INSPECT SCHEMATIC  MODEL LAYOIJT 
OPTION? (0 - -7 )  7 
MARK-I1 MODEL SCHEHATIC LAYOUT 
PRESS :::FiETlJRP.I:'. TO C;(It.('I INIIE 
*** INPI.IT DATA b%Y 
FLOW AREA LENGTH FLOW INLET A IR  1:NLE'I' FUE:L 
ELEMENT) ( 8 Q t I N )  ( INCHES) TYPE (LBM/S) (I-BM/5) 
1 1 t 4600E i .02  4 t0000E-01  PSR l t 3 4 5 0 E t 0 0  9 t 7 2 0 0 E - 0 2  
2 1 t 4600E+02 l e 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1  MIX 6,9600E-01 0.0000E-0 1 
3 1 + 4 6 0 0 E 1 0 2  1 . 5 0 0 0 E t 0 0  PSR 0.OOOOE-01 0 ,0000E-01 
4 1 , 4 5 0 0 E f 0 0  2.00OOE~-Ol MIX 7 * 9 3 0 0 E - - 0  1 0 t 0000E-0  1 
A I R  TEMP = 2 , 1 0 0 0 E f 0 2  F COMBUSTOR PRESSURE = 2 * 2 1 0 0 E + 0 0  ATM 
FUEL TEMP = 8 t 0 0 0 0 E t 0 1  F LOWER HEATING VALUE = 1 ,850OEt04 BTU/I ... BH 
SELECT AN OPTION BY NUMBEFi: 
-0-  RUN WITH 'THIS DATA SE'T -4- CHANGE NOMINAL COMBUSTOR PRESSURE 
-1- CHANGE A I R  TEMPERATURE CHANGE RECYCLE ELEMENT STATUS 
- -I ,- CHANGE FUEL TEMPERATURE -6.- CHANGE FLOW EL.EMENTS STAI'IJS 
-3- CHANGE LOWER HEATING VALUE -7- INSPECT SCHEMATIC MOnEL LAYOUT 
OPTION? (0 -7 )  6 
TO CtiANGE DATA, ENTER THE COUE AN11 ELEMENT # +  ( I E  'B2'  FOR #2 'S  LENGTH) 
COIlE ' A ' CODE 'B' COIlE 'C' CODE *D' CODE ' E '  
FLOW AHEA LENGTH FLOW INLET A IR  INLET FUEL 
ELEMENT* (SRe IN)  ( INCHES ) TYPE (LBM/S ) (LBM/S ) 
1 1 . 4 6 0 0 E t 0 2  4 + 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1  PSR l t 3 4 5 0 E t 0 0  9 t720OE-02  
2 l t 4 6 0 0 E t 0 2  1 + 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1  MIX 6 t 9600E-01 0 t OOOOE--01 
3 1 . 4 6 0 0 E t 0 2  1 +SOOOEi.OO F'SR 0,0000E-01 0 .0000E-01 
4 1,4500ESO2 2 . 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1  MIX 7 ,9500E-01 0,OOQOE-0 1 
CODE 'F '  - REMOVE ENTIRE FLOW ELEMENT 
CODE 'G' - ADD ANOTHER FLOW ELEMENT (NO NUMBER NEEDED) 
(BLANK ENTRY RETURNS TO MAIN MENU) 
ENTER COUE I ELEMENTI A 4  
ENTER CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF ELEMENT # 4 (SQUARE INCHES): 2,00E2 
ENTER CODEVELEMENTt A 4  
ENTER CROSS--SECTIONAL RHEA OF ELEMENT # 4 (SRUAKE INCHES): 1 t 4 5 E 2  
ENTER CODEvELEMENTt 
~ L L  INPIJT rw1.rn w* 
FI-OW I\ Ti E t'l LCNG'I'H FLOW TNl-ET AlF; INLET FUETl.. 
El-EMENTI (SQ+T.N) ( INCHES ) TYPE (LEM/S) ( LBM/S ) 
1 I. + 4LOOEt02 4,0000E..01 F'SR 1 .34SOE+00 9 7200E-02  
2 1 , 4 6 0 0 E t 0 2  1+00OOE-01 PIIX 6 ,9600E--01 0.0000E-0 1 
3 1+4600E:+02 1,5000E+00 ' PSR 0 + 0000E-01 0 .0000E-01 
4 1,4500EtOO 2.0000E-01 MIX 7 ,9500E-01  0 t OOOOE-0 1 
RECYCLE l t 4 h O O E t 0 2  1 .0000Ef  0 0  MIX RECYCLE 20.00% OF # 3 
OUTFLOW TO # 2 INFLCIW 
A I R  TEMP = 2 , 1 0 0 0 E t 0 2  F COMBUSTOR PRESSIJRE zz 2 , 2 1 0 0 E t 0 0  ATM 
FUEL TEMP = B~OOOOEf01  F LOWER HEATING VALUE :: 1,0500E+04 BTI.I/LHM 
SELECT AN nPTION BY NUMBER: 
- 0 -  FiUN WITH T H I S  DATA SET -4-  CHANCiE NOMItdAL COMHLJSTOFi F'RESSLJKE 
-1- CHANGE A I R  TEMPERATURE -3- CHANGE RECYCLE ELEMENT STATUS 
- 2-. CHANGE FUEL TEMPERATURE 
-6- CHANGE FLOW ELEMENTS STATUS 
-3- CHANGE LOWER HEATING VALUE -7-  INSPECT SCHEMATIC H0DE:I.- LAYC)!JT 
OPTION? ( 0 - 7 )  2 
ENTER FUEL. TEMPERATURE ( DEG FAHRENHEIT) : 9 0  
tt* INPUT 1lATA tt* 
FLOW AREA 
ELEMENT* (SR. IN )  
1 1 , 4 6 0 0 E t 0 2  
2 1 , 4 6 0 0 E t 0 2  
3 1.4bOOEt02 
4 1,4500EC00 
FZECYCI-E 1 + 9 6 0 0 E t 0 2  
LENG'TH FL.OW INLET A IR  INI-E'T FUEL. 
( INCHES TYPE (LE(M./S! (L.UM/S) 
4 .0000E--01 FI'S H 1 ..,, "'? 4 .JOE+OO G' 9*71!00E.-02 
1 + 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1  MIX 6 .9600E--01 0 ,0000E-0 :I. 
1 * 5 0 0 0 E t 0 0  PSH 0,0000E-01 0 ,0000E-01 
2+00OOE-01 MIX 7 .9500E-01 0 * 0000E-0 1 
1 t 0000E+00 MIX REC:YCL-E 20.00% OF * 3 
OU'TFLOW TO # 2 INFL..(:IW 
A I K  TEMP = 2 , 1 0 0 0 E t 0 2  F COMBUSTOR PRESSURE :: 2 6 2 1 0 0 E t 0 0  ATH 
FUEL. TEMP =:: 9 r 0 0 0 0 E t 0 1  F LOWER HEATING VAL.UE = 1 . 8 5 0 0 E t 0 4  BTU/LBM 
SELECT AN OPTION BY NUMBER: 
-0- RUN WITH Tt43S SlATA SET - 4 -  CHANGE NOMINAL CDMBUSTOR PRESSURE 
-1-  CHANGE AIR TEMPERATURE -5-  CHANGE RECYCI-E ELEMENT SThTUS 
-2- CHANGE FUEL TEMPERATURE -6- CHANGE FLOW ELEMENTS STATUS 
-3-  CHANGE LOWER HEATING VALUE -7-  INSPECT SCHEMATIC HO1lEL LAYOUT 
OPTION? ( 0 - 7 )  0 
RUN WITH THIS  1lATA SET --- ARE YOU SURE? (Y/N) Y 
% t b  OUTPUT: *** 
TEMP AND COMPOSITION FOR MARK-I1 HODEL: 
PRESSIJRE = 2 .21 ATM OVERALL E.R. = 0 1 4 9 9 5  
FUEL FLOW = 349 .92  LBM/HR A IR  FLOW = 2.84 LBM/SEC 
20.0 PCT. OF FLOW RECYCLED FROM OUTLET OF' 
ELEMENT NO, 3 TO INLET OF ELEMENT NU r 2 
OTHEK OUTPUT: SELECT BY NUMBER - 
0-  Q U I T  / BEGIN NEXT INPUT DATA SET 
1- INSPECT HOLE FRACTIONS 
2-  INSPECT MASS FRACTIONS 
3 -  INSF'ECT EMISSIONS INDEX 
4 -  INSF'ECT MISC* OTHER OUTPUT 
5- INSPECT CUFiRENT INPUT DATA SET 
OPTION? ( 0 - 4 )  1 
HOLE FRACTIONS X ( 1 )  
SPECES 'I' t 1 X t 2 *  t 3 t  f 4 t  EQL RCY 
C12H23 7+4841I.-05 4,07013-05 2,15413-07 1 r572D-07  2 88611-19 2 15411-07 
C2H2 1 + 0 8 0 D - 0 2  6,322D-03 2.300D-03 1.67911-03 2 r886D-19  2r30011-03 
C2H3 9,782D-04 5,327D-04 6.558D-06 4.785D-06 2.886D-19 6,558D-06 
C2H4 7 + 44711-04 4.05411-04 4,62511-0b 3 r 37511-06 2 1 88611-19 4 r 625D-06 
CH20 5 r914D-05  3.298D-05 4.315D-06 3.14913-06 1.696D-18 4.315D-06 
CH3 5,57011-05 3.09211-05 3,332D-06 2 r 431D-06 2 r 8861:I-19 3 33211-01 
CH4 3,815D-12 2,590D-12 2.69311-12 1,96511-12 2,88611-19 2.693D-.-:I.2 
0 0  1,42811-02 13,335rl-03 2.902D-03 2.118D-03 1,49411-06 2,902D-03 
C02 9.676D-02 6.97011-02 8,616D-02 6,28813-02 6 + b 5 8 ~ - 0 2  8.616D-02 
HCO 1.064D-04 5 + 84011-05 3,36611-06 2.45611-06 5 r752D-15 3 36613-06 
H 1,246D-03 7.275D-04 2,554D-04 l r 8 6 4 D - 0 4  1.814D-08 2.554D-04 
1-4 2 2,892D-03 1,68111--03 5r5691 l -04 4 +064D..09 5 e76111-07 5.519D-04 
H20 1 + 1 0 8 D - 0 1  7.71613-02 8 r 5 4 1 D - 0 2  6.23313-02 6.569D-02 81541D-02 
HO2 2.86111-04 1*724$1-04 8.572D-05 6,25511-05 7.480I.l-08 8.572D-09 
N 3.16711-07 1.75113-07 3,47911-08 2 9 539D-08 1,602D.-13 3 47911-08 
NO 3.25311-0'5 4 r941D-05  5.014D'-05 4.243D-05 1.201D--03 56814D-05 
NO2 1,374D-07 2.87913-07 4,442D-07 3,241D-07 5.285D-06 4 .4420-07 
N 2 7.24911--01 7.469D-01 7.51211-01 7.61711-01 7,63411-01 7.512D-01 
0 1,531D-03 1,02213-03 9.594D-04 7.001D-04 1,912D-06 9 rS94D-04  
OH 9,48911-03 2.96511-03 2.65113-03 1e935U--03 7.192D-05 2.651D-03 
0 2 3.000D-02 8 r 3 8 6 D - 0 2  6,344D-02 1.060D-01 1 .010n -01  6.744D-02 
PRESS .::T;ETIJFtN:> TO CONTINUE 
Xft OUTPUT: tZL 
TEMP AND COMPOSITION FOR MARK-I1 MODEL: 
PRESSURE 2r21 ATM OVERALL EIR, = 0,4995 
FUEL FLOW = 349.92 LBM/HH A I R  FLOW = 2.84 LBM/SEC 
20.0 PCT. OF FLOW RECYCLED [--Ron UIJTLET CIF 
ELEMENT NO* 3 TO INLET  OF ELEMENT NO, 2 
OTHER OUTPUT: SELECT HY NUMBER - 
0- Q U I T  / HEGIN NEXT INPUT DATA SET 
1- INSPECT MOLE FRhCTIONS 
2- INSPECT MASS FRACTIONS 
3- INSPECT EMISSIONS INDEX 
4- INSPECT MISC. OTHER OUTPUT 
5-- INSPECT CURRENT INPlJT DATA SET 
OPTION? (0-4) 4 
ELEMENT NO* *if t2t 
ELEMENT TYPE PSR MIX  
ERUIV RATIO 1,053Dt00 6 + 94111-01 
RES TIME, SEC 5,64711-04 9r558D-05 
AREA? SR I N  1 + 460Dt02 1 46011t02 
VELO, FT/SEC 5,9031It01 8t7191~t01 
FLOW? LBN/SEC 1,442Dt00 2r673DtOO 
A X I A L  LOC? I N  4r000D-01 5,00011-01 
ENTH, BTU/LBM-2 219Dt01-4,4261ltOO- 
TEMP EFF 8r192:,. 01 7.850D-01 
TEMPI DEG F 3,105Dt03 2e400Dt03 
PRESS (RETURN) TO CONTINUE 
f3t 848 ERL RCY 
PSR M I X  ERL RCY-MIX  
6,941D-.01 4,99511-01 4.995D-01 6.94111-01 
1,261D-03 1 r 879D-05 0 +0001I.-01 4 r 205I1-03 
1 1  460IItO2 1 *45011+00 0 r 00011-03 1 * 4601It02 
9,90911t01 8.872IIt03 0100011-01~-1 982D k01 
2r673Dt00 2.933Dt00 21933Dt00 5,346D-01 
2.000Dt00 2r200Dt00 2,200Dt00 4+304Df10 
4.427DtOO 5.5301It00 5~530Dt00-4r380DtOO 
9,317D-01 9.260D-01 1*000D+00 9.317D-01 
2*810Dt03 2*192Dt03 2.3501It03 21810Dt03 
XX* OUTPUT: * *a  
TEMP AND COMPOSITION FOR MARK-I1 MODEL: 
PRESSURE 2e21 ATM OVERALL E.R* = 0,4995 
FUEL FLOW = 349.92 LBM/HR A I R  FLOW = 2.84 LBM/SEC 
2010 PCT, OF FLOW RECYCLED FROM OUTLET OF 
ELEMENT NO, 3 TO I N L E T  OF ELEMENT NO* 2 
OTHER OUTPUT: SELECT HY NUMBER - 
0- QUIT / BEGIN NEXT INPUT DATA SET 
1- INSPECT nOLE FRACTIONS 
2- INSPECT MASS FRACTIONS 
3- INSPECT EMISSIONS INDEX 
4- INSPECT MISC*  OTHER OUTPUT 
5- INSPECT CURRENT INPUT DATA SET 
OPTION? (0-4) 3 
EMISSION INDEX E I ( I ) ,  GH I/KG FUEL 
SPECES ' I '  t 1 X X2# Y J %  t 4 f  EQL RCY 
C12H23 6,5451lt00 6.552It.tOO 3,449D-02 2.759D-02 5 * 04911-14 6 1397n-03 
CZH2 1 r470Dt02 1,584SIt02 5r733.D+01 4 +SDSU.kOl 7r858D-15 1,146I:1.1.01 
C2H3 1,3831It01 1,386T.lt.01 1 +697D-01 1,3138D--01 8+16211-15 3 r 394D-02 ' 
C2H4 1 + 092111.01 1 t0'75D.k01 1 .24lD--01 9 r 93011-.02 8 46611-132 2.48311-02 
CI.120 9.28211-01 91530D-01 1 r24OD-01 9.9:18D-02 5r325D--14 2*479D-02 
CH3 4,377U-01 4,473D-01 4 r 79311--02 3 r 034D-02 4 r 537D-15 9 r5861:I-03 
Cti4 3.19'?D.-08 3,99911-08 4 r 13411-08 3.307D-08 4 r 841D--lS 8 126711-07 
I: 0 2.07101.02 2.246Dt02 7r778r~4.01 h .222Di.01 4+963D-02 1.556Klt01 
C02 2 e2261It03 2 e9521Ii.03 3 r628D.kO3 2 + 902Ut03 3 r lS6Di.03 7 256Dt02 
HCO 1 614Dt00 1 r 633DJ.00 9 r 34411-02 7 + 47511-02 1 r745D--10 1,86911-02 
H 6r565D-01 7r056Il-01 2r463D-01 1,971r.I-01 1,912D-05 4+926D--02 
H 2 3 +047Dt00 3r262SIi.00 1,074D.tOO 8 r592D-01 1*214KI--03 2.14811-01 
H20 1 .04311+03 1 e338Dt03 lr472Dt03 11 178D+03 1 r238Dt03 2r944Dt02 
1102 4,93611t00 5+4761:1+00 2r707Dt00 2rlbhDt00 2,582n-03 5,414U-01 
N 2 r 31811-03 2,36111--03 4.662D-04 3 r 73011-04 2 r 346D'.-09 9,32511-05 
N 0 5,102D-01 lr427Ut00 lr6691It00 1+335D+00 3.770Dt01 3.338D-01 
NO2 3,303D-03 1r275D-02 1.955D-02 1.56411-02 2r542D-01 3r910D-03 
N 2 1.0611It04 2.0131It04 2,013Di.04 2r238Dt04 2r236Ut04 4 *027U1.03 
0 1,281DtOl 1,574tlt01 1.469Dt01 1 + 175D+01 3.198D--02 2.93711.1.00 
O H 3.9901ltOl 4r853Dt01 4*314D4,01 3r452Dt01 1.27211t00 8.62911t00 
02 Sr0181It02 2,582Dt03 2r 065Dt03 3,557Dt03 3r3801It03 4,13011t02 
PRESS .:RETlIRN> TO CONTINUE 
#X* OUTPUT: tit 
TEMP A N D  COMPOSITION FOR MARK-I1 MODEL: 
PRESSURE = 2121 ATM OVERALL E,Rr == 0,4995 
FUEL FLOW = 349r92 LBM/HK A I R  FLOW = 2.84 LBM/SEC 
20r0 PCTr OF FLOW RECYCLE11 FROM OUTLET OF 
ELEMENT N O +  3 TO I N L E T  OF ELEMENT NC) r 2 
OTHER OUTPUT: SELECT BY NUMBER - 
0- QUIT / BEGIN NEXT INPUT DATA SET 
1- INSPECT MOLE FRACTIONS 
2-  INSPECT MASS FRACTIONS 
3 -  INSPECT EMISSIONS INDEX 
4- INSPECT HISCI OTHER OUTPUT 
5- INSPECT CURRENT INPUT n A T A  SET 
CIPTION? (0-4) 0 
DO YOU WANT A HARSl CDPY OF THE INPUT ANI'I OUTPUT T.lfiTA FOR THIS RUN? ( Y / N )  Y 
PRESENT STATUS OF PROJECT - OCTOBER 1982 
Avai l a b l e  now: 
. IMPROVED CREK (-BD) 
I nc l ud ing  CREK preprocessor r ou t i nes ,  
sample data dekc, 1976 CREK documentation 
. EQLBRM and MARK21 
i n t e r a c t i v e  programs 
. CREK-ID 
w i t h  CREK preprocessor r o u t  ines and 1982 paper 
FOR PRELIMINARY EVALUATION AND CRITICISM ONLY! 
-- - 
. ALL SOURCE CODES: ANSI-standard 1966 FORTRAN-IVY ASC l l 
. MEDIA: L i s t i n g ,  o r  8" f l oppy  d i sk ,  s i n g l e  dens i ty ,  
I B Y  3740 format ted;  DEC R X O l  i n  RT-11 o r  FILES-11 
o the r  media nego t i ab le  

FLAME RADIATION MEASUREMENTS 
R. W. Claus, F. M. Humenik and G. M. Neely 
NASA Lewis Research Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 44135 
BACKGROUND: 
One of the fundamental combustion experiments being 
conducted here at the Lewis Research Center consists of a 
series of flame radiation measurements on a single JT8D tubular 
combustor assembled in a cylindrical housing having optical 
viewing ports at three axial stations. 
Preliminary flame radiation data were obtained with the 
JT8D tubular combustor during August 1979. Technical paper, 
TP-1722, which was published in February 1981 presents some of 
the spectral radiation data which shows the relative radiance 
at three axial locations in the combustor for a few test 
conditions generally representative of low power settings. 
Supplementary radiant heat flux data, which were measured with 
thermopile type heat flux transducers at two axial stations 
were presented at the LeRC Symposium "Aircraft Research and 
Technology for Future Fuelsff, April 1980 (NASA Conference 
Publication 2146, pp. 153-160). All of these data were 
obtained with Jet A and ERBS fuels, and were limited to 
relatively low operating pressures and relatively mild 
operating conditions. Thus, a continuation and expansion of 
the previous experimental arrangement is required to include a 
broader range of operating conditions ( P 3 ,  Tj, f/a, fuel 
type) so that flame radiation characteristics can be mapped 
more fully. 
Since combustion gases, predominantly carbon dioxide and 
water vapor, emit and absorb radiant energy in discrete 
spectral bands, calculations of flame temperature and soot 
concentration can be performed using the experimentally 
measured spectral radiance profiles. In addition, these 
spectral radiation data can be used for possible correlations 
with local liner temperatures and/or the radiant heat flux 
measurements. Characteristic differences attributed to fuel 
property variations may also be evident from the spectral 
radiance signatures. Thus, there is considerable potential for 
obtaining very valuable data which could improve our 
understanding of the effects of operating conditions, fuel 
type, and other variables on total flame radiation. 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES : 
1. Improve and develop flame emissivity correlations. 
2. Evaluate effects of combustor pressure, inlet air 
temperature, and reduced fuel hydrogen content on 
flame radiance. 
3. Correlate increases in flame radiance with increases 
in average liner temperature. 
SIGNIFICANCE - APPLICATIONS: 
1. Establish a comprehensive flame radiation model. 
2. Calculate flame temperature and soot concentration. 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS : 
Spectral and total flame radiation measurements have 
exhibited the following characteristics: 
1. Radiant heat flux increases substantially with rising 
combustor inlet air pressure. 
2. Fuel atomization characteristics can have substantial 
effects on radiant heat flux. 
3. Tests with ERBS fuel indicate that a reduction in fuel 
hydrogen content produces a significant increase in radiant 
heat flux primarily at low combustor pressures. At high 
combustor pressures (14-20 atm.) fuel effects are less 
distinct. 
REFERENCES: 
1. Claus, Russell W.: Spectral Flame Radiance from a 
Tubular-Can Combustor. NASA TP-1722, 1981. 
2. Aircraft Research and Technology for Future Fuels, NASA 
Conference Publication 2146, pp. 153-160; April 1980. 
FLAME RADI AT1 ON MEASUREMENTS 
OBJECTIVE: IMPROVE L INER THERMAL ANALYSIS 
BENEFITS : r REDUCE DEVELOPMENT COST 
r IMPROVE COOLING AIRFLOW D ISTRIBUT ION 
@ INCREASE LOYG TERM DURABIL ITY  OF L INER 
APPROACH: EXPERIMENTALLY ESTABLISH THERMAL MODEL PARAMETERS 
THROUGH D l  RECT MEASUREMENT OF : 
1 ,  SPECTRAL FLAME RADIANCE 
2. TOTAL RADIAT IVE  HEAT FLUX 
FUME RADIATION COMBUSTOR HOUSING ASSEMBLY 
WEKT FLUX 1 
RANSDUCER 
EFFECT OF COMBUSTOR PRESSURE 
r, 3 e l m  
r3 7 
A 14 
0 21 
Zone +l I Zone +2 
Fuel  nozz le  4 2  
J e l  A fue l  
Zone +3 
,008 ,012 ,016 ,020 .008 .012 .018 .020 .008 .012 .Ole .020 
FUEL-AIR RATIO 
EFFECT OF FUEL ATOMIZATION 
O Fuel  nozz le  +l 
Fuel  nozzle +2 
Zone +1 I z o n e  +2 
Combustor pressure.  7 e lm.  
J e t  A fuel  
Zone +3 
.008 .012 .Ole .020 , .008 .012 .018 .020 .008 .012 . O l 6  .020 
FUEL-AIR RATIO 
EFFECT OF FUEL TYPE 
JET A 
ERBS 
Zone + 1 
,008 .012 ,018 .020 .008 .012 ,018 .020 .008 ,012 .016 .020 
FUEL-AIR R A T I O  
EFFECT O F  PRESSURE ON TOTAL FLAME RADIATION 
FOR TWO DIFFERENT FUELS.  
70r ZONE 1 
Combustor pressure.  7 atm. 
Fue l  nozzle + 2  
EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON SPECTRAL 
FLAME RADIANCE. 
VIEW - ZONE 2 
T3 - 533 K 
F/A - 0.016 
N A V E L E N G T H  MICRONS I 
I

LEAN LIMIT PHENOMENA 
C. K. Law 
Northwestern University 
Evanston, Illinois 60201 
The influence of stretch and preferential diffusion on premixed flame 
extinction and stability have been investigated via two model flame 
configurations, namely the stagnation flame and the bunsen flame. The results 
are separately summarized in the following. 
( 1 )  Extinction and Stability of Stretched Premixed Flames in the Stagnation 
Flow 
Using a counterflow burner and a stagnation flow burner with a 
water-cooled wall, the effect of downstream heat loss on the extinction 
of a stretched premixed flame has been systematically investigated for 
lean and rich propane/air and methane/air mixtures. Based on results of 
the concentration limits and flame separation distances at extinction, it 
is demonstrated that, in accordance with theoretical predictions, extinc- 
tion by stretch alone is possible only when the deficient reactant is the 
less mobile one. When it is the more mobile one, downstream heat loss or 
incomplete reaction is also needed to achieve extinction. A variety of 
unstable flame configurations have been observed; the mechanisms for 
their generation and sustenance are discussed. 
(2 )  Opening of Premixed Bunsen Flame Tips 
The local extinction of bunsen flame tips and edges of hydrocarbon/ 
air premixtures has been experimentally investigated using a variety of 
burners. Results show that, while for both rich propane/air and butane/ 
air mixtures tip opening occurs at a constant fuel equivalence ratio of 
1.44 and is therefore independent of the intensity, uniformity, and 
configuration of the approach flow, for rich methane/air flames burning 
is intensified at the tip and therefore opening is not possible. These 
results substantiate the concept and dominance of the diffusional strati- 
fication mechanism in causing extinction, and clarify the theoretical 
predictions on the possible opening of two-dimensional flame wedges. 
(3) Publications 
(a) "Lean-Limit Extinction of PropaneIAir Mixtures in the Stagnation- 
Point Flow," by C. K. Law, S. Ishizuka, and M. Mizomoto, Eighteenth 
Symposium on Combustion, pp. 1791-1798 (1981). 
(b) "Effects of Heat Loss, Preferential Diffusion, and Flame Stretch on 
Flame-Front Instability and Extinction of ~ropane/Air Mixtures ," by 
S. Ishizuka, K. Miyasaka, and C. K. Law, Combustion and Flame, Vol. 
45, pp. 293-308 (1982). 
(c) "On the Opening of Premixed Bunsen Flane Tips ," by C. K. I a w ,  S. 
Ishizuka, and P. Cho, Combustion Science and Technology, Vol. 28, 
pp. 89-96 (1982). 
(d) "On Stability of Premixed Flame in Stagnation-Point Flow," by G .  I. 
Sivashinsky, C. K. Law, and G. Joulin, Combustion Science and 
Technology, Vol. 28, pp. 155-159 (1982). 
(e) "An Experimental Study of Extinction and Stability of Stretched 
Premixed, Flames, " by S. Ishizuka and C. K. Law, to appear in 
Nineteenth Symposium on Combustion, 1983. 
O B J E C T I V E S  
@ T O  STUDY E F F E C T S  O F  
1. PREFERENTIAL D I F F U S I O N  ( L e # l )  
2. AERODYNAMIC STRETCHING (FLOW NON-UNIFOWIITY , 
UNSTEADINESS, AND FLAME CURVATURE) 
3. UOWNSTREAM HEAT LOSS 
.ON 
A. FIAME E X T I N C T I O N  
B. F LAEIE-FRONT INSTAB I L I T Y  
METHO DOLOGY 
1. PKEFERENTIAL D I F F U S I O N  E F F E C T S  S T U D I E D  BY U S I N G  
METHANEIAIR PROPANE/AIR 
LEAN L e < l  L e > l  
R I C H  L e > l  Le < 1 
2. AERODYNAMIC STRETCHING S T U D I E D  BY USING STAGNATION 
FLOW WHICH HAS WELL-DEFINED VELOCITY GRADIENT 
3. DOWNSTREAM HEAT LDSS S T U D I E D  BY USING 
(a) STAGNATION .FLOW WiTH WATER-COOLEE SURFACE 
( b) SYMMETRICAL COUNTERFLOW 
209 
STAGNATION SURFACE 
/ / / / / / / , / / / / . / /  / / / / / / / , /  / ,  
Control Volume 
Mass Diffusion 
S c h e m a t i c  of Stagnat ion-Point  F l o w  I l l u s t r a t i n g  t h e  
D i r e c t i o n s  of H e a t  and m a s s  D i f f u s i o n .  
E X T I N C T I O N  MECHANISMS 
Le > 1 F l a m e s  
1. STRETCH ALONE CAN CAUSE EXTINCTION;  DOWNSTREAM HEAT LDSS 
M I N I M A L  E F F E C T  
2. INCREASING STRETCH DECREASES F IAPIE TEMPERATURE 
3. AT EXTINCTION,  FLAME LOCATEC AWAY FROM STAGNATION SURFACE 
4. AT E X T I N C T I O N ,  D E F I C I E N T  REACTAM' COMPLETELY CONSUMED 
Ze < 1 F l a m e s  
1. INCREASING STRETCH INCREASES FLAME TEMPERATURE, THEREFORE 
STRETCH ALONE CANNOT CAUSE E X T I N C T I O N  
2. E X T I N C T I O N  CAN BE ACHIEVED THROUGH 
(a) DOWNSTREAM HEAT LOSS,  WITH FLUE AWAY FROM WALL 
(b )  INCOMPLETE COMBUSTION WITH FLAME AT WALL 
N 
t-' 
t-' 
Various Flame Configurations for Propane/Air Mixtures 
in the Stagnation-Point Flow (See Publication No. b) 
Various Flame Configurations for PropaneIAir Mixtures 
in the Stagnation-Point Flow (See Publication No. b) 
Flame Separatedness at Extinction in the Counterflow Geometry. 
(a) Lean MethaneIAir, (b) Rich MethaneIAir, (c) Lean Propane/Air, 
(d) Rich Propane/Air (See Publication No. e) 
~ethanefAir L =  15 rnm 
V = l O  cm/sec 
EXTINCTION LIMIT 
L =  15 mm 
V = 10 cm/sec 
EXTINCTION LIMIT 
Loca t ion  o f  t h e  Binary  Flames I l l u s t r a t i n g  Flame Separa tedness  a t  E x t i n c t i o n  
LEAN ~ 3 ~ 4  
/- I RICH CH. 
RICH C3H8 
0.5 I I I I I I I 1  
R a t i o  of  t h e  E x t i n c t i o n  Concen t ra t ion  L i m i t s  w i t h  and w i t h o u t  
Downstream Heat Loss 
- - 
% Methane % Propane 
Author Method Defini t ion 
Lean Rich Lean Rich 
Zabetakis Propagating flame ( tube)  Extinct ion 5.0 15.0 2 . 1  9.5 
Andrevs and Bradley Propagating flame ( v e s s e l )  Ext inct ion 4.5 15.5 - - 
Egerton and Thabet F l a t  flame Burning ve loc i ty  5 .1  - 2.01 - 
Sorenson, Savage. 
and Strehlow Tent flame Cone angle 
Yamaoka and Tsuj i Double flame F lameloca t ion  4.7 15.3 - - 
Ishizuka and Law Binary flame Extinct ion '4.8 15.8 2.0 9.7 
Comparison o f  t h e  Flammabi l i ty  L i m i t s  o f  ~ e t h a n e / A i r  and p r o p a n e / ~ i r  
Mixtures  Determined by D i f f e r e n t  Methods 
(a) (b) 
Schemat i c  o f  Closed  and Open Bunsen Flame T i p s  
Set-Up o f  t h e  Bunsen Flame Exper iment  
216 
Tip Intensification of Rich MethaneIAir Bunsen Flame with 
Increasing Methane Concentration (See Publication NO. c) 
Tip Opening of Rich Propane1Ai.r Bunsen Flame with Increasing 
Propane Concentration (See Publication No. c )  
T U B E  N O Z Z L E  
F u e l  C o n c e n t r a t i o n s  a t  T i p  Opening a s  Funct ion o f  Flow V e l o c i t y  f o r  a  V a r i e t y ' o f  Burners  

COUPLING OF TRANSPORT AND CHEMICAL PROCESSES 
I N  CATALYTIC COMBUSTION 
F.V. Bracco, C. Bruno, B.S.H. Royce, D.A. Santav icca  
N. S inha  and Y. S t e i n  
P r i n c e t o n  U n i v e r s i t y  
P r i n c e t o n ,  New J e r s e y  08540 
C a t a l y t i c  combustors have demonstra ted t h e  a b i l i t y  t o  o p e r a t e  e f f i -  
c i e n t l y  o v e r  a  much wider  range of f u e l  a i r  r a t i o s  t h a n  a r e  imposed by t h e  
f l ammabi l i ty  l i m i t s  of  c o n v e n t i o n a l  combustors. Ex tens ive  commercial u s e  
however a w a i t s  f u r t h e r  p r o g r e s s  i n  t h e  a r e a s  of i )  t h e  d e s i g n  of a c a t a l y s t  
w i t h  low i g n i t i o n  t empera tu re  - and h i g h  t empera tu re  s t a b i l i t y ,  ii) r e d u c i n g  
f a t i g u e  due t o  the rmal  s t r e s s e s  d u r i n g  t r a n s i e n t  o p e r a t i o n  and,  iii 1 t h e  
development of mathemat ical  models t h a t  can  be used a s  d e s i g n  o p t i m i z a t i o n  
t o o l s  t o  i s o l a t e  p romis ing  o p e r a t i n g  ranges  f o r  t h e  numerous o p e r a t i n g  
parameters .  
The c a t a l y t i c  combustion program a t  P r i n c e t o n  r e f l e c t s  t h e s e  needs f o r  
f u r t h e r  resea rch .  The c u r r e n t  program of r e s e a r c h  i n v o l v e s  t h e  development 
o f  a  two-dimensional t r a n s i e n t  c a t a l y t i c  combustion model and t h e  develop- 
ment of a  new c a t a l y s t  w i t h  low tempera tu re  l i g h t - o f f  and h i g h  t empera tu re  
s t a b i l i t y  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s .  
A r e c e n t l y  developed two-dimensional t r a n s i e n t  model h a s  been 
used  t o  s t u d y  t h e  i g n i t i o n  of C O / A i r  mix tu res  i n  a p la t inum c o a t e d  c a t a l y -  
t i c  honeycomb. T h i s  model i n c l u d e s  c o u p l i n g  between t h e  g a s  and s u b s t r a t e ,  
r a d i a t i v e  h e a t  1 o s s . t o  t h e  o u t s i d e  and  r a d i a l  h e a t  l o s s e s  p r o v i d i n g  s o l u -  
t i o n s  f o r  t h e  two-dimensional t empera tu re  f i e l d  i n  t h e  s u b s t r a t e  and t h e  
two-dimensional temperature ,  composi t ion and  v e l o c i t y  f i e l d  i n  t h e  gas. 
The model h a s  been used t o  p r e d i c t  t h e  t r a n s i e n t  and steady'  s t a t e  u s i n g  
i n l e t  c o n d i t i o n s  f o r  which s t e a d y  s t a t e  exper imenta l  d a t a  i s  a v a i l a b l e .  I n  
t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n  t h e  i n l e t  c o n d i t i o n s  f o r  v e l o c i t y  and t empera tu re  a r e  s e t  
and  t h e  t r a n s i e n t  beg ins  by i n j e d t i n g  f u e l .  R e s u l t s  showing t h e  t r a n s i e n t  
behav ior  of t h e  s u b s t r a t e  and t h e  gas  a r e  p resen ted .  Th is  model i s  p a r -  
t i c u l a r l y  u s e f u l  f o r  p r e d i c t i n g  t h e  t empera tu re  g r a d i e n t s  i n  t h e  s u b s t r a t e  
which i n  t u r n  can  be used t o  p r e d i a t  t h e  the rmal  s t r e s s e s  i n  t h e  c a t a l y s t  
dur ing  t h e  t r ans i en t .  S ince  t r a n s i e n t  measurements a r e  no t  a v a i l a b l e  t h e  
ca l cu l a t ed  s teady  s t a t e  r e s u l t s  a r e  compared t o  s teady  s t a t e  measurements. 
The p red i c t ed  s teady  s t a t e  c a t a l y s t  temperature p r o f i l e  and t h e  exhaus t  gas 
composition a r e  found t o  agree  very w e l l  with measurements over  a  range of 
i n l e t  v e l o c i t i e s  and equivalence r a t i o s .  
Operat ing temperatures  of c a t a l y t i c  combustors o f t e n  exceed 1500 K, 
r e s u l t i n g  i n  unacceptably s h o r t  l i f e t i m e s  f o r  s tandard  c a t a l y s t s .  A new 
c a t a l y s t  has  been designed t o  e x h i b i t  long l i f e t i m e  a t  high temperatures  
and adequate i g n i t i o n  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  a t  low temperatures.  The c a t a l y s t  i s  
a  modified pe rovsk i t e  based on La (Cro,  5 ARo.5) 03. This  ceramic has  been 
doped t o  make i t  e l e c t r i c a l l y  conduct ive and consequently i t  can be 
r e s i s t i v e l y  heated t o  b r i n g  t h e  c a t a l y s t  up t o  t h e  requi red  l i gh t -o f f  tem- 
pera ture .  I n  add i t i on ,  plat inum has  been incorpora ted  i n t o  t h e  c r y s t a l  
s t r u c t u r e  t o  g ive  improved low temperature  l igh t -of f  while  having a  low 
platinum vapor p re s su re  a t  high ope ra t i ng  temperatures.  This  c a t a l y s t  can 
be  used i n  powdered form, by washcoating it onto  a h igh  temperature ceramic 
s u b s t r a t e ,  o r  a s  s i n t e r e d  monoly t h i c  s t r u c t u r e s ,  e. g. p l a t e s .  The advan- 
t a g e  of u s ing  t h e  c a t a l y s t  i n  t h e  form of p l a t e s  is  t h a t  they can be 
r e s i s t i v e l y  heated t o  a s s i s t  l i gh t -o f f .  However, t h e  c a t a l y s t  is  more 
r e a d i l y  a v a i l a b l e  i n  powdered form and t h e r e f o r e  t h e  f i r s t  tests wi th  t h e  
new c a t a l y s t  have been made wi th  i t  washcoated on a  honeycomb subs t r a t e .  
The s u b s t r a t e  used was mu l l i t e ,  t h r e e  inches  long wi th  1/16 i nch  square  
c e l l s .  Resu l t s  of experiments u s ing  a  pu re  platinum washcoat and a  
pe rovsk i t e  powder wi th  nominal 1.0% (by weight)  plat inum washcoat a r e  
presented.  The t e s t s  c o n s i s t  of e s t a b l i s h i n g  t h e  l igh t -of f  temperature and 
low temperature performance f o r  s e v e r a l  equivalence r a t i o s  and i n l e t  velo- 
ci t ies,  a f t e r  which t h e  c a t a l y s t  i s  "aged" f o r  s e v e r a l  hours a t  1500 O K  and 
then  t h e  l igh t -of f  and low temperature  experiments repeated. Prel iminary 
r e s u l t s  a r e  very encouraging i n d i c a t i n g  very l i t t l e  change i n  su r f ace  a c t i -  
v i t y  when used wi th  propane fue l .  T e s t s  wi th  hydrogen however i n d i c a t e  a 
poisoning e f f e c t  which quick ly  reduces t h e  a c t i v i t y  of t h e  c a t a l y s t .  
Resu l t s  from these  tests w i l l  be used a s  a guide i n  t h e  s e l e c t i o n  of t h e  
optimum platinum conten t ,  i n  terms of both adequate low temperature  l i g h t -  
o f f  and minimal high temperature aging, t o  be used i n  t h e  c a t a l y t i c  p l a t e s  
which w i l l  be produced and t e s t e d  i n  t h e  near  fu tu re .  
T R A N S I E N T  C A T A L Y T I C  COMbUST lON MODEL 
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SPONTANEOUS IGNITION CHARACTERISTICS 
OF HYDROCARBON FUEL-AIR MIXTURES 
Ar thur  H. Lefebvre and Greg W. Freeman 
Purdue U n i v e r s i t y  
Lafayette, Ind iana 47907 
Although the sub jec t  o f  spontaneous i g n i t i o n  o f  l i q u i d  f u e l s  has 
received considerable a t t e n t i o n  i n  the past,  the r o l e  of f u e l  evaporat ion 
i n  the  o v e r a l l  spontaneous i g n i t i o n  process i s  s t i l l  unclear.  A main 
purpose o f  t h i s  research i s  t o  c a r r y  ou t  measurements of i g n i t i o n  delay 
times, us ing f u e l s  o f  cur ren t  and an t i c i pa ted  f u t u r e  aeronaut ica l  i n t e r e s t ,  
a t  t e s t  cond i t ions  t h a t  are representa t ive  o f  those encountered i n  modern 
gas tu rb ine  engines. A t ten t i on  i s  focused on the  f u e l  i n j e c t i o n  process, 
i n  p a r t i c u l a r  the  measurement and con t ro l  o f  mean f u e l  drop s i ze  and 
f u e l - a i r  s p a t i a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n .  The experiments are designed t o  prov ide 
accurate in fo rmat ion  on the  r o l e  o f  f u e l  evaporat ion processes i n  
determining the  o v e r a l l  i g n i t i o n  delay time. The second ob jec t i ve  i s  t o  
examine i n  d e t a i l  the t h e o r e t i c a l  aspects o f  spontaneous i g n i t i o n  i n  
o rder  t o  improve upon cu r ren t  knowledge and understanding o f  the  basic  
processes involved, so t h a t  the r e s u l t s  o f  the i n v e s t i g a t i o n  can f i n d  
general and widespread app l i ca t i on .  
Experimental 
The f i r s t  phase of the experimental program, which has j u s t  
comenced, w i  11 u t i l  i z e  gaseous f u e l s  only ;  namely propane and vaporized 
J e t  A f u e l .  I t s  purpose i s  t o  determine accurate ly  i g n i t i o n  delay t imes 
under cond i t ions  where a value o f  zero can be assigned t o  the  fue l  
evaporat ion time. The t e s t s  w i l l  be conducted over a range o f  pressures 
from 1 t o  10 atmospheres a t  u n v i t i a t e d  a i r  i n l e t  temperatures up t o  900K. 
I n  some t e s t s  the  oxygen content  o r  n i t rogen content o f  the  main a i r  
stream w i l l  be va r ied  i n  order  t o  ascer ta in  the  e f f e c t  o f  02/N2 r a t i o  
on chemical delay time. The in fo rmat ion  provided i n  these t e s t s  w i l l  
be u t i l i z e d  i n  developing the  t h e o r e t i c a l  model f o r  spontaneous i g n i t i o n .  
The t e s t  r i g  employed i s  shown schemat ica l ly  i n  Figure 1. The t e s t  
sec t ion  i s  constructed from several lengths o f  30 m dia.  s ta in less  s tee l  
t ub ing  t o  form a maximum t o t a l  length  o f  1 meter. M u l t i p o i n t  f u e l  
i n j e c t i o n  i s  employed t o  ensure t h a t  t he  f u e l - a i r  mix ing t ime i s  always 
n e g l i g i b l y  small i n  r e l a t i o n  t o  the i g n i t i o n  delay time. The t e s t  
sec t ion  i s  water-cooled t o  e l im ina te  the p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  f lashback occur r ing  
along the  boundary l a y e r  adjacent t o  the duct wa l l .  It i s  proposed t o  use, 
the same t e s t  procedure as t h a t  used successful ly by Spadaccini and Te Velde 
(1).  It consis ts  o f  es tab l i sh ing  prescr ibed cond i t ions  o f  pressure and 
fuel and a i r  f low ra tes  and gradua l ly  inc reas ing  the  i n l e t  a i r  temperature 
u n t i l  a u t o i g n i t i o n  occurs a t  the  e x i t  o f  the  t e s t  duct. The occurrence o f  
a u t o i g n i t i o n  w i l l  be detected by thermocouple probes located a t  the  duct  
e x i t  and by photodetectors loca ted a t  several pos i t i ons  i n  the t e s t  r i g .  
Theoret ica l  
Considerable progress has been made i n  simp1 i f y i n g  and shor tening 
the  procedures involved i n  t he  c a l c u l a t i o n  o f  f u e l  spray evaporat ion times. 
I n  a previous study by Rao and Lefebvre [2] the evaporat ion t ime was 
obtained as: 
where B = mass t rans fe r  number 
D32 = Sauter mean diameter, m 
f = fraction of fuel in vapor form 
a = a i r  conductivity, J/ms K 
c = a i r  specif ic  heat ,  J/kg K 
Pa 
u ' = m s  value of f luctuating velocity 
= a i r  density, kg/m 3 
'a 
= fuel density, kg/m 3 p f 
n = fraction of fuel i n i t i a l l y  i n  vapor form 
2 
'a = a i r  viscosity,  m / s  
A drawback to  the above equation i s  t ha t  i t  assumes a constant value of 
B fo r  the en t i r e  evaporation period. However, B i s  constant only f o r  
steady-state evaporation. During the heat-up period the  value of B r i s e s  
continuously from an i n i t i a l  low value up  t o  the steady-state value. 
Thus, in practice,  the value of B f o r  insert ion in to  Eq. (1) should be 
lower than the steady-state value by an amount tha t  depends on the 
ambient a i r  pressure and temperature, and on the  boiling temperature of 
the fuel: 
To overcome t h i s  deficiency the mass t rans fe r  number, B y  i s  replaced 
by the evaporation constant, A ,  using the relat ionship 
Substi tut ing fo r  In (1 + B )  from Eq. (2) in to  Eq. (1)  gives 
where A e f f  i s  an " e f f e c t i v e "  value o f  x which takes i n t o  account both 
convect ive e f f e c t s  and the  reduced evaporat ion r a t e  dur ing  the  heat-up 
period. Values o f  he f have been ca l cu la ted  f o r  l i q u i d  hydrocarbons 
r a n g ~ n g  i n  normal bo i  f i n g  temperature from 420. to  560 K, evaporat ing i n  
a i r  a t  temperatures and pressures up t o  2000 K and 2000 kPa respec t ive ly .  
Some t y p i c a l  values o f  heff are g iven i n  F igure 2 f o r  a gas pressure o f  
2000 kPa. 
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Fig. 2. V a r i a t i o n  o f  e f f e c t i v e  evaporat ion cons tan t  w i t h  *normal b o i l i n g  
p o i n t  a t  a  pressure o f  2000kPa. 
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California Institute of Technology 
Pasadena, California 91 109 
Some of the important results obtained recently at Caltech in Prof. Frank 
Marble's research group are presented here. The following research personnel 
at Caltech contributed to the work presented here: 
Professor Frank E. Marble 
Dr. Malladi V. Subbaiah 
Dr. Perry Norton 
Dr. Ann Karagozian 
A wide variety of combustion problems, including combustion instabilities 
and turbulent diffusion flames, appear to involve the entrainment and 
deformation of laminar flames by large vortex structures in the flow field. 
First, we examine some details of this process of laminar flame distortion 
by considering the interactions of time-dependent diffusion flames with two- 
dimensional vortices (Figs. 1 & 2). For large values of the circulation T/D, 
the augmentation of the fuel consumption due to the vortex is proportional to 
pr2/3~1/3. When the effects of finite chemistry are included, the increase 
of fuel consumption rate is governed by a time scale which depends on the 
chemical reaction time, tch (Fig. 3). If the products of combustion occupy 
more volume than the original reactants, the spiral flame will appear as an 
unsteady volume dilatation for times on the order of chemical time. This acts 
as an acoustic source and the interaction of a vortex and diffusion flame 
results in the generat'on of a pressure pulse. The peak pressure is 
proportional to r 'I3D1j3 /4tCh and occurs after a delay proportional to the 
chemical time, tch. The results provide the fundamental structure for the 
mechanism of instability proposed by Rogers and Marble (1956) (Figs. 4-7). 
In the second part of the presentation, some results on the modelling of the 
non-steady combustion in burners for aircraft gas turbines will be given. 
The general aim of the work is to develop a one-dimensional model applicable 
to the NASA-Lewis Non-Steady Combustion Rig. In the present discussion, we 
emphasize the results of the non-steady flame model, which constitutes an 
important module in the over all description of the system. 
In an earlier investigation, a detailed model for the non-steady response of, 
a stabilized flame in a two-dimensional duct was developed using a flame sheet 
description. The results showed active response by the flame region at certain 
well-defined frequencies and suggest a possible mechanism of low frequency 
instability in a combustion system. 
The present model for combustion processes utilizes a two-phase combustion 
model which treats the flame zone as an ensemble of pockets of unburned gas 
and combustion products. The steady state flame development is shown in 
Figures 8-11. This steady state solution is perturbed by an imposed acoustic 
wave approaching the flame region from either the downstream or upstream 
region. The spectra of the reflection and transmission coefficients are 
shown in Figures 12-15. 
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Figure 1 An initially flat flame has been wound into a 
spiral by a vortex; in this case the vortex is 
located on the flame sheet. Locally, a piece of 
the flame initially of length dA has been 
elongated to length d l .  Note the similarity 
present in the vortex structure, the vortex 
grows with time a s  fi. 
Figure  2. Core  Region of Distorted F lame  Sheet, r / 2 n v  = 40, ,,/= = 0. 1 cm. 
Figure 3 Here 8, the augmented fuel consumption 
rate of the flame due to the presence of the 
vortex, is made dimensionless by por2/3~,- j /3 
and shown as a function of t / tch.  
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Figure 4 . An idealized representation of the experimen- 
tal setup of Rogers and Marble (1956). A con- 
dition of steady burning is shown here. 
Figure 5 The same configuration as  the previous figure, 
only under screeching conditions. The 
unstable oscillations corresponded to  the 
transverse mode of the combustion chamber, 
thus the acoustic oscillations are  from top to 
bottom in this figure. The flame sheets are  
wound up by vortices alternately shed from 
the top and bottom of the flameholder. 
Figure 6 
.c. 
To calculate the two-dimensional acoustic 
field caused by the spiral flame. one imagines 
the spiral flame occupying the  z axis in a 
three-dimensional region, and an  observer a t  
0'. a distance r from the spiral flame. The 
pressure pulse a t  0' can be obtained by 
superimposing the pressure pulses from a 
line of three- dimensional sources distributed 
along the z axis. 
Figure 7 The pressure pulse seen at a distance z from 
the vortex, when z is large enough to lie in 
the far field, is given by equations 7.8. Here 
the pressure rise P - P made dimensionless 
by (a - I )  p01'2n~in JC*) is plotted as a 
function of ( t  - z / c ) / f c h .  
Figure 8 D i s t r i b u t i o n  of Combustion Products ,  Steady Flow 
%, = 0.02, fyfL = 4.5. 
Figure  9. Veloc i ty  D i s t r i b u t i o n  of Combustible Mixture, 
Steady Flow. 
Figure 10 Velocity Distribution. of Combustion Products, Steady Flow. 
Figure 11 Pressure Distribution, Steady Flow.. 
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1.2 Pressure Wave Reflection Coefficient, R2, Wave From Downstream, 
Figure 13 .Pressure Wave Transmission Coefficient, Tp, Wave From Downstream. 
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Figure 14 Pressure Wave Reflection Coefficient, Ri, Wave From Upstream. 
Figure 15 Pressure Wave ~ransmission Coefficient, T Wave From Upstream. 1 ' 

NUMERICAL MODELING OF TUPBULENT COMBUSTION 
A. F. Ghoneim, A. J. Chorin, and A .  K. Oppenheim 
U n i v e r s i t y  o f  C a l i f o r n i a ,  Berkeley 
Berkeley , Cal i f  o r n i  a 94720 
Our work i n  numerical modeling i s  focused on the  use o f  the 
random vor tex  method t o  t r e a t  t u rbu len t  f low f i e l d s  associated w i t h  
combus t i o n  wh i l e  f lame f ron ts  are considered as in te r faces  between 
reactants and products, propagat ing w i t h  t h e  f l o w  and a t  t he  same 
t ime advancing i n  t he  d i r e c t i o n  normal t o  themselves a t  a  p rescr ibed 
burn ing speed. The l a t t e r  i s  associated w i t h  the generat ion o f  
s p e c i f i c  volume ( t h e  flame f r o n t  ac t ing ,  i n  e f f e c t ,  as t he  locus o f  
vo lumet r ic  sources) t o  account Fcr t h e  expansion of the f l o w  f i e l d  
due t o  the exo thermic i ty  o f  t h e  combustion process. The model was 
app l ied  t o  t he  f l o w  i n  a  channel equipped w i t h  a rearward f a c i n g  
j t e p .  The r e s u l t s  we obta ined revealed the  mechanism o f  the  forma- 
t i o n  o f  l a r g e  scale t u r b u l e n t  s t r u c t u r e  i n  t h e  wake of the  step, 
wh i l e  i t  showed the  f lame t o  s t a b i l i z e  on the  ou te r  edges o f  these 
(1) eddies . 
I n  the course o f  t h i s  year  we concentrated upon th ree  top i cs :  
1. Study o f  the  fundamental aspects o f  t h e  modeling technique 
2. A p p l i c a t i o n  o f  the  model t o  t he  fo rmat ion  o f  a  t u r b u l e n t  j e t  
3. Development o f  novel concepts b r i n g i n g  f o r t h  the aerodynamic 
p rope r t i es  o f  t u r b u l e n t  flames 
On the  f i r s t  subject ,  th ree  e f fo r t s  have besn successfu l ly  pur- 
sued. F i r s t  i s  t h e  development o f  t h e  random element method, pre- 
sen t ing  the  a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  t he  random walk technique t o  model d i f -  
fusion o f  energy. The concept o f  vor tex  sheets and vor tex  b lobs i s  
extended f o r  t h i s  purpose t o  heat  t r a n s f e r  sheets o r  temperature jump 
elements, and blobs o f  i n t e r n a l  energy, t h a t  c a r r y  thermal g rad ien ts  
from heat  conducting w a l l s  t o  t he  i n t e r i o r  o f  t he  f i e l d  and r e d i s t r i b u t e  
them by d i f f u s i o n .  Table 1 presents t he  fundmental idea of random 
walk modeling of diffusion, exploiting the analogy between the 
Green junction of the diffusion equation and the probability density 
junction of a Gaussian random variable. Figures 1 and 2 show a 
comparison between the exact solution and the numerical solution for  
the problem of tieating an inf in i te  solid by an isothermal wall a t  
y = 0, i n  terms of the heat f l u x  profiles and the- temperature 
profiles.  Figures 3 and 4 depict the temperature profiles for  a 
f i n i t e  solid bounded by two isothermal walls, and an isothermal and 
an adiabatic wall, respectively. The extention of the procedure t o  
handle two-dimensional diffusion i s  presented in  Table 2.  A one- 
dimensional approximation close to  the walls i s  employed t o  imple- 
ment isothermal boundary conditions , whi l e  energy elements are used 
-. i n  the in te r ior  to  diffuse the energy there. t-igures 5 and 6 display 
the temperature profiles along the diagonal of a corner and a square, 
respectively, as compared to  the corresponding exact profiles.  
The second fundmental problem we have solved i s  concerned with the 
generation of vort ic i ty  by the interaction between the pressure f i e ld  and 
densi tjl gradients -- a mechanism which i s  of importance to  both flames 
and buoyancy effects.  The motion of the temperature jump elements, 
governed by. the a1 gori t h m  of the random element method, generates el e- 
ments of vort ic i ty  i n  the in te r ior  of the f i e ld  while additional 
elements are generated by the no-sli p condition ' a t  the walls. Table 3 
describes how random walk i s  used i n  conjunction w i t h  the principle of 
time sp l i t t i ng  t o  solve the system of equations that  describes natural 
convection flow over a vertical  inf in i te  isothermal wall. Figure 7 
shows a comparison between our solution (thick l ines)  and a f i n i t e  
(3  difference solution for  two values of the Prandtl number . 
The third problem i n  th i s  category i s  that  of flame propagation. 
In our original model an interface advection and propagation algorithm, 
based on the assumption that  the flame i s  a jump in density, was used t o  
propagate the flame. In order to  t r e a t  flame propagation as that  of 
a reacting surface governed by a f i n i t e  rate  of reaction, the problem 
was recast i n  terms of a reaction-diffusion equation in temperature. 
The algorithm of the random element method was extended t o  solve th i s  
problem by adjusting the strength of the temperature jump elements as 
they move according to  the rate of reaction as described i n  Table 4. 
The a l g o r i t h m  was t e s t e d  by  s o l v i n g  problems by t he  use o f  f i n i t e  
d i f f e r e n c e  and f i n i t e  element methods, demonstrat ing i t s  c a p a b i l i t y  
of c a l c u l a t i n g  flame propagat ion w i t h  proper  accuracy. F igures 8 and 
9 show a  comparison between the  exact  s o l u t i o n ,  eva lua ted  f o r  
f ( T )  = T ( l -T ) ,  and t h e  numerical  computations when t h e  i n t e g r a t i o n  
of t h e  r e a c t i o n  p a r t  o f  t h e  equa t ion  i s  done us ing  a  f i r s t - o r d e r  
Eu le r  scheme i n  t he  f i r s t  case, and an exac t  i n t e g r a l  i n  t h e  second 
( 4 )  case, r e s p e c t i v e l y  . 
On t h e  second sub jec t ,  t h e  random vo r tex  method was a p p l i e d  t o  
t he  problem o f  t h e  f o rma t i on  o f  p lanar ,  two-dimensional t u r b u l e n t  j e t  
a t  h i g h  Reynolds numbers. F igure  10 descr ibes schemat ica l l y  t he  
elementary processes o f  t h e  random vo r tex  rneth0.d and how they  a re  
implemented t o  so l ve  t h e  convec t i on -d i f f us i on  equat ion.  The r e s u l t s  , 
expressed i n  terms o f  t h e  development o f  t h e  v o r t i c i t y  f i e l d ,  a re  
presented i n  Fig. 11. They revea l  the  format ion o f  l a r g e  sca le  
t u r b u l e n t  eddy s t r u c t u r e s  on bo th  s ides  o f  t h e  j e t  w i t h  a  p o t e n t i a l  
core i ns i de .  Few j e t  w id ths  downstream , the  two l a y e r s  s t a r t  t o  
i n t e r a c t  and t he  f l o w  becomes dominated by t h e  p a i r i n g  o f  eddies f rom 
bo th  s ides.  The t u r b u l e n t  eddies grow by  e n t r a i n i n g  t h e  non- tu rbu len t  
f l u i d ,  w h i l e  t h e i r  t r a j e c t o r i e s  become more and more convoluted as a  
r e s u l t  o f  t h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  between pos i  ti ve and negat i ve  v o r t i  c i  ty. 
These p i c t u r e s  d i s p l a y  a  remarkable resemblence t o  exper imenta l  photo- 
graphs ob ta ined  by Dimotakis,  e t  a l .  (5) across t h e  p lane  o f  symmetry 
of an ex isymmetr ic  j e t .  
The concept o f  f lame aerodynamics has been developed on t he  bas i s  
o f  our  numerical  model ing s tud ies  , supported by exper imenta l  observa- 
t i o n s  o f  t u r b u l e n t  f lames. The u l t i m a t e  conc lus ion  o f  these s tud ies  
i s  the  dominance o f  l a r g e  sca le  eddies over  t h e  f l o w  f i e l d ,  w h i l e  t he  
f lame i t s e l f  becomes es tab l i shed  a t  t h e  o u t e r  edges o f  these eddies 
and ac t s  as a  semi-permeable membrane encompassing tHe b u r n t  gases. 
I t  i s  the  i n t e r a c t i o n  between-these eddies and t h e  expansion assoc ia ted  
w i t h  t h e  exo thermic i  t y  o f  combustion process t h a t  produces t h e  char- 
(6) a c t e r i s t i c  aerodynamic p a t t e r n  t h a t  we a re  now s tudy ing  . 
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TABLE 1. FUNDAMENTAL IDEA 
Nomenclature 
H - Heavyside s tep  f u n c t i o n  
6 - D i rac  d e l t a  f u n c t i o n  
E - Expecte'd va lue 
- Gaussian random v a r i a b l e  
a - Standard d e v i a t i o n  
D i f f e r e n t i a l  Equat ion 
Boundary Condi t ions 
Cons t ra i n t  
Formal Sol u t i o n  
S tochas t i c  So lu t i on  
Local  Sampl i ng 
Global  Sampl i ng 
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TABLE 2. A HYBRID SCHEME FOR TWO-DIFIENSIONS 
6 = 20 ; thickness of l-D diffusion layer 2 
6Ai = area element 
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TABLE 3.  PRESSURE-DENSITY INTERACTION 
n = number of temperature jump elements 
N = Number of vortex elements 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
INITIAL CONDITIONS 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
FRACTIONAL STEPS 
VORTIC ITY PRODUCTION 
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TABLE 4. REACTION-DIFFUSION EQUATION 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
INITIAL CONDITION 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
SOLUTION 
FRACTIONAL STEPS 
REACTION 
DIFFUSION 
DETERMINISTIC 
STOCHASTIC 
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COMBUSTOR FLAME FLASHBACK 
James S. T'ien and Margaret Proctor 
Case Western Reserve University 
Cleveland, Ohio 44135 
Objective: Analytically model and conduct basic experimental 'tests to study 
the fundamentals of flame flashbacks in combustors. 
Background: Flashback has been a recurrent problem with the present Chrysler 
automotive gas turbine combustor. It can be a potential problem for 
- 
other types and applications of advanced combustors as well. An improved 
understanding of the phenomenon would lead to improved design techniques 
to avoid its occurrence. 
Approach: It is proposed to model, test, and develop the fundamental 
conditions and process by which flashback occurs on combustor wall 
surfaces. An atmospheric rig consisting of a small dump combustor with a 
premixing channel would be required. Operation would be on a gaseous 
fuel. The primary variables would be inlet air and wall temperatures (up 
to 1500' F), boundary layer thickness, gas stream velocities, and 
controlled pressure disturbance level in the combustor. Both 
steady-state and transient tests will be conducted. 
Status: A steady-state flame flashback model is in existence. A transient 
model is being considered. The-experimental rig is being designed. The 
experiment will be performed at NASA Lewis Research Center by a Case 
Western Reserve University student. 
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